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Chapter 1
Introduction

The present study is an extended, empirical argument that language users are
creatures of habit whose behavior can be characterized as inertial; it seeks to
show that this inertia is sufficiently patterned to be predicted by the analyst.
Dwight Bolinger once noted that

we have no way of telling the extent to which a sentence like I went home
is a result of innovation, and the extent to which it is a result of repetition,
countless speakers before us having already said it and transmitted it to us
in toto. Is grammar something where speakers ‘produce’ (i.e. originate) con-
structions, or where they ‘reach for’ them, from a pre-established inventory
. . . ? (Bolinger 1961: 381)

Indeed, as a corpus linguist dealing with naturalistic data, one regularly has
the nagging suspicion that language users seem to ‘reach for’ at least as much
as they ‘produce.’ Consider, for instance, (1):

(1) I think it may be 10 years from now when people start seeing the long-
term effects from it, and you start having problems with it. (CSPAE
Comm8a97)

In (1), there are two occurrences where the verb to start takes gerundial, as
opposed to infinitival, complementation. Linguists have devoted considerable
energy to answering the question why the verb to start sometimes takes infini-
tival complements, and sometimes gerundial complements (cf. chapter 8 for
a review). Traditionally, a linguist interested in this kind of variation would
look at both start seeing the long-term effects and start having problems with
it in isolation and attempt to determine, for each of the two occurrences, se-
mantic or other internal constraints that presumably caused the speaker to
go for gerundial complementation in both cases; sociolinguists would also
examine external variables such as sex, age, or class and see how these in-
terfere with the observable variation. By contrast, the main argument of the
present study is that an important reason why gerundial complementation is
used in the second slot in (1) is because gerundial complementation has just
been used immediately before. This comparatively simple explanation has
received far less corpus-linguistic, empirical attention than it, I believe, de-



2 Introduction

serves. In what follows, I will refer to the underlying phenomenon – namely,
that speech production is inertial – as persistence in language use.

1. Scope

I operationally define

(2) persistence as referring to the tendency that if speaker A faces a vari-
able Z where he or she has the choice between two or more semanti-
cally equivalent variants (regardless of whether they are lexical, mor-
phological, or syntactic in nature), speaker X’s choice will be affected
by

(α) previous exposure to the variable Z, such that use of a specific
variant (either by speaker A or by another speaker B, to whose
output speaker A has been exposed) in previous discourse will
make it more likely, all other things being equal, that the same
indexvariant variant will be used again by speaker A (henceforth:
α-persistence; see example (3), next page); or by

(β ) previous exposure to a linguistic pattern Z*, which is not vari-
able in the same way as variable Z but parallel to one of vari-
able Z’s variants, such that use of the linguistic pattern Z* (either
by speaker A herself or by another speaker B, to whose output
speaker A has been exposed) in previous discourse will make it
more likely, all other things being equal, that the variant of vari-
able Z which is parallel to the linguistic pattern Z* will be used
by speaker A (henceforth: β -persistence; see example (4), p. 4).

It is important to point out that persistence may be implicit and does not nec-
essarily involve any conscious intent by the speaker – though it may, but this
is impossible to determine on the basis of corpus data. The aforesaid points to
a basic terminological and methodological dilemma that needs to be spelled
out clearly from the outset: as we shall see in chapter 2, persistence can be ei-
ther viewed as a primarily psycholinguistic phenomenon (it is then referred to
as production priming), or as a primarily discourse-functional phenomenon.
Yet, I avoid referring to discourse-analytic and especially psycholinguistic
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terminology a priori. This is because corpus study may simply not be the
appropriate method to investigate psycholinguistic mechanisms such as pro-
duction priming effects (see, e.g. Branigan et al. 1995 and Bock and Griffin
2000 on this point, and Gries 2005 for arguments against this view). Care-
fully designed experimental procedures, which can control for alternative ac-
counts, are the data source of choice to present evidence for such effects.
Trying to accomplish this would be a tall order for a corpus study: in corpus
data, speakers’ output may exhibit persistence for reasons of rhetoric, polite-
ness (for instance, Tannen 1982, 1987, 1989), or thematic coherence, to aid
the process of gap filling in creating and processing elliptic utterances (for
instance, Matthews 1979), to open up question-answer pairs (for instance,
Levelt and Kelter 1982), because speakers feel like intentionally repeating
items from previous discourse, or because they were primed in preceding
discourse. Because it is not easily (if at all) possible to disentangle the above
motivations through corpus study in a waterproof fashion, the phenomenon
will be referred to using the relatively neutral term persistence. In the remain-
der of this study, therefore, the term persistence will be used when referring to
the observation of surface parallelism in corpus data. More specific terminol-
ogy – for instance, production priming or discourse management – is going
to be employed when we turn to exploring likely causes of the phenomenon.

1.1. α-persistence and β -persistence

My definition of persistence in (2) captures dependencies between two or
more occurrences of the same variable (α-persistence). This is exemplified in
(3), where three future marker slots are positioned in adjacency and presum-
ably influence each other:

(3) JOE: I mean, or (. . . ) is there gonna be a separate, they’re gonna
have an account in Chicago, for the funds to pass through?

Or is it gonna be passthrough funds here at the bank? (CSAE 0906)

Crucially, however, the definition also seeks to capture dependencies be-
tween a variable and a linguistic pattern which is not necessarily variable
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itself, but which shares one or more syntactic, morphological, or lexical prop-
erties with one of the variable’s variants. This is what I call ‘β -persistence.’
For illustration, (4) exemplifies a context where persistence appears to obtain
between a variable and a non-optional usage of a pattern which is parallel to
one of the variable’s variants. The interviewee employs an optional affirma-
tive DO periphrasis (We did have a trap), thereby mimicking the interviewer’s
question structure with non-optional DO-support (did you go in with a trap
then?).

(4) INTERVIEWER: Then I suppose that – did you go in with a trap then
in those days, or . . . ?

CAVA HJ: Well, we did have a trap , but uh later on, Charlie had a,
uh, an old delt motorbike. (FRED CON002)

Hence, the present study will assume that persistence can be either an inter-
variable effect, or an effect between a variable and some other parallel though
non-optional linguistic pattern in the variable’s context. In the former case (α-
persistence), both the ‘prime’ and the ‘target’, in psycholinguistic parlance,
are optional in that the speaker could have twice used alternative ways of
expressing herself. In the latter case (β -persistence), it is only the target that
is optional and variable, while the prime is not (at least it is not variable
in the same way as the target). Thus, in (4) above, only the affirmative DO

periphrasis (We did have a trap) is optional; DO-support in the interviewer’s
question (did you go in with a trap then?) is, strictly speaking, mandatory.
Let us look at another set of examples for further illustration:

(5) a. donate money to the church
b. give money to the church

(6) a. send money to the church
b. give money to the church

Persistence from (5a) to (5b) would fall under the scope of β -persistence
because donate cannot normally take double object constructions, while (5b)
is just another way of saying give the church money. This is why donate is
not variable in the same way as give. By contrast, persistence from (6a) to
(6b) would qualify as α-persistence because in (6), both send and give are
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choice contexts in that both verbs can occur in either subcategorization frame
– in other words, send the church money and give the church money are fully
fledged paraphrases of (6a) and (6b), respectively.

Crucially, therefore, the analytical distinction between α-persistence and
β -persistence – which may be more critical to variationist sociolinguists than
to psycholinguists – is a methodological consequence of, and relies heavily
on, the Labovian notion of the linguistic variable (as does, indeed, the present
study as a whole): a linguistic variable is a linguistic item which has clearly
identifiable variants (i.e., alternative realizations) where one variant can be
substituted by the other with no semantic change (cf. Labov 1966a, 1966b).
That is to say, if both the prime and the target are variants of the same linguis-
tic variable, we are dealing with α-persistence; else, the relationship between
prime and target falls under the scope of β -persistence.

1.2. Persistence within and across turns

It is also postulated in (2) that persistence is not only an intra-turn phe-
nomenon, but can also have scope across turns and across speakers:

(7) JIM: Matt ’ll find this out, and, I mean, we ’ll get involved in it.
(CSAE 0906)

(8) LYNNE: But you know, they do it for a living . You know, most peo-
ple that you would get to trim your horse do it all the time. And I’m
not that good, or I’m not very strong.

LENORE: Did they train you? (CSAE 0408)

Consider (7), where persistence in future time reference (i.e., Matt’ll and
we’ll instead of Matt’s going to and we’re going to) is observable in two
subsequent variable sites within a speaker’s turn, or (8), where persistence of
generalized actives (as opposed to agentless passives) has scope across turns
and across speakers. The parallelism in (8) is due to the fact that they do it for
a living is another way of saying it’s done for a living, and that did they train
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you? can be considered a syntactic variant of were you trained? (cf. Weiner
and Labov 1983).

The psycholinguistic literature on priming effects certainly lends support
to the assumption that persistence can have scope across turns (cf., for in-
stance, Levelt and Kelter 1982). Moreover, repetition across turns and repe-
tition of what another speaker says (allo-repetition in discourse-analytic ter-
minology [cf. Tannen 1989: 54]; cross-speaker priming or comprehension-
to-production priming in psycholinguistic parlance [cf. Branigan, Pickering,
and Cleland 2000]) are widely observed in discourse and serve important
functions.

2. Objectives

Why study persistence? Thanks to Labov (1969), the notion of “inherent vari-
ability” plays an important role in modern linguistics: speakers alternate be-
tween semantically roughly equivalent options of saying the same thing in
a statistically regular way. While linguists have always known that speech
production is inertial and repetitive, the phenomenon has as yet not been sys-
tematically exploited in variationist research designs, i.e. in research seeking
to quantitatively pin down the determinants of linguistic variation.1 Presum-
ably, this is because the phenomenon has been thought to be too unpredictable
and chaotic to serve as an explanatory variable. By contrast, one of the main
claims in the present study is that persistence is actually sufficiently patterned
and predictable to help us understand better the linguistic choices that speak-
ers make. In the spirit of Labov (1969), then, this study will seek to show that
when persistence is factored into variationist model building, it turns out that
speakers’ choices are even more regular and patterned than has hitherto been
thought. This would play havoc with a basic assumption underlying empirical
linguistic inquiry: namely, that an occurrence of a linguistic phenomenon can
in theory be considered the result of a new throw of the dice, and that it can
be investigated in isolation and out of the wider discourse context. I would
like to submit that this assumption is likely to be flawed.

In a nutshell, the present study will investigate – primarily, but not exclu-
sively, through multivariate analysis methods – the effect previous linguis-
tic choices in discourse have on upcoming linguistic choices by conducting
five case studies (comparison strategy choice, genitive choice, future marker
choice, particle placement, and complementation strategy choice) on the basis
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of several naturalistic data sources. This investigation will have two overar-
ching objectives: first, to suggest a variationist methodology to deal with the
phenomenon; second, to demonstrate that consideration of the phenomenon
can substantially increase the linguist’s ability to account for linguistic varia-
tion, and to predict speakers’ linguistic choices more accurately. More specif-
ically, the following research questions will guide this book’s analyses:

1. How important a factor is persistence in the linguistic choices that speak-
ers make? How much does consideration of persistence-related factors
help us to account for linguistic variation?

2. What is the relative empirical showing of α-persistence and of β -persist-
ence?

3. Presumably, persistence itself is subject to several determinants – for in-
stance, the more recently a given option was used, the more likely it is to
be used again (compared to when it was used a long while ago). Which
factors influence persistence, and in what way?

4. Is persistence different for different groups of speakers – for instance, are
there differences between older and younger speakers, or between male
and female speakers?

5. The alternations investigated in the present study differ in their nature:
some are primarily syntactic, others are additionally characterized by
lexical differences. Does the magnitude of persistence also depend on
the nature of the alternation examined?

A word on the disciplinary orientation of the present study might be use-
ful to the reader. This book is primarily concerned with extralinguistic or
intralinguistic factors which impact speakers’ linguistic choices. Yet, the pre-
sent study also draws heavily on ideas and evidence developed by psycholin-
guists and discourse analysts. Still, the present study is closer to variationist
research traditions than to either psycholinguistics or discourse analysis. On
a more general level, it is my hope that the present study succeeds in con-
tributing to a theory of how spoken language works.
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3. The organization of the present study

This study is structured as follows. Chapter 2 will review previous research on
persistence, repetitiveness, priming effects, and related phenomena. Chapter
3 makes explicit the methodological and empirical framework of the pres-
ent study. Chapters 4 to 8 constitute the empirical core of the present study,
investigating persistence on the basis of five well-known alternations in the
grammar of English as case studies. Each of these chapters will be concluded
by a plain-English interim summary. Chapters 9 and 10 are, in effect, two con-
cluding chapters. Chapter 9 is a synopsis of the five previous chapters where
the findings will be generalized and discussed in a wider context. Chapter 10,
finally, summarizes the present study’s main findings, discusses their greater
relevance, and points out areas for further research.



Chapter 2
Previous research on persistence phenomena

Those familiar with the study of rhetoric, public oratory, and poetry may be
acquainted with the stylistic feature called parallelism, employed in (1):

(1) Quod rogat illa, timet; quod non rogat, optant . . . (Ovid, Ars Amatoria
I, 485)

This feature, and the effects that can be achieved by using it, have been known
to authors and speakers for millennia. (1) exploits persistence in that the
syntactic structure of a clause is copied to an adjacent clause to achieve a
mesmerizing, rhythmic effect. Be that as it may, persistence can serve many
more functions and can have many more motivations besides making poetry
more pleasant to listen to. In fact, persistence, automaticity, and repetitive-
ness appear to be ubiquitous no matter which population of speakers is being
looked at: preschoolers, second language learners, and adolescents (Miller
and Weinert 1998: 384), neuropsychological patients (for instance, aphasics;
cf. Blanken, Dittmann, and Wallesch 1992), and also academics (see, e.g.
Biber et al. 1999: 987–1036).2 With the focus of this study being on persist-
ence and repetitiveness in adult language production, this chapter will review
previous research on this population in what follows. There are three major,
and somewhat distinctive, perspectives from which such research has been
carried out: psycholinguistics, discourse analysis, and (quantitative) corpus
linguistics. The following review is structured accordingly.

1. Psycholinguistic approaches

One fundamental characteristic of native speakers’ knowledge of their lan-
guage is productivity. In an ideal word, this productivity should translate into
native speakers’ capacity to generate and process an infinite number of gram-
matical sentences. Chomsky and his followers have argued that this capacity
is constrained by somewhat trivial performance factors such as memory lim-
itations, the human tendency to make mistakes, and fatigue (Chomsky 1965).
One important – and not all that trivial – constraint is arguably missing from
this list: researchers of the human speech production system have known for
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some time now that there is a number of empirically robust psycholinguis-
tic phenomena, so-called production priming effects, in which utterances “of
a linguistic form (e.g. a word or sentence) . . . tweak the production system
in a way that may be reflected in changes in the production of subsequent
forms” (Bock 1990: 1225). Hence, processing and production of material is
manipulated by having been exposed in prior context to something related.
The effect of this is that similar forms and patterns tend to persist in speech
production, and ultimately that production is less creative than in could be.
“Related,” along these lines, can mean remarkably many things. This section
will review research on the following priming phenomena:3

Lexical priming. Processing of lexical material is facilitated if related mate-
rial has just been activated in the mental lexicon.

Morphological priming. Processing of a word is aided by just having pro-
cessed a morphologically related word.

Form Priming. Processing of a word is aided by just having processed a
word with a similar phonological form.

Syntactic priming, type I. Processing of a word is aided by the compatibility
of that word with the prior syntactic context.

Syntactic priming, type II. Processing of a sentence is aided by just having
processed a sentence with the same syntactic structure; using a partic-
ular syntactic structure is more likely given previous exposure to that
structure. This phenomenon is also sometimes referred to as syntactic
persistence or structural priming.

Priming phenomena are often (though not universally) assumed to be due
to spreading activation levels in a network of memory which is presumably
organized in terms of lexical, morphological, phonological, or syntactic sim-
ilarity. When a word, morpheme, phonological form, or syntactic structure
is recognized, some site in the network is activated, and this activation may
subsequently spread to nodes of related patterns or tokens (see, for instance,
Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg 1980: 519). An alternative account is
that priming is a form of procedural or implicit learning:

Structural priming can arise within a system that is organized for learning how
to produce sequences of words . . . structural priming is a dynamic vestige of
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the process of learning to perform language. We call this process learning
to talk, in the completely literal sense of talk. It is not learning language but
learning to produce it. In this sense, learning to talk involves learning proce-
dures – cognitive skills – for efficiently formulating and producing utterances.
What structural priming suggests is that these procedures may undergo fine-
tuning in every episode of adult language production. Similarly, structural
priming in language comprehension . . . might be interpreted as learning to
understand. (Bock and Griffin 2000: 188–189; emphases original)

The literature on priming phenomena is extensive, so the review below will
necessarily be somewhat eclectic.

1.1. Lexical priming

Levelt and Kelter (1982) conducted a number of experiments to investigate
what they called the “correspondence effect” with regard to word repeats.
More specifically, Levelt and Kelter were interested in contexts such as (2).

(2) a. Aan wie laat Paul zijn viool zien?
‘To whom lets Paul his violin see?’

b. Wie laat Paul zijn viool zien?
‘Whom lets Paul see his violin?’ (Levelt and Kelter 1982: 78)

These were the kind of questions that Levelt and Kelter’s informants were
asked after having been shown corresponding pictures. There was a signifi-
cant tendency for informants to use the (optional) preposition in their answer
if the question contained the preposition, as in (2a), and to not use a prepo-
sition when the question did not contain a preposition, as in (2b). Levelt and
Kelter also manipulated the task and inserted interfering materials to study
how memory might be involved in the effect. They moreover designed an ex-
periment to test whether some degree of correspondence between a question
and an answer is even perceived as ‘natural’ by informants. Levelt and Kelter
(1982: 103) concluded that subjects tend to repeat lexical items from previous
talk, both their own and other parties’ and that question-answer sequences
appear more natural to subjects when the sequences agree in prepositional
form. Crucially, then, “a previous element of speech which is available in the
speaker’s working memory can, by its mere presence, affect the formulation
process and reproduce itself during the speaker’s turn” (Levelt and Kelter
1982: 103).
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Because of the lack of closed-class priming reported in Bock (1989) (see
below, section 1.4.2), it might be argued that the findings of Levelt and Kelter
(1982) are just syntactic in nature. Brennan and Clark (1996) and Wheel-
don and Monsell (1992), however, reported experiments where repetition is
clearly lexical. Wheeldon and Monsell (1992) investigated repetition prim-
ing and found that recent exposure to a name (for instance, in response to a
definition or after reading the name) substantially facilitates the subsequent
naming of a pictured object. Crucially, the effect persists after as many one
hundred intervening trials, and prior production of a mere homophone of the
object’s name does not have the same priming effect; this is why the phe-
nomenon cannot be due to phonological relatedness but must be lexical in
nature.

Brennan and Clark (1996), on the other hand, sought to elucidate why and
how conversationalists, when repeatedly referring to the same object, come
to use the same terms eventually. In experiment 1, for example, Brennan and
Clark (1996) had subjects go through different card sets with pictures of com-
mon objects – a shoe (loafer), a dog (retriever), and so on – on each card. In
simple terms, the difference between the card sets was that some sets only
contained one basic-level item (for instance, one dog only), while other sets
contained both a retriever and a Scottish terrier. Brennan and Clark tested how
subjects, in interaction with other subjects in the experiment, would refer to
particular objects (say, a retriever) after successive trials involving several sets
of cards – as a dog or a retriever? This choice is presumably governed by sev-
eral factors, among them recency and frequency of use. In conclusion, Bren-
nan and Clark argue that conversationalists establish conceptual pacts when
referring to objects, and that these pacts result in what Brennan and Clark call
‘lexical entrainment’: “the repeated use of the same or closely related terms
in referring to an object on successive occasions”, even when conversational
parties have the option to user simpler references (Brennan and Clark 1996:
1491).

In summary, there is solid experimental evidence that it is easier to reac-
tivate recently activated lexical representations in the mental lexicon than to
activate new lexical representations from scratch, and that lexical repetition
and, indeed, lexical priming constitutes an important interactional mechanism
in dialogue.
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1.2. Morphological priming

Morphological priming is the phenomenon in which “responses to a target
word (e.g. counted) can be facilitated when it is preceded by a morpholog-
ically related prime word (e.g. counting)” (Drews 1996: 629). Kempley and
Morton (1982) are credited as being the first to describe the effect. They per-
formed an experiment in which they first primed subjects for a relatively long
period, and then tested for the effect on recognition of spoken words pre-
sented in noise during the test phase. Kempley and Morton made three ob-
servations: (i) there was no priming effect for “physically” related words,
hence deflecting produced clearly during the priming phase did not facilitate
identification of reflecting in the test phase; (ii) for words with a regular in-
flectional relationship, there was a clear facilitation effect. Hence reflected
spoken clearly during the priming phase facilitated identification of reflecting
during the test phase; (iii) there was a complete lack of facilitation for irreg-
ularly related words such as sing–sang, man–men, etc. Kempley and Morton
(1982: 441) conclude that “there is a morphological/structural level of anal-
ysis which is pre-semantic, at which these long-term effects take place.” An-
other well-known study on morphological priming is Boyce, Browman, and
Goldstein (1987). Prior to this study, it had not been entirely clear whether the
strong priming effect between affixual variants, such as reflecting–reflected,
was really due to regular morphological relatedness rather than to phono-
logical identity of the stems, which is not given in pairs such as sing–sang.
To investigate this matter, Boyce, Browman, and Goldstein studied morpho-
logical priming in Welsh, a language in which initial consonants in words
undergo systematic mutations as a function of their syntactic context. These
mutations are regular, but considerably more complex than English affixa-
tion. Crucially, phonological identity of the stems in morphologically related
words is not given. Replicating the method used by Kempley and Morton
(1982) with Welsh-speaking subjects, Boyce, Browman, and Goldstein show
that in spite of the lack of phonological identity, Welsh “mutation is similar
to affixing in English in that mutated variants prime each other” and that “ab-
stract morphological categories, rather than identity of phonological form,
are required to organize the Welsh lexicon” (Boyce, Browman, and Goldstein
1987: 419).

Therefore, morphologically related words seem to have common lexical
representations. Thus a prime that is related to a target through regular mor-
phological processes facilitates recognition, and possibly production of the
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latter. Morphological priming has been studied extensively in the auditory,
but not in the production domain (cf. Drews 1996: 633). All the same, a sim-
ilar effect in the domain of production is to be expected.

1.3. Form priming

When subjects are presented with a target word, to which a response is re-
quired (preceded by a prime), the processing of the target word is aided when
the prime word and the target word are in some way related in form, as in
plank–blank (Zwitserlood 1996: 589). Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg
(1980) is the pioneering study on form priming. Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and
Seidenberg used a so-called Stroop or color naming paradigm, in which sub-
jects are first presented, auditorily or visually, with a prime word, and then
with a target word which is printed in some color. The subjects’ task is to
ignore the target word itself and to just name the color in which it is printed.
However, subjects cannot inhibit processing the target word, which interferes
with naming the color. The logic of the task is that priming effects have been
shown to additionally interfere with naming the color, meaning that subjects
have a hard time not processing the target word and concentrating on nam-
ing the color when they have been exposed to a related word before. Thus,
in Stroop paradigms, priming effects manifest as longer latencies in color
naming. Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg (1980) used this experimental
design to test for both orthographic and phonological priming. To disentangle
phonological and orthographical relatedness experimentally, primes and tar-
gets sometimes were only orthographically similar (as in, e.g., freak–break)
and sometimes only phonologically similar (as in, e.g., light–cite). To test
for orthographic priming, Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg exposed sub-
jects to the prime words visually, and found that this exposure increased color
naming latencies only for orthographically (i.e., not phonologically) related
targets. As for phonological priming, Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg
(1980) presented the prime words auditorily, which led to increased color
naming latencies only in the case of phonological relatedness.

Thus, Tanenhaus, Flanigan, and Seidenberg (1980) found evidence for
both phonological and orthographic priming, and that phonological and form
relatedness between words is a factor that aids the processing of linguistic
patterns.
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1.4. Syntactic priming

Two related, though analytically distinct phenomena have been referred to
as syntactic priming in the psycholinguistic literature (cf. Nicol 1996: 675).
I will refer to these as syntactic priming, type I and syntactic priming, type
II, respectively. Because it is the latter type that is especially relevant to the
present study, it will receive a more detailed survey in what follows.

1.4.1. Syntactic priming, type I

This variety of syntactic priming is concerned with “the facilitation in the
processing of a word due to the compatibility of that word with preceding
syntactic context” (Nicol 1996: 675). Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1977) are
credited with having been the first to describe the phenomenon. Their ac-
tual research question was whether syntactic processing is (un)affected by
the semantic context. To this end, they designed an experiment where they
presented subjects with sentences consisting of a context clause which was
supposed to semantically disambiguate a following phrase fragment ambigu-
ous in deep structure, as in (3a) and (3b):

(3) a. If you walk too near the runway, landing planes . . .
b. If you’ve been trained as a pilot, landing planes . . . (Tyler and

Marslen-Wilson 1977: 684)

At the offset of the final word in the ambiguous phrase, a probe word was
shown to subjects. The probe word was either compatible with the seman-
tic context, or not; for instance, are is compatible with the deep structure
indicated in (3a), is is compatible with the deep structure indicated in (3b).
The subjects’ task then was to repeat the probe word as rapidly as possible
while the latency to name the probe word was recorded. Tyler and Marslen-
Wilson’s hypothesis was that if syntactic processing is unaffected by semantic
context, latencies should be the same regardless of whether the probe word is
compatible with the preceding clause or not. However, if subjects’ syntactic
representation of the fragment clause is affected by the meaning of the pre-
ceding clause, Tyler and Marslen-Wilson expected latencies to be longer for
incompatible probe words. Latencies were indeed differential, which Tyler
and Marslen-Wilson (1977: 689) argue is evidence that syntactic analysis is
not completely unaffected by semantics. This is
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because one syntactic structure is more appropriate than another in view of
the semantic constraints exerted by the preceding clause, the listener devel-
ops expectations about the syntactic structure of the remainder of the clause.
Therefore, when the probe word consists of an inappropriate verb form, his
naming latency is longer than it is when he sees a probe word which meets
his structural expectations. (Tyler and Marslen-Wilson 1977: 689)

So, the above syntactic priming effect is the tendency that when subjects
encounter a lexical item that somehow ‘fits’ into the preceding syntactic con-
text, they can process this item faster than they could otherwise. This asym-
metry is referred to as syntactic priming. Along rather similar lines, Wright
and Garret (1984) investigated syntactic factors influencing word recognition.
Subjects were presented visually with incomplete sentences which ended in
a target word. Subjects then had to decide whether the target word fits into
the larger context, and their reaction time was recorded. The target word was
syntactically either compatible with the preceding context, as in (4a), or in-
compatible, as in (4b):

(4) a. If your bicycle is stolen, you must formulate . . .
b. *If your bicycle is stolen, you must batteries . . . (Wright and Gar-

ret 1984: 32; emphases original)

The results obtained by Wright and Garret (1984: 39) show that “some pro-
cess within subjects slows responses whenever the target word is ‘odd’ with
respect to the preceding context.”

In all, the crucial dependent variable here is always reaction time and la-
tency (cf. Nicol 1996: 676) and not persistence in subjects’ output, which is
why this priming effect is not as interesting to the present study as some other
priming effects.

1.4.2. Syntactic priming, type II

This type of syntactic priming focuses on “the facilitative effect on the pro-
cessing of a given sentence of having just processed a sentence with the same
or similar syntactic structure” (Nicol 1996: 675). Bock (1986) is the sem-
inal study in this field. She investigated syntactic priming in the choice of
active/passive constructions, as in (5), and prepositional/double object con-
structions, as in (6):
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(5) a. Mary saw John.
b. John was seen by Mary.

(6) a. Mary gave John the present.
b. Mary gave the present to John.

In the experiments Bock set up, subjects had to read out a priming sen-
tence containing one of the above (a) or (b) constructions. Subsequently, they
were presented with an unrelated event in a picture which they had to describe
(see Figure 1 for some example pictures). The point is that the pictures could
be described using an (i) active or passive construction, or (ii) a prepositional
or double object construction. Bock found that the structural properties of the
priming sentence significantly influenced subjects’ subsequent description of
the pictures in that “speakers tend to repeat the syntactic forms of sentences
in subsequent utterances that are minimally related in lexical, conceptual, or
discourse content” (Bock 1986: 378). This means that those subjects that had
to read out sentences such as John was seen by Mary were substantially more
likely to describe the left picture in Figure 1 as the church was struck by light-
ning than were subjects who received an alternative priming sentence (such as
Mary saw John). The experiments were camouflaged as recognition memory
tests that minimized subjects’ attention to their speech, which allowed Bock
(1986) to rule out influence of stylistic or other preferences. Bock (1986: 379)
frames the interpretation of her findings in terms of activation processes:

An utterance takes the grammatical form that it does because the procedures
controlling its syntax are more activated than the procedures responsible for
an alternative form, with the higher level of activation being an automatic
consequence of the prior production of the same form. (Bock 1986: 379)

It follows from this explanation that factors such as frequency or recency of
use of a syntactic construction figure prominently in explaining its overall
distribution. This distribution is – if the activation-based account is correct –
ultimately a function of the cognitive mechanisms that are involved in gener-
ating the construction (Bock 1986: 380–381).

Bock (1986) has sparked a great deal of research activity centering on
syntactic persistence or priming. All the same, a number of questions con-
cerning the phenomenon remain. For one thing, it is still not entirely clear
at which stage of language production the effect is actuated (Wheeldon and
Smith 2003: 432). A second controversy concerns the duration of syntac-
tic priming: is the effect rather short-lived (as claimed by Levelt and Kelter
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Figure 1. Examples of transitive (left) and dative (right) priming sentences used by
Bock (1986). Only one of the two alternative priming sentence forms was
presented in each priming trial, followed by a target picture, which sub-
jects then had to describe (from Bock 1986: 361)4
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1982; Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland 1999; Wheeldon and Smith 2003,
among others), or is it, after all, long-lived (Saffran and Martin 1997; Boy-
land and Andersen 1998; Bock and Griffin 2000; Branigan et al. 2000; Chang
et al. 2000; Gries 2005)? Levelt and Kelter (1982) claimed that the likelihood
of a prime-target match declines significantly within one single intervening
clause. Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland found that in written sentence com-
pletion, “reliable priming occurred only when the target immediately fol-
lowed the prime” (Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland 1999: 638). Similarly,
Wheeldon and Smith (2003) reported that in their experimental set-up, prim-
ing effects did not survive even one intervening unrelated trial; and Pickering
et al. concluded that “current evidence is inconclusive about how long syn-
tactic information remains activated” (Pickering et al. 2000: 205).

Yet priming may be long-lived, after all. Bock and Kroch (1989) found
that priming can persist over 12 intervening experimental trials, and Bock and
Griffin reported priming effects after 10 intervening trials, a finding which,
they argue, is “more compatible with a learning account than a transient mem-
ory account” (Bock and Griffin 2000: 177). Branigan et al., conducting a spo-
ken sentence completion experiment, concluded that “syntactic priming in
spoken sentence completion is not a very short-lived phenomenon” (Brani-
gan et al. 2000: 1301) and that the rapid decay in Branigan, Pickering, and
Cleland (1999) is specific to written sentence completion. Boyland and An-
dersen (1998) argued that priming can persist over a 20-minute interval, and
Gries (2005) demonstrated that priming is rather long-lasting in corpus data.
Saffran and Martin (1997) obtained priming effects over an interval of no less
than a week in a study of structural priming in aphasic patients. It is true that
these quite different durations are due to different methodologies that possi-
bly trigger not quite identical effects with somewhat different loci (Wheeldon
and Smith 2003: 431). Crucially, however, the issue of the longevity of the
effect – controversial as it may be – has important theoretical consequences:
if syntactic priming is a short-term memory or activation effect, it should be
short-lived; if it is, in fact, long-lived, activation cannot be the whole story
(Chang et al. 2000: 219).

Workers in the field have also sought to investigate whether and to what
extent syntactic priming operates from production to production and from
comprehension to production. Bock (1986) was clear evidence for product-
ion-to-production priming: subjects themselves had to read out the priming
sentences before they were presented with the picture description task. As for
comprehension-to-production priming, Branigan et al. (1995) have evaluated
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a range of experimental evidence for bidirectional priming between compre-
hension and production. More recently, Potter and Lombardi (1998) reported
that reading as well as merely perceiving a sentence can prime its syntactic
structure. Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000) investigated if and to what
degree speakers coordinate syntactic structures in dialogue. To this purpose,
they employed a so-called ‘confederate-scripting technique’:

Pairs of speakers took it in turns to describe pictures to each other. One
speaker was a confederate of the experimenter and produced scripted descrip-
tions that systematically varied in syntactic structure. The syntactic structure
of the confederate’s description affected the syntactic structure of the other
speaker’s subsequent description. (Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland 2000:
B13)

In other words, speakers tended to mirror syntactic structures used by the
other conversational party, which the authors took as evidence that syntactic
priming is the result of residual activation at the lemma stratum (cf. Pickering
and Branigan 1998), which is accessed during both comprehension and pro-
duction. Using the same technique, Cleland and Pickering (2003) also showed
comprehension-to-production priming, and Gries (2005), in his corpus-based
investigation of syntactic priming in particle placement and the dative alter-
nation, reported both production-to-production priming and comprehension-
to-production priming.

Another issue concerns the question whether and to what extent mor-
phosyntactic and lexical characteristics of the prime and the target can ma-
nipulate the strength of the priming effect. Pickering and Branigan (1998) in-
vestigated this matter utilizing five written completion task experiments with
double object and prepositional dative constructions. They showed that on
the one hand, priming is stronger when both the prime and the target consist
of the same verb lemma than when different verb lemmas are used (although
even then, the priming effect does not dissipate), an effect that was replicated
by Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (2000) in the domain of comprehension-
to-production priming. On the other hand, Pickering and Branigan (1998) did
not obtain differential effect sizes when they varied tense, aspect, or number
of the involved verbs. Pickering and Branigan concluded that “combinatorial
information is phrasal in nature, is associated with the verb’s lemma rather
than a particular form of the verb, and is shared between different lemmas”
(Pickering and Branigan 1998: 633). In much the same vein, Cleland and
Pickering (2003), using a confederate-scripting technique (see above) to in-
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vestigate syntactic priming effects of noun phrases in dialogue, explored lex-
ical representation – more precisely, how the formulation of complex expres-
sions is conditioned on the structure of lexical entries. In a nutshell, Cleland
and Pickering (2003) found (i) that repeating the head word of the target in the
prime enhanced the syntactic priming effect, (ii) that the priming effect was
also enhanced when the head words were semantically related, and (iii) that
syntactic priming was not enhanced if the head words were merely phono-
logically related. Cleland and Pickering (2003) thus dovetails with Pickering
and Branigan (1998): verb lemma or head word matches enhance priming,
similarities in phonological or morphosyntactic form appear not to. These
experimental findings notwithstanding, Gries (2005) submits that in the da-
tive alternation and in particle placement, matching verb forms as well as
matching verb lemmas might enhance the priming effect.

Along these lines, it is worth noting that much as Pickering and Branigan
(1998) failed to obtain effects of varying morphology and Cleland and Pick-
ering (2003) were unable to report effects of phonological relatedness of head
words, Bock (1989) found that manipulation of closed-class items in priming
sentences did not have an effect on the strength of syntactic priming. As in
Bock (1986), subjects received priming sentences, such as (7), after which
they were presented with events in pictures that they had to describe.

(7) a. A cheerleader offered a seat to her friend.
b. A cheerleader offered her friend a seat.

(8) a. A cheerleader saved a seat for her friend.
b. A cheerleader saved her friend a seat. (Bock 1989: Table 1)

As was to be expected given Bock (1986), subjects were more likely to de-
scribe a picture as, e.g., the girl is handing a paintbrush to the boy (instead of
the girl is handing the boy a paintbrush) after having received (7a) instead of
(7b). However, when Bock manipulated the prepositions in the priming sen-
tences while leaving the overall syntactic structure unaltered – as in (8) – there
was no discernible effect. This means that regardless of whether subjects re-
ceived (7a) or (8a), they were equally likely to produce, e.g., a prepositional
to-dative, as in the girl is handing a paintbrush to the boy. Bock concluded
that “closed-class words are not inherent in the structural skeletons of sen-
tences” (Bock 1989: 181).

In sum, there is substantial evidence that repetitions of syntactic structure
often arise from the reiteration of mental processes responsible for building
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syntactic structure during language production, and that “this activity is to
some degree dissociated from message content” (Bock 1990: 1228). Syntac-
tic priming is an empirically robust phenomenon that has been shown for
many languages and many constructions. Some of the issues that are cur-
rently subject to empirical discussion include: At which stage of language
production is the effect generated? What is the time course of effect? How
does the magnitude of the effect depend on its directionality (production-
to-production and comprehension-to-production)? Do morphosyntactic and
lexical characteristics of the prime and the target influence the size of the
effect?

2. Discourse-analytic and conversation-analytic approaches

What about the interplay between priming/repetition and discourse-functional
goals? For the most part, psycholinguists have been silent on this issue, re-
lying as they have on monological, decontextualized language fragments to
study language production and comprehension. Pickering and Garrod (2004:
169–170) give the following two reasons for this abstinence: for one thing,
studying dialogue experimentally is methodologically not trivial (as Picker-
ing and Garrod 2004: 169 put it, “how can the experimenter stop subjects
from saying whatever they want?”). Secondly, psycholinguistics has derived
most of its theoretical apparatus from generative linguistics, which of course
is notorious for ignoring performance phenomena such as conversation. Only
recently, then, have experimental psycholinguists begun to investigate the
psychological mechanics of dialogue. Garrod and Pickering (2004) and Pick-
ering and Garrod (2004), for instance, have argued that massive priming on
all levels creates ‘alignment’ of representations between interlocutors in dia-
logue. This means that

what actually occurs in dialogue is lots of lexical, syntactic, and semantic
activation of various tokens at each level, and activation of particular links
between the levels. This leads to a great deal of alignment, and hence the pro-
duction of routines. It also means that the production of a word or utterance
in dialogue is only distantly related to the production of a word or utterance
in isolation. (Garrod and Pickering 2004: 183)
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We will now turn to a review of what the rich literature in the discourse
analytic and conversation-analytical tradition (in the spirit of, for instance,
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974) has to say about the function(s) of rep-
etition in discourse. Workers in this field have long known that conversation-
alists, under certain circumstances, use parallel patterns to achieve certain
effects. So obvious and pervasive is this tendency in talk that it often has
been noted just in passing. Harvey Sacks has suggested that analysts should
check if the variant chosen by the speaker is coordinated with things in its
neighborhood when trying to explain the speaker’s choice, because repetition
creates rhythmic patterns (Sacks 1971). Jefferson (1972: 303) defines a ‘re-
peat’ as “an object that has as its product-item a prior occurrence of the same
thing, which performs some operation upon that product-item.” According to
Halliday and Hasan (1976), exact repetition can serve as a cohesive tie. Ochs
(1979) finds that one of the characteristics of unplanned spoken discourse is
the use of parallelism: phonemes (“sound touch-offs”), lexical items (“lexical
touch-offs”), and syntactic constructions are regularly repeated. Duranti and
Ochs (1979: 396) view repetition as one of “two major ways in which refer-
ents are tied to the prior discourse” in conversation among Italians. Polanyi
(1979) describes the systematic use of repetition to manage narrative flow
in conversational story telling. Interactional sociolinguists have reported that
speakers in social interaction often modify their speech to accommodate lis-
teners (‘accommodation theory’; cf. Giles 1980). Levin (1982) argues that
anadiplosis – beginning a clause or phrase with the word in which the preced-
ing clause or phrase ended – is an often-used figure of speech operating on lin-
guistic form in discourse. Schiffrin shows that non-adjacent self-paraphrase
can have multiple functions (Schiffrin 1982) and that local coherence in dis-
course is the “outcome of joint efforts by interactants to integrate knowing,
meaning, saying and doing” (Schiffrin 1987: 29), and one way to “integrate
saying” is repetition or persistence of linguistic structure. Johnstone (1984)
notes that self-paraphrase in conversation is a paratactic modificational strat-
egy in that frequent juxtaposition of two items makes them more similar.
Shepherd (1985) proposes that repetitiveness is particularly pervasive in cre-
oles. According to Abbi (1985), repetition of all parts of speech is frequent in
South Asian languages and used to mark emphasis, intensity, and plurality.

Schenkein (1980) is an in-depth, qualitative analysis of taped interactions.
As a starting point for his study, Schenkein presents a transcription of an
interaction between a bank robber and his colleague and lookout:
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(9) ROBBER: . . .You’ve got to hear and witness it to realize how bad
it is.

LOOKOUT: You have got to experience exactly the same
position as me, mate, to understand how I feel.

(Schenkein 1980: 22; emphases mine)

In this passage, as well as in the whole interaction, significant parroting of
structure takes place. The robber says “You’ve got to hear . . . how bad it is,”
and his colleague reiterates “You have got to experience . . . to understand
how I feel.” Schenkein (1980: 26) argues that “using materials from prior
talk in current talk is enormously common in conversational interaction,” re-
gardless of whether the repeated material is topical, inflectional, structural, or
thematic. In addition, Schenkein finds that in natural-occurring conversation,
even action sequences (such as QUESTION/ANSWER/ANSWER-REPEAT) tend
to be repeated more often than one would suspect.

Deborah Tannen has devoted two papers published in Language (Tannen
1982, 1987) and part of a book (Tannen 1989) to the question of why rep-
etition is so pervasive in conversation, and what effects conversationalists
can possibly achieve by being repetitive. In Tannen (1982), she studies how
speakers or writers employ oral strategies – “those aspects of discourse which
make maximal use of context, by which maximal meaning and connective
tissue are implied rather than stated” (Tannen 1982: 3) – and literal strate-
gies, “those [strategies, BS] by which maximal background information and
connective tissue are made explicit” (Tannen 1982: 3). Comparing spoken
narratives to written narratives, Tannen’s focus is on how the distribution of
oral/written features differs in spoken and written narratives. One of Tannen’s
findings is how pervasive parallel structures and repetitions are in spoken nar-
ratives. Consider (10a), which is drawn from a spoken narrative, and (10b),
which is drawn from a written narrative where the writer was asked to retell
the spoken narrative:

(10) a. And he knows Spanish, and he knows French, and he knows
English, and he knows German.

b. He knows at least four languages fluently – Spanish, French,
English, and something else. (Tannen 1982: 14)

This is not an isolated example; almost always, Tannen found parallel struc-
tures (“ . . . he knows . . . he knows . . . he knows . . . he knows . . . ”) to be more
frequent in oral narratives than in the corresponding written narratives. From
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one view, it is certainly true that writers have more, if not unlimited, plan-
ning time at their disposal, hence they do not need to rely on repetition to
aid memory. However, Tannen’s key explanation for this skewed distribution
is that persistence often caters to the communicative goal of inter-personal
involvement between communicator and audience in spoken discourse:

what seems most significant is that syntactic parallelism establishes a mes-
merizing rhythm which sweeps the hearer along; hence it is perfectly geared
to knowing through involvement . . . , which underlies both oral performance
and conversation. (Tannen 1982: 7)

In her (1987) paper, Tannen explores lexical, syntactic, and prosodic rep-
etition in conversation to show how repetition helps to lend a poetic quality
to talk (cf. Tannen 1987: 574: “Repetition is a resource by which speakers
create a discourse, a relationship, and a world”). Figure 2 exemplifies a spec-
imen of lexical repetition in Tannen’s data, and Figure 3 illustrates Tannen’s
notion of phonological repetition. Tannen suggests that repetition serves sev-
eral functions simultaneously: production, comprehension, connection, inter-
action, and involvement. As for production,

repetition enables a speaker to produce language in a more energy efficient,
less energy-draining way. It facilitates the production of more language, more
fluently . . . the relative automaticity of repetition facilitates language produc-
tion in conversation. (Tannen 1987: 581)

Levelt and Kelter (1982: 78) and especially Bock (1986: 379–380) have sug-
gested similar accounts from a psycholinguistic perspective. Important along
these lines is Tannen’s notion of ‘planning time’: first, in a speaker-centered
view, repetition “enables a speaker to produce fluent speech while formulat-
ing what to say next” (Tannen 1987: 582). Hence, repetition renders produc-
tion less resource-demanding. Second, repetition also aids comprehension:

The automatic nature of repetition and variation facilitates comprehension
by providing semantically less dense discourse . . . This redundancy in spo-
ken discourse allows a hearer to receive information at roughly the rate the
speaker is producing it. (Tannen 1987: 582)

Third, repetition achieves connection by serving a referential and tying
function (cf. Halliday and Hasan 1976). “Repetition evidences a speaker’s at-
titude, showing how it contributes to the meaning of the discourse . . . repetit-
ion is a way of contributing to the rheme or comment” (Tannen 1987: 583).
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Figure 2. Exact lexical repetition in conversation (from Tannen 1989: 73)5

Figure 3. Phonological repetition in conversation (from Tannen 1989: 77)6

Fourth, on the level of interaction, “repetition not only ties parts of dis-
course to other parts, but ties participants to the discourse . . . linking speak-
ers in a conversation” (Tannen 1987: 584). Repetition accomplishes the fol-
lowing interactional goals, among others: managing the floor, showing lis-
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tenership, providing back-channel responses, humor and play, and ratifying
another conversational party’s contribution. By serving these and other func-
tions in production, then, “repetition serves an overarching need for interper-
sonal involvement” (Tannen 1987: 584) by providing a resource (i) to create
coherence, (ii) to keep the conversation going, and (iii) to connect to oth-
ers, or at least to connect to what the other conversational parties have said
by repeating what they have said. It is therefore not surprising, according to
Tannen (1987: 601), that “some (and probably all) of conversation is also a
system of pervasive parallelism,” much like a poem.

Finally, mention should be made of how repetitions can be classified from
a discourse-analytical perspective. Tannen (1987: 57) distinguishes the fol-
lowing types of repetition:

– self-repetition vs. allo-repetition (repetition of what others have said);

– exact repetition (the same words are repeated with the same rhythmic pat-
tern) vs. repetition with variation (e.g. questions transformed into state-
ments) vs. free paraphrase;

– immediate repetition vs. delayed repetition, where ‘delayed’ can refer to
delay within a discourse or delay across days, weeks, months, and years”
(Tannen 1989: 54).

In conclusion, workers in the field of discourse and conversation analysis
have shown that repetition and persistence are tools by which certain inter-
actional goals – for instance, interpersonal involvement – are achieved and
by which the business of communicative, dialogic interaction is managed.
Clearly, repetition affords pay-offs to both speakers (who can use repetition
to aid memory and to free up planning time) and addressees (who are be-
ing involved). Conversationalists often employ repetition subconsciously and
automatically, and sometimes consciously; ultimately, the mechanism of au-
tomaticity might be neurolinguistically conditioned (e.g. Tannen 1987). Tan-
nen (1989: 95–97) also speculates that the pervasiveness of persistence in
conversation may at least partly be due to the human drive to imitate, a drive
which serves the purpose of learning (cf. Bock and Griffin 2000 with regard
to ‘implicit learning’).
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3. Corpus-linguistic approaches

Quantitative corpus analyses dealing with persistence – i.e. studies attempt-
ing to measure the extent of the phenomenon in corpus data – are not too
numerous. Moreover, some of the studies that will be subject to review below
(i.e. Poplack 1980, Weiner and Labov 1983, Poplack and Tagliamonte 1993,
1996) have stumbled across the phenomenon rather accidentally when paral-
lelism in surface structure turned out to be a highly efficient predictor of the
linguistic choices that speakers make.

In their study on “Statistical Dependence among Successive Occurrences
of a Variable in Discourse,” Sankoff and Laberge (1978) called attention to
the fact that while it is linguistic standard practice to view successive oc-
currences of a variable as independent binomial trials (like two independent,
unrelated throws of the dice), there may, in fact, exist interactions between
such neighboring variables, depending on the syntagmatic proximity between
them. To examine such effects, Sankoff and Laberge discuss three alternat-
ing variables in the Montreal French pronominal system: (i) on/tu – vous, (ii)
on/ils, and (iii) nous/on. Their study is based on a database of 18,300 variables
drawn from an unspecified corpus. Sankoff and Laberge conduct a compara-
tively simple analysis by straightforwardly counting variant switches between
two successive variant sites and by distinguishing four types of syntagmatic
proximity between two tokens (switching rate and type of syntagmatic prox-
imity is then cross-tabulated): embedding-constrained tokens, where a single
referent is the subject of two or more sentences, one of which is embedded
in the other; sequence-constrained tokens, where a single referent is the sub-
ject in a sequence of two or more independent sentences which are conjoined
or juxtaposed; unconstrained successive tokens, where two successive occur-
rences of the same variable are too distant to qualify for either of the above
categories; and hesitation repetitions, where the subject variable is repeated.
A switch of variant, as in (11) between on and nous, is more likely as the
syntagmatic relationship between two tokens becomes weaker.

(11) On a été avisé que nous étions dans une zone commerciale.
‘We were told that we were in a commercial zone.’ (Sankoff and
Laberge 1978: 121; translation mine)

For some sequence-constrained variables, Sankoff and Laberge (1978: 122–
126) find that speakers switch about only one-third of the number of times
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they should if there were no dependence between two tokens. Thus (12)
is a rather typical sequence-constrained succession of two identical tokens:

(12) L’influence de la finance, c’est ça, vous payez tout en utilisant, vous
en êtes pas privé.
‘That’s the influence of finance: you pay while using it, you’re not
deprived of it.’ (Sankoff and Laberge 1978: 120; translation mine)

According to Sankoff and Laberge (1978: 122), hesitation repetitions in-
volve switching about as often as sequence-constrained variables do, while
switching occurs even less often (thus, dependence between two successive
tokens is even stronger) with regard to embedding-constrained variables. As
for unconstrained successive tokens, Sankoff and Laberge argue that the
switch rate is not significantly lower than one would expect anyway.

Although Sankoff and Laberge’s (1978) method – counting switches while
differentiating four types of proximity – is comparatively simple, they were
among the first to conduct an empirical analysis of what impact previous
variant choices can have on upcoming variant choices. Sankoff and Laberge
presented evidence that this impact can indeed be sizable, depending on the
syntagmatic proximity between tokens.

3.1. Poplack (1980)

Plural-marking (s) in Puerto Rican Spanish is variable. Thus, (13a) and (13b)
are two equivalent ways of saying the same thing.

(13) a. las casas bonitas
b. la[ø] casa[ø] bonita (Poplack 1980: 61)

Poplack (1980) investigates various factors that she suspects to favor retention
or deletion of the plural marker, as well as factors that help disambiguate
noun phrases in case the plural marker is deleted. Using a corpus consisting
of material of 18 speakers of Puerto Rican Spanish, Poplack conducted a
multifactorial Variable Rule (Varbrul) analysis – the standard methodological
tool in variationist sociolinguistics (see below [p. 53] for a discussion) – to
determine the influence of five major factors on plural retention or deletion.
The factors Poplack considered included:
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Grammatical category (is the host to a potential plural marker an adjective,
a noun, or a determiner?);

Nature of the following phonological element (pause, consonant, or vowel);

The nature of the following stress (weak or heavy);

Functional factors (is there morphological and/or non-morphological mate-
rial available for disambiguation if the plural marker is deleted?);

Position (have plural (s) been deleted on tokens preceding the variable?).

For the purposes of the present study, let us focus on the position factor.
Poplack (1980: 63) shows that “presence of a plural marker before the token
favors marker retention of that token, whereas absence of a preceding marker
favors deletion.” The greatest effect is obtained when a marker immediately
precedes the variable (the variable is then very unlikely to be realized as zero),
while the scenario most favorable for marker deletion is when the markers on
two preceding tokens have been deleted already: the deletion rate was over
90% when a variable was preceded by two deleted markers, and over 80%
when it was preceded by only one (Poplack did not take into account tokens
preceding the variable by more than two slot positions). In sum, the findings
in Poplack (1980) suggest that there is a strong persistence effect operating
in the retention or deletion of plural (s) in Puerto Rican Spanish.

3.2. Weiner and Labov (1983)

In 1983, Weiner and Labov conducted a study on “constraints on the agentless
passive” in spoken English. Agentless passives, as in (14a), are different from
agent passives, as in (14b). (14b), in turn, is another way of saying (14c).

(14) a. The house was painted.
b. The house was painted by workers.
c. Workers painted the house.

Agent passives as in (14b) are exceedingly rare in spoken data, according
to Weiner and Labov. In contrast, “agentless passives” are comparatively
common. These alternate with “generalized actives” that have ‘semantically
empty’ pronouns – such as they, somebody, someone, people – as subjects. Se-
mantically empty pronouns are [ − definite, − specific] such that the referent
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is not known to the hearer, and the speaker does not have a particular referent
in mind. (15) will illustrate the alternation between agentless passives (15a)
and ‘empty’ actives (15b).

(15) a. The liquor closet got broken into.
b. They broke into the liquor closet. (Weiner and Labov 1983: 34)

Weiner and Labov assume rough semantic equivalence between agentless
passives and generalized actives.

Using a corpus of 1489 agentless sentences – 528 (35%) of which were
realized as agentless passives, and 961 (65%) as generalized actives – Weiner
and Labov conduct a number of Variable Rule (Varbrul) analyses to deter-
mine the influence of several external and internal factors on the choice of
generalized active or agentless passive in their corpus. The following exter-
nal constraints were subject to analysis:

Careful vs. casual style. Weiner and Labov find that there is a significantly
higher frequency of passives in careful style than in casual style, though
they point out that in comparison to other variables, “the choice of
active and passive is not an important stylistic factor in spontaneous
speech” (Weiner and Labov 1983: 41).

Sex. This factor has no effect on the variable (Weiner and Labov 1983: 41).

Social class. Somewhat surprisingly, “working-class speakers use the pas-
sive significantly more than middle class” speakers (Weiner and Labov
1983: 41–42).

Age distribution. This factor has no statistically significant effect on the
choice of passives over actives (Weiner and Labov 1983: 42–43).

With regard to the above external factors, which usually have massive
influence on stable speaker variables, Weiner and Labov (1983) thus conclude
that the passive does not seem to be a prominent sociolinguistic variable.
Weiner and Labov then go on to examine the following internal constraints:

Given vs. new. Weiner and Labov define a given noun phrase as one “that
has a coreferential noun phrase anywhere in the preceding five clauses”
(Weiner and Labov 1983: 46). They find that if the logical object of a
clause is given, it is realized as a subject of a passive construction more
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often than when it is new. The effect, according to Weiner and Labov,
is statistically highly significant.

Parallelism in surface structure. This factor determines whether or not the
logical object in a potential passive construction refers back to corefer-
ential noun phrases in surface position. Weiner and Labov demonstrate
that when coreferential noun phrases appear in subject position in pre-
ceding clauses, the logical object of an agentless clause is substantially
more likely to be realized as a subject in a passive construction than
when the noun phrase does not appear in subject position before. The
effect is larger than the given vs. new effect and persists even when
distance to the last coreferential noun phrase is taken into account.

Usage of a passive anywhere in the five preceding clauses, regardless of
coreferentiality. According to Weiner and Labov (1983: 52), this is “an
independent and powerful conditioning factor” – more powerful than
given vs. new or parallelism in surface structure. Weiner and Labov
take the strong showing of this factor as evidence that their assumption
– that the choice of agentless passive is conditioned by syntactic, not
semantic, considerations – is correct.

In summary, the authors present strong evidence that the single most pow-
erful factor to influence the choice of actives vs. passives is repetition of pre-
vious structure. Weiner and Labov (1983: 56) conclude that “the distribution
of information in discourse is not without influence, but it is a relatively mi-
nor factor compared to the more mechanical tendency to preserve parallel
structure.”

3.3. Estival (1985)

Building on Weiner and Labov’s (1983) work on the choice between passives
and actives, Estival conducted a study two years later “to isolate the effect of
syntactic priming from the effect of other discourse factors” (Estival 1985:
7). What Weiner and Labov (1983) had called ‘structural parallelism,’ Estival
(1985) renamed ‘syntactic priming.’

Using a corpus of six interviews of unknown length and assuming syntac-
tic priming to have a scope of five clauses (the criterion of Weiner and Labov
1983), Estival sets out to control the variation between actives and passives
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for various factors that would, as Estival argues, distort the effect of ‘syntactic
priming’:

Logical Subject. Because Estival shows that the passive is unlikely to be
used when the logical subject is one of the participants, she excludes
all actives with first and second person logical subject from his data.

Repetitions. Speakers sometimes tend to use the same verb again, repeating
the exact same verb from. Estival argues that such cases need to be
excluded too since these would be instances of lexical, not syntactic
priming. Estival finds that even if such purely lexical repetitions are
excluded, there is still a significant effect of the presence or absence of
a passive in the preceding context on the choice of a passive or active.

Logical object and grammatical subject. Estival shows that passives are
more frequent in contexts where the subject of the passive or the ob-
ject of the active is coreferential with a noun phrase in the preceding
context (cf. Weiner and Labov 1983). Because this is an interaction
between extraneous factors and what Estival considers the syntactic
priming effect, she excludes all tokens with co-referential preceding
passives from consideration. Even after this exclusion, however, there
is still a significant effect of the presence of a passive in the preceding
context on the choice of a passive or active.

Having thus taken into account the effect of discourse factors one-at-a-
time, Estival conducts a Variable Rule (Varbrul) analysis taking into account
these discourse factors simultaneously. Finding that the existence of a pas-
sive in preceding discourse has an effect on the choice between actives and
passives (even if other factors favoring the choice of passives are excluded),
Estival feels confident to “call the effect . . . a syntactic priming effect, and
to conclude that it is real” (Estival 1985: 21). This claim is almost certainly
too strong. Estival has provided proof that the passive, once used, tends to
persist in speech. To be sure, Estival has no evidence whatsoever that this is
due to properties of the human speech production system, although it may be
speculated that syntactic priming is involved here. But to prove this claim,
Estival would have to present some independent psycholinguistic evidence
which would probably have to be experimental in nature. Nonetheless, Esti-
val’s study is interesting for what it is worth: that passives, much like Weiner
and Labov (1983) had shown, tend to be persistent in speech, even if other
factors that favor application of the passive are accounted for.
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3.4. Scherre and Naro (1991)

Scherre and Naro (1991) deal with the fact that in Brazilian Portuguese, much
like in Puerto Rican Spanish, plural marking on verbs or predicate adjectives
is optional and therefore variable, as illustrated in (16).

(16) a. Os alunos não aceitaram isso
+pl + pl +pl
‘The students did not accept this’

b. As pessoa[ø] nõ oide[ø] chegar
+pl −pl −pl
‘People cannot get there’ (Scherre and Naro 1991: 23)

Using a corpus of 64 speakers and with approximately 4,800 relevant to-
kens (i.e. semantic plural verbs with or without morphological plural mark-
ing), Scherre and Naro set out to research structural parallelism in the vari-
able. Somewhat poetically, Scherre and Naro suggest before they actually
conduct their analysis that

the principle that governs the real use of markers is something more like
“birds of a feather flock together,” that is, the more markers there are, the
more likely another marker will be used; the fewer markers there are, the less
likely another will be used . . . Verbs that follow other verbs tend to mimic the
marking of the previous utterance. (Scherre and Naro 1991: 24)

To add empirical evidence to this suggestion, Scherre and Naro classified
all tokens in their database according to “whether the nearest preceding oc-
currence of a verb with the same plural subject was morphologically marked
or not” (Scherre and Naro 1991: 24). Their dependent variable being whether
or not the target verb or predicate adjective is morphologically plural-marked,
Scherre and Naro first examine parallel effects at the discourse level (i.e., in
the wider preceding context) and set up an independent variable with three
factors:

1. The verb or predicate adjective is preceded by a marked verb or predicate
adjective within the preceding 10 clauses;

2. The verb or predicate adjective is preceded by an unmarked verb or pred-
icate adjective within the preceding 10 clauses;
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3. The verb or predicate adjective is the first occurrence in the text, or the
verb or predicate adjective is isolated, hence neither 1. nor 2. apply.

Scherre and Naro then perform various Variable Rule (Varbrul) analyses
and demonstrate that the presence of a morphologically marked plural verb
or predicate adjective in the preceding discourse context makes it a lot more
likely that the target token will be morphologically plural marked as well.
This effect holds regardless of whether (i) only tokens with an explicit plural
subject are included in the analysis, (ii) only tokens with an explicit plural
subject or explicit plural marking are included in the analysis, or (iii) all
tokens are included in the analysis. Scherre and Naro also analyze parallel
effects at the clausal level (i.e. in the immediately preceding syntagm). As for
the marking of verbs, Scherre and Naro (1991: 28) postulate that “the marking
of the last element in the noun phrase would spread to the verb.” Indeed, there
is evidence that there are significant parallel effects in this context, though
these effects are slightly weaker at the clausal level than at the discourse level.
As for predicate adjectives, the effects are quite similar, although marking
of verbs, which are the nearest elements to the predicate adjective, exerts a
stronger influence on the morphological marking of the predicate adjective
than the marking of subjects, which are more distant.

In their conclusion, Scherre and Naro (1991: 30) make three points: First,
the observed persistence effects sometimes contradict the functional princi-
ple of economy in language usage because “markers tend to occur precisely
when they are not needed and tend not to occur when they would be useful”
(Scherre and Naro 1991: 30). Second, much as Sankoff and Laberge (1978)
have argued, successive occurrences of a variable should not be considered
independent binomial tries. And third, Scherre and Naro argue that formal
parallelism has been shown to be operative in so many phenomena and lan-
guages that “it should be considered a serious candidate for a universal of
language use and processing” (Scherre and Naro 1991: 30).

3.5. Poplack and Tagliamonte (1993, 1996)

The subject of Poplack and Tagliamonte (1993, 1996) is past tense verb
phrase marking. In Poplack and Tagliamonte (1996), the authors take a vari-
ationist approach to grammaticalization, investigating the past temporal ref-
erence sector of Nigerian Pidgin English. In Nigerian Pidgin English, there
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are six different past time reference markers, and it is the variation between
them that is the subject of Poplack and Tagliamonte’s study. Drawing on a
corpus of informal conversations among 12 Nigerians that contains 4,759
verbal structures referring to the past, Poplack and Tagliamonte investigate
the factors that have an impact on which form is selected to mark past time
reference. These factors include the temporal relationship, temporal distance,
lexical stativity, temporal disambiguation, negation, and the mark on the pre-
ceding verb. Poplack and Tagliamonte conduct six independent Variable Rule
(Varbrul) analyses to pinpoint the contribution of the above six factors to the
likelihood that each of the six candidate markers will be selected in a given
past time reference context (Poplack and Tagliamonte 1996: 80). In a nut-
shell, they find that “the strongest predictor that each [of the candidate mark-
ers, BS] will be selected . . . is after a verb on which it has already occurred”
(Poplack and Tagliamonte 1996: 82). In a similar vein, Poplack and Taglia-
monte (1993) examine the past temporal reference system in two corpora
of “early” Black English (Samaná and the Ex-slave Recordings). Again, past
time reference in these varieties is variable in that it may or may not be overtly
marked on the verb. The factors that Poplack and Tagliamonte suspect influ-
ence the presence or absence of a marker on a verb are stativity/anteriority,
discourse context, presence of temporal conjunctions, and, again, the mark
on the preceding reference verb. After a series of Variable Rule (Varbrul)
analyses on these factors, Poplack and Tagliamonte (1993) conclude that a
“recurrent effect is contributed by the existence of a mark on a preceding
reference verb . . . a preceding mark increases the probability of a mark on
the current verb, while a preceding zero leads to more zeros” (Poplack and
Tagliamonte 1993: 197).

While Poplack and Tagliamonte (1993, 1996) do not have much to say
about persistence in particular (after all, it was not one of their research ques-
tions), their research demonstrates that persistence can be observed in verb
phrase marking.

3.6. Gries (2005)

Gries (2005) is a systematic, cutting edge corpus study of syntactic persist-
ence. Published in the Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, the paper con-
tributes to a methodological conversation in the psycholinguistic literature by
arguing, pace Branigan et al. (1995), that syntactic priming as a psycholog-
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ical phenomenon can, in fact, be appropriately investigated on the basis of
naturalistic corpus data, as opposed to experimental data. At the same time,
Gries submits that previous psycholinguistic research has failed to take into
account that some verbs may be more resistant or more responsive targets
than other verbs thanks to idiosyncratic verbal associations with particular
constructions. Other research questions addressed in the paper include the
following: is priming long-lasting, or rather short-lived? Does the effect op-
erate from comprehension to production as well as from production to pro-
duction? How do morphosyntactic and lexical characteristics of the primes
and targets impact effect size? Do corpus data show differences in effect size
between alternations, and, given a specific alternation, does option A prime
better than option B?

As case studies, Gries investigates the dative alternation, as in (6) (p. 17)
above, and particle placement, as in (17) below, in the 1 million words British
component of the International Corpus of English (ICE-GB):

(17) a. John picked up the book.
b. John picked the book up. (Gries 2005: 381)

As for the dative alternation, Gries extracted 3,003 prime-target pairs (i.e.
textually subsequent constructions) from the corpus; the corresponding N for
his investigation into particle placement was 1,797. This sizable database was
then coded for the following independent variables:

Prime-target match. Does the target match the prime’s dative construction
(prepositional/ditransitive) or the prime’s particle placement pattern?

Medium. Is the medium spoken or written (note that ICE-GB samples both
registers)?

Textual distance between the prime and target, conceptualized as a variable
with discrete categories.

Lemma and form matches. Does the target match the prime’s verb lemma
and/or grammatical form?

Same speaker. Is it the same speaker who produces both the prime and the
target?

Verb type. Which specific verb is used in the prime and target?
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Gries utilizes multivariate analysis methods to show that with regard to
syntactic priming, “the general findings concerning particle placement are
somewhat similar to those of the dative alternation” (Gries 2005: 382). In
short, (i) there is a general priming effect; (ii) in both alternations, one of the
two alternative constructions primes better than the other; (iii) verb form and
verb lemma matches tend to enhance (albeit statistically insignificantly) the
effect; (iv) in particle placement, the medium (spoken vs. written) has some
effect on priming; (v) in the dative alternation, production-to-production prim-
ing is stronger than comprehension-to-production priming; and (vi), textual
distance between the prime and the target does not significantly interact with
the strength of the priming effect, although it turns out that priming is rather
long-lasting and that the variable fares better if it is modeled logarithmically
or quadratically rather than linearly. All of the above dovetails rather nicely
with previous psycholinguistic research. Gries’ results with regard to the verb
specificity of priming effects, however, strongly suggests that previous exper-
imental research should have taken into account this factor. To illustrate this
issue: the verb give is shown to strongly prefer the ditransitive, as in (18a),
while the verb sell is strongly associated with the prepositional dative, as in
(18b):

(18) a. John gives Mary the book
b. John sells the book to Mary

Gries’ point is that the verb give will resist prepositional dative priming, while
the verb sell will be a comparatively ‘easy’ target for prepositional dative
priming. This means that experiments that fail to control for such distinctive
verbal construction preferences – and previous psycholinguistic studies have
failed to do so – may obtain flawed effect sizes; ideally, experimenters will
only want to include verbs that do not have a marked preference for either
option. According to Gries (2005), therefore, corpus-based research is not
merely an appropriate methodology to investigate syntactic priming – as a
matter of fact, corpus study can fruitfully complement other approaches by
adducing evidence that would otherwise be hard to come by (Gries 2005:
391).
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4. A rival empirical phenomenon: horror aequi

To conclude this chapter, mention should be made of a principle that – at
least at first glance – predicts the exact opposite of persistence of structure:
that there is a “widespread (and presumably universal) tendency to avoid the
use of formally (near-) identical and (near-) adjacent (non-coordinate) gram-
matical elements or structures” (Rohdenburg 2003: 236) when these are se-
mantically unmotivated. Thus, according to Rohdenburg and Schlüter (2000),
(19) is dispreferred:

(19) ?She looked upon this solution as as good as that one (Rohdenburg
and Schlüter 2000: 466; emphases original)

The principle thought responsible for the unacceptability of (19) has been
called the horror aequi principle (cf. Brugmann 1909, who is usually cred-
ited with having coined the term; Rohdenburg 1995, 1996; Rohdenburg and
Schlüter 2000; Rohdenburg 2003; Mair 2003; Mondorf 2003; Vosberg 2003).
Horror aequi is assumed to operate below the threshold of consciousness
(Vosberg 2003: 321) and can manifest itself in two forms, strong and weak
(cf. Mair 2003: fn. 2). In its weak form, it is not thought of as a hard gram-
matical constraint, but as one that can be weakened by a number of other
factors (cf. Vosberg 2003: 321), such as the existence of intervening material
(Rohdenburg 1995: 376), interaction with the so-called complexity principle
(Rohdenburg 1995: 368; Rohdenburg 1996: 252; Rohdenburg 2003), or con-
texts of negation (Rohdenburg 1995: 378). Mondorf (2003: 279) speculates
that ultimately, horror aequi is due to “the tendency to inhibit reactivation
of neurons within a given time span in order to create refractory phrases and
. . . the tendency to create sufficiently distinct adjacent elements to facilitate
recognition and processing.”

Horror aequi is argued to be responsible, for instance, for the existence
of the so-called Doubl-ing filter (see Ross 1972; Milsark 1988). In generative
terms, there appears to exist a surface-structure constraint in English such
that it is not acceptable “for a complement (as opposed to an object) marked
with gerund participle inflection to be adjacent to its marked matrix clause
verb when that verb is likewise in the gerund participle form” (Pullum and
Zwicky 1999: 269). Hence, Pullum and Zwicky consider (20) ungrammatical:

(20) *Terry was starting reading aloud. (Pullum and Zwicky 1999: 252)
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In a similar vein, speakers of English avoid sequences of non-coordinated
to-infinitives, in particular if they are not separated by intervening material
(Gramley 1980; Rohdenburg and Schlüter 2000; Mair 2003; Vosberg 2003).

Further implications of horror aequi have been studied in a series of re-
cent studies, many of them stemming from the Paderborn research project
on determinants of grammatical variation in English. Fanego (1996a, 1996b),
Rohdenburg (1995) and Rohdenburg (1998) have shown how the evolution
of a number of complement structures has helped English to avoid identity
phenomena. Rohdenburg and Schlüter (2000) present evidence how horror
aequi can weaken or even neutralize conflicting pressures. Their examples
include the replacement of the predicative marker as by be and the replace-
ment of to-infinitives by ing-complements after a number of verbs. Surveying
dependent interrogative clauses in the history of English, Rohdenburg (2003)
demonstrates how the so-called complexity principle and horror aequi can
interact such that both receding constructions tend to be preserved longer and
incoming constructions become established faster in some functional niches.
Mondorf (2003), in her study on factors determining the choice between an-
alytic and synthetic comparison, shows empirically that adjectives ending in
-r and -re are unlikely to take synthetic comparatives (for instance, securer)
and that adjectives ending in -st are unlikely to take synthetic superlatives
(for instance, unjustest). This is, according to Mondorf (2003), due to horror
aequi and the pressure to avoid haplology.

5. Summary

In conclusion, language (especially spoken language) is inertial, repetitive,
and characterized by a perseverance of linguistic patterns which can be lexi-
cal, phonological, morphological, or syntactic in nature. We have referred to
this tendency as persistence.

Analytically, persistence may have a variety of underlying causes, a rough
sketch of which is presented in Figure 4. Psycholinguists have sought to ex-
plain persistence by properties of the human language production system,
which – under certain circumstances – is designed to be efficient at mechan-
ically replicating already activated production or processing patterns from
previous discourse. The system is comparatively less efficient when it has to
activate new patterns from scratch. Thus, when there are alternatives, speak-
ers are hard-wired to go for the already activated option. Discourse and con-
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Figure 4. Factors contributing to the genesis of persistence phenomena

versation analysis have stressed the functional aspects of persistence, namely
communicative goals and discourse management tasks (involvement, connec-
tion, interaction) which conversationalists can accomplish by being repetitive.

Both the discourse-analytic and the psycholinguistic literature agree that
the redundancy provided by repetitiveness is speaker-economical in that it
provides for planning time (e.g. Tannen 1987) and in that it makes speech
more fluent (e.g. Levelt and Kelter 1982). By the same token, it is hearer-
economical in that persistence reduces the processing load associated with
informationally or computationally dense discourse (e.g. Tannen 1987, Brani-
gan, Pickering, and Cleland 2000). Corpus linguists (rather than discourse
analysts) have begun to contribute to the study of persistence by descriptively
quantifying the effect persistence has on some variables in corpus data.
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Thus, three root causes of persistence can be recognized: properties of
the human speech production and processing system, accomplishment of dis-
course management functions, and maintaining speaker-hearer economy.
These constituting factors are indicated by the bold arrows in Figure 4. At
the same time, there are interactions between the factors themselves. For one
thing, that our speech production and processing system is designed to me-
chanically replicate discourse-old patterns may be the very reason that per-
sistence is also speaker-hearer economical: “Reusing recent materials may
. . . be more economical than regenerating speech anew from a semantic base,
and thus contribute to fluency” (Levelt and Kelter 1982: 78). In turn, the fact
that persistence can be exploited for discourse management tasks – for in-
stance, in order to create interpersonal involvement – is presumably also due
to the fact that persistence is speaker-hearer economical. These interactions
between the explanatory factors are indicated as dotted arrows in Figure 4.

We have also seen that there is a phenomenon, known as horror aequi, that
is – at least at first glance – diametrically opposed to persistence, namely that
identical linguistic patterns are sometimes dispreferred in adjacent position.



Chapter 3
Method and data

This chapter is designed to give an overview of the methodological and em-
pirical foundations of the present study. I shall first spell out which gram-
matical alternations will be analyzed as dependent variables, and with regard
to which factors (i.e. independent variables) these alternations are going to
be investigated. I will then explain how the present study’s database was ex-
tracted and coded, and which statistical methods were used in the analysis.
Finally, I shall present the corpora that constitute the primary data sources of
the present study.

1. Method

The main method that is utilized in the present study closely resembles the
so-called Variable-Rules approach (cf. Sankoff and Labov 1979). The method
provides a more or less theory-neutral heuristic tool of analysis which inte-
grates probabilistic statements into the description of performance. It is ap-
plicable “wherever a choice can be perceived as having been made in the
course of linguistic performance” (Sankoff 1998: 151; cf. Halliday 1991 for
an overview of probabilistic grammar in corpus studies). In short, it will be
the present study’s job to quantify, probabilistically, how persistence impacts
choice making in linguistic performance.

1.1. Dependent variables

In a variationist-probabilistic approach, the loci where persistence can be in-
vestigated are those identifiable occasions in the data where speakers demon-
strably have the choice between using one variant or another. The notion of
‘choice’ implies that there is rough semantic equivalence (Labov 1969) be-
tween the patterns. This study, hence, will research persistence by investigat-
ing, as dependent variables, alternations between well-defined variant forms
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of variables that have been shown to be roughly equivalent semantically in
previous scholarship. The following five alternations are among the most ex-
tensively researched in English and will serve as case studies for the analysis
of persistence:

1. Comparison strategy choice: analytic vs. synthetic comparatives

(1) a. Mary is more ready to do whatever she wants than Jim.
b. Mary is readier to do whatever she wants than Jim.

2. Genitive choice: s-genitives vs. of -genitives

(2) a. The university’s budget is considerable.
b. The budget of the university is considerable.

3. Future marker choice: BE GOING TO vs. WILL

(3) a. Mary is going to talk to Jim.
b. Mary will talk to Jim.

4. Particle placement: V+NP+Part vs. V+Part+NP

(4) a. Mary looked the word up.
b. Mary looked up the word.

5. Complementation strategy choice: V+ger. vs. V+inf.

(5) a. Mary began wondering where Jim was.
b. Mary began to wonder where Jim was.

There is near universal consensus that there is little, if any, semantic differ-
ence between any of the above (a) or (b) options in the vast majority of con-
texts. At any rate, they do not differ in truth conditions. Detailed discussions
of the above alternations and their determinants as suggested in previous re-
search will be provided in the respective empirical chapters.
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1.2. Factors and independent variables

The present study assumes that for any given slot or variable (i.e. the variable
under analysis, henceforth: CURRENT) in which either of two options can be
employed, the likelihood for either option to be used is a function of several
factors and factor groups, one of which is persistence.

1.2.1. ‘Conventional’ predictors

Crucially, the statistical models in this study will not only include persist-
ence factors, but also variables meant to tap the major ‘conventional’ factors
known to play a role in the respective alternations (these will be listed and
discussed in the respective sections below). These may either probabilisti-
cally favor a given option, or disfavor it. For instance, in comparison strat-
egy choice, the length of the adjective to take comparison will be consid-
ered (longer adjectives are known to prefer analytic comparison); in particle
placement, the length of the direct object will be included as a factor (heavy
objects tend to be postponed); and so on. The reason is that in order to be able
to state anything of interest about the magnitude of persistence, it is neces-
sary to relate its explanatory power to factors that have hitherto been claimed
to influence the alternations under investigation in this study; otherwise, we
would not know exactly how much consideration of persistence improves our
ability to explain linguistic variation. Inclusion of such factors is also nec-
essary since this procedure minimizes the likelihood that what appears to be
persistence is actually a statistically spurious artifact of some other factor not
included. Much like experimental researchers seek to control their research
designs for various secondary factors, inclusion of baseline predictors in this
study’s corpus-based designs is meant to control for secondary intralinguistic
factors, or, in short, for what I will refer to as ‘baseline variation’; the factors
and predictors that are responsible for this variation will correspondingly be
referred to as ‘baseline predictors.’

It is important for the reader to keep in mind, however, that this study will
not for a moment claim to have explained any one of the alternations exhaus-
tively. Rather, the point will be to sketch how persistence-related factors can
constructively complement ‘traditional’ factors, and that a portion of what
has been traditionally thought to be ‘free’ variation is actually not so free at
all but governed by persistence.
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1.2.2. Persistence-related predictors

The following intralinguistic factors or predictors will be standardly consid-
ered. All of them fall into the domain of α-persistence (β -persistence is too
alternation-specific to be tapped by a generic variable).

WHICH VARIANT has been employed in the variable preceding CURRENT?
(henceforth: PREVIOUS). Given two successive choice contexts in dis-
course, was the first one (if there was one – the only scenario where
no such discourse-preceding variable can exist is if the given variable
is the first one in the text under analysis) realized as in CURRENT or
was the alternative option used? This is the most basic predictor of α-
persistence. Consider (6), where there is a match between PREVIOUS

(. . . Matt’ll . . . ) and CURRENT (. . . we’ll . . . ) with regard to the future
marker chosen:

(6) Matt’ll find this out, and, I mean, we’ll get involved in it (CSAE
0906)

Hypothesis: Use of a given option in PREVIOUS increases the likeli-
hood that the same option will be used in CURRENT.

TEXTUAL DISTANCE between CURRENT and PREVIOUS, i.e. between two
choice contexts (henceforth: TEXTDIST). Previous corpus studies have
found that the tendency towards surface parallelism weakens with in-
creasing textual distance between two subsequent variables (for in-
stance, Sankoff and Laberge 1978 and, with certain qualifications, Gries
2005). Experimental studies on priming have reported similar effects:
in Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland (1999), for instance, priming weak-
ened considerably when a fragment intervened between prime and tar-
get, and dissipated entirely when four fragments intervened (it is worth
noting that in most experimental studies, intervening fillers are differ-
ent constructions, whereas in corpus studies, material between two sites
can be basically anything). TEXTDIST will be measured in the natural
logarithm (henceforth: ln) of the number of interjacent words between
PREVIOUS and CURRENT and is a proxy for recency of use of an al-
ternating variable. The reason that this variable is going to be modeled
logarithmically and not, say, in a linear fashion is that many psycholin-
guistic priming phenomena have been shown to decline this way; ‘for-
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getting’ functions are rarely linear (see, e.g. Cohen and Dehaene 1998
with regard to inappropriate repetitions due to brain damage; McKone
1995 with regard to decreasing exponential decay of repetition prim-
ing; Gries 2005 with regard to syntactic priming in corpus data). For
illustration, consider again (6): textual distance between the two slots
in this utterance is seven words (. . . find this out, and, I mean, we . . . ),
thus TEXTDIST would be ln 7 = 1.95.
Hypothesis: TEXTDIST interacts with PREVIOUS such that persistence
effects are stronger if TEXTDIST is small.

LENGTH OF THE SENTENCE (in words) where the variable under analysis is
embedded (henceforth: SENTENCELENGTH7). Sentence length will be
taken to be a proxy for syntactic complexity of the environment where
CURRENT is embedded (see Szmrecsanyi 2004 for a discussion of this
method).

Hypothesis 1: If the two options employable in CURRENT differ in ex-
plicitness, higher syntactic complexity will make it more likely that the
more explicit option will be used (cf. Rohdenburg 1996: 151).

Hypothesis 2: The longer SENTENCELENGTH, and hence, the higher
syntactic complexity of the context where CURRENT is embedded, the
more potent online processing constraints are (cf. Bortfeld et al. 2001:
141 on why disfluency increases as heavier demands are placed on the
speech planning system) and hence, the more potent persistence is be-
cause its facilitative effect on online processing is exploited by speakers
(cf. Tannen 1987, 1989; Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland 2000).

TYPE-TOKEN RATIO of the lexical environment where the variable under
analysis is embedded (henceforth: TTR). TTR will be considered a proxy
for lexical density. ‘Lexical environment’ refers to a textual context of
50 words before and 50 words after CURRENT.

Hypothesis 1: If the two options employable in CURRENT differ in ex-
plicitness, higher lexical complexity will make it more likely that the
more explicit option will be used (cf. Rohdenburg 1996: 151).

Hypothesis 2: Similarly to SENTENCELENGTH, persistence is more
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powerful when TTR, and hence lexical density of the context where
CURRENT is embedded, is high (cf. Tannen 1987 on why parallel pat-
terns might be preferred in lexically dense contexts because of process-
ing efficiency advantages).

TURN-TAKING. Was PREVIOUS in the same conversational turn as CUR-
RENT (henceforth: SAMETURN), and was it produced by the same con-
versational interactant that produced CURRENT (henceforth: SAME-
SPEAKER)? These binary independents are about whether the effect
size of persistence is sensitive to turn-taking (coded 1 if PREVIOUS

and CURRENT are in the same turn [SAMETURN], or if PREVIOUS and
CURRENT are produced by the same speaker [SAMESPEAKER], and
0 otherwise). (7) illustrates a case where two successive future marker
choice contexts (. . . it gonna be . . . and . . . we’ll do . . . ), though succes-
sive in discourse, are neither located in the same conversational turn,
nor are they produced by the same speaker (hence, both SAMETURN

and SAMESPEAKER would be coded 0):

(7) JOE: Or is it gonna be passthrough funds here at the bank? . . .
JIM: Well, what we’ll do is . . . (CSAE 0906)

Hypothesis: Given previous research (for instance, Gries 2005), it is
reasonable to expect that SAMETURN and SAMESPEAKER interact with
PREVIOUS such that persistence within turns is stronger than persist-
ence across turns, and that persistence is stronger when speakers repeat
themselves than when they repeat what other parties have said.

In addition, several other persistence predictors tailored to the alternations
studied will be introduced in the respective empirical chapters – for instance,
predictors exploiting lexical effects (cf. Pickering and Branigan 1998) or pre-
dictors relating to β -persistence (e.g., in comparison strategy choice, does the
token more trigger analytic comparison?).

1.2.3. Speaker characteristics

Whenever the demographically sampled – and sociologically annotated – sec-
tion of the British National Corpus is analyzed (this will be the case for com-
parison strategy choice, future marker choice, and complementation strategy
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choice),8 the following extralinguistic factors will be included in the analysis
without any a priori hypotheses:

SPEAKER AGE (henceforth: AGE). Although priming effects appear to show
comparatively little variation with age (Rastle and Burke 1996: 586),
some experimental studies have found that elderly adults show greater
priming effects than younger adults (for instance, Friederici, Schriefers,
and Lindenberger 1998; Laver and Burke 1993).

SPEAKER SEX (henceforth: SEX). To the best of my knowledge, there is
no major psycholinguistic evidence that priming effects are different
between the sexes.

Appendix A illustrates, with the help of a concrete example, how the variables
introduced in this section have been coded in practice.

1.3. Data extraction

In a first step, the relevant choice contexts were identified in the data. Where
possible, this identification was performed automatically using Perl (Practi-
cal Extraction and Report Language, a programming language intended for
text manipulation) scripts which parsed the data and identified and extracted
the relevant sites automatically. When the patterns under analysis were too
complex to be dealt with by software (such as, for instance, the alternation be-
tween the of -genitive and the s-genitive), or when nonexistent POS-tagging
of the data source (as is the case for the CSAE and FRED) made automatic
analysis impossible, extraction was performed manually, in which case cod-
ing protocols will be provided.

1.4. Coding

In a second step, the extracted alternation sites were coded for the indepen-
dent or predictor variables (both persistence-related and persistence-unrelated
ones). Again, wherever possible this was performed automatically by Perl
scripts designed to analyze the linguistic environment of the choice contexts.
For instance, all the factors listed in section 1.2 were coded automatically. A
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number of factors too complex to be coded by software – for instance, infor-
mation status or variables that require POS-tagging for automatic analysis –
were coded manually. More specific information will be given in the relevant
empirical chapters below.

1.5. Statistical analysis

In a third step, the database was analyzed statistically to investigate the effect
of persistence. Previous corpus-based studies approaching persistence quan-
titatively have used basically two types of statistical methods:

Determining switch rates. This is a comparatively straightforward method
(cf. Sankoff and Laberge 1978 and Gries 2005). The basic idea is
this: Given that two patterns A and B are alternating, it is determined
whether switches from A to B and switches from B to A are less fre-
quent than one would expect given the overall distribution of A and B
patterns in the data. If a χ2 test shows that there are significantly fewer
switches than in a random distribution, this is taken to be evidence for
persistence.

Multifactorial analyses. Poplack (1980), Weiner and Labov (1983), Estival
(1985), Scherre and Naro (1991), and Poplack and Tagliamonte (1993,
1996) conducted multifactorial Variable Rule (Varbrul) analyses (see
below [p. 53]) in which they included persistence as one factor among
others. In this approach, if the Varbrul analysis shows that the real-
ization of discourse-preceding variable sites has a significant effect on
how the dependent variable under analysis is realized, persistence is (i)
shown to be operative in the data and (ii) can be precisely quantified by
means of probabilistic weights.

1.5.1. Switch rates

There are several limitations inherent in the switch rate method, the most im-
portant being that it is all but impossible to take into account other factors
besides the sequential occurrence of A and B variants. For instance, textual
distance between two occurrences of a variable – or any other of the factors
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listed in section 1.2 – can hardly be considered. Another issue is that persist-
ence cannot be really quantified through this method, i.e. the relative power
of the effect cannot be assessed straightforwardly. Yet, switch rate analyses
are appealing because the result is relatively easy to visualize. Sankoff and
Laberge (1978) and Gries (2005), for instance, visualize their findings with
graphs such as the ones in Figure 5. These scatterplots display sequence-
constrained switch rates as a function of variant proportion – more techni-
cally, they plot the relative frequency of switches from some variant B to
some variant A, in relation to the total number of occurrences of variant A (in
%, on the y-axis) against the share of A occurrences of the total number of A
and B occurrences (in %, on the x-axis). Because what is really at issue here
is the sequential configuration of the variable sites, scatterplots in the spirit
of Figure 5 really display α-persistence.

How does it work? Assume a text with 20 variable slots where each slot
may be realized by either linguistic variant A or linguistic variant B; for sim-
plicity, let us also presume that in total, the text contains ten occurrences
of variant A and ten occurrences of variant B. Let us further suppose three
speakers – speaker 1, speaker 2, and speaker 3 – who, given the same text,
choose to arrange variants A and B differently. After extracting all variables
from each speaker’s text and lining them up sequentially, the matrix in (8)
emerges:

(8) Speaker 1: B B B B B B B B B B A A A A A A A A A A
Speaker 2: A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B
Speaker 3: B B A A B B A A B B A A B B A A B B A A

It is intuitively evident that the speakers have rather different repetitiveness
preferences. Speaker 1 is fairly persistent: her text exhibits only one switch,
from B to A, in the middle of the text. Speaker 2, by stark contrast, appears to
have a predilection for switching between linguistic variants, doing so basi-
cally at every opportunity. Speaker 3 seems to take the middle road. Figure 5,
then, visualizes these differences: for all speakers, the distribution of A and B
variants is 50:50, i.e. 50% (x-axis). However, speaker 1 switches from B to A
only once while using ten A variants in all, hence her y-value is 1/10 = 10%.
Speaker 2 switches nine times and uses ten A variants, therefore her y-value is
9/10 = 90%. Speaker 3 switches five times exhibiting a total of ten A variants,
so speaker 3’s y-value is 5/10 = 50%. Note, now, that only speaker 3 matches
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Figure 5. Sequence-constrained switches as a function of variant proportion (cf.
Sankoff and Laberge 1978). Relative frequency of switches from B to A,
in relation to the total number of A occurrences (in %), on y-axis; relative
frequency of A occurrences (as percentage of all A and B occurrences) on
x-axis. Dotted diagonal line represents null hypothesis that switch rate is
proportional to variant proportions

the distribution of A and B variants to her switch rate – that is, speaker 3 is
neither particularly persistent nor is she particularly non-persistent. In Fig-
ure 5, she is thus located right on the dotted diagonal line, which represents
the null hypothesis that switch rates are proportional to the overall distribu-
tion of switched-to variants (A variants, in our case). Speaker 2’s switch rate
substantially exceeds the 50% threshold, which is why speaker 2 is highly
non-repetitive. Speaker 3 switches considerably less often than one would
expect given her overall distribution of variants – in other words, speaker 3 is
highly persistent. The idea is that when aggregating data for many speakers or
texts, dots in switch rate diagrams will cluster below the diagonal line when
persistence effects are operative. The more the dots do cluster below the di-
agonal line, the more potent persistence is in the data. The present study will
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consistently make use of such switch rate scatterplots to provide readers with
a first visual impression of the magnitude of α-persistence in the data. Note
that since these diagrams are sensitive to intra-speaker persistence (i.e., self-
repetition or production-to-production priming) only, they present a rather
conservative estimate of α-persistence.

1.5.2. Logistic regression

However, for the main part, the name of the game in the present study will be
multifactorial analysis – in particular binary logistic regression – rather than
simple χ2 tests for independence of switch rates. Logistic regression has the
following advantages over traditional, univariate statistical analysis methods:

– logistic regression predicts an outcome (i.e. a linguistic choice) given sev-
eral independent (or predictor) variables;

– it quantifies the influence of each predictor;

– it specifies the direction of the effect in which each predictor runs;

– it states how much of the empirically observable variation has been ac-
counted for by all of the predictors considered;

– it specifies how well the model fares in predicting actual linguistic choices.

The Variable Rule (Varbrul) analyses familiar from the sociolinguistic litera-
ture (cf. Cedergren and Sankoff 1974) are basically an application of binary
logistic regression. However, due to limitations of the Varbrul package, the
present study will rely on the much more powerful logistic regression mod-
ule of the SPSS package.9

In most simple terms, logistic regression models estimate which of two
outcomes is more likely to occur given that one or more independent variables
(which may be scalar, categorical, or both) influence the outcome. In this
spirit, this study’s analyses will seek to investigate how usage of linguistic
option A in a given slot will influence the odds that linguistic option B will be
used next time there is a choice. In other words, the basic question that will
guide this study’s logistic regression analyses is the following: How much
does usage of a specific option discourage usage of the alternative option at
the next opportunity?
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A brief example may help illustrate the basic idea behind logistic regres-
sion: in New York City, class membership and gender (let’s say these are the
independent variables, both of which are dichotomous: middle-class vs. non-
middle-class and male vs. female) influence the odds that a given speaker pro-
nounces postvocalic r (this is the binary outcome, pronunciation of postvo-
calic r vs. non-pronunciation of postvocalic r). Now, a logistic regression
model based on data from many speakers may estimate middle-class female
speakers will pronounce postvocalic r with a probability of 70% (p = 0.7).
As this probability exceeds the threshold (or cut value) of 50% (meaning that
an outcome is more likely to occur than not to occur), the model thus actually
predicts that if a speaker is middle-class and female, the outcome ‘pronun-
ciation of postvocalic r’ will occur. In addition, the regression may indicate
that being female increases the odds for postvocalic r pronunciation by 15%,
while a middle class background increases the odds for postvocalic r pro-
nunciation by 25%.10 Logistic regression models thus actually classify cases
– their goal is prediction of a single dichotomous dependent variable. In the
present study, the job of logistic regression will be to predict a choice between
two linguistic alternatives given (among many other variables) which option
was chosen last time there was a choice.

Logistic regression rests on a number of assumptions, one of which is
that there be no strong correlation between the independent variables. If this
condition is not satisfied, the result is what is known as multicollinearity,
which leads to unstable and unreliable estimates. Multicollinearity measures
for all independent variables analyzed in the present study are reported in
Appendix B – on the whole, multicollinearity is not a cause for concern in
terms of the variables analyzed in the present study.

Key notions in logistic regression

Once a logistic regression model has been estimated, its validity must be
compared to the original dataset from which it has been estimated to assess
its quality. The present study will rely primarily on three criteria to assess
logistic regression models:

1. Predictive efficiency. How well does the model work? How accurate is it
in classifying the data? To answer these questions, the present study will
report the percentage of correctly predicted cases vis-à-vis the baseline
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prediction (% correct (baseline)). The percentage of correctly predicted
cases indicates how many of the actual outcomes in the input data are
correctly predicted by the model. A percentage of 80%, for instance,
indicates that the model is successful at predicting outcomes 80% of the
time. The baseline prediction indicates how a restricted, constant-only
(‘dumb’) model would fare on the same dataset. By way of illustration,
let us return to the example above and assume that according to the input
data, people – regardless of class or gender – pronounce postvocalic r
55% of the time. Now, a restricted model would simply predict that all
people are postvocalic r pronouncers, and would be correct 55% of the
time. The measure thus indicates the improvement we achieve through
an ‘intelligent’ model above and beyond a ‘dumb’ model.

2. Variance explained. Is the relationship between the independent variables
in the model and the outcome strong enough for us to be interested in it?
That is, is the model substantially significant? Unlike most multivari-
ate linguistic research, this study will report Nagelkerke’s R2 values to
answer these questions.11 This measure approximates (there are certain
issues with R2 in logistic regression) what percentage of the variation in
the dependent variable is accounted for by all included independent vari-
ables. R2 can vary between 0 and 1, with an R2 of 0 indicating that there
is no relationship whatsoever between the independent and dependent
variables, and an R2 of 1 indicating that the model accounts for all of the
variance in the dependent variable. Therefore, for instance, a R2 of 0.8
indicates that roughly 80% of all the observed variation is accounted for
by the model, regardless how good or how bad it fares at actually predict-
ing outcomes. Usually, a model is considered substantially significant if
R2 ≥ 0.05, that is, if the independents included explain at least 5% of the
observable variance.

3. Contribution of the independent variables. If the overall model works
well, how important is each of the independent variables? Which ones
influence the dependent variable in a statistically significant way, and
which ones are better or worse predictors of the dependent variable? To
deal with these questions, this study will report odds ratios (also referred
to as exb(b) values). An odds ratio is the number by which we would
multiply the odds of an event occurring for each one-unit increase in the
independent variable (for scalar independents), or for a categorical cod-
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ing of the independent (for categorical independents). Odds ratios have
a lower boundary of 0, but no upper ceiling. An odds ratio smaller than
1 indicates that the odds of an outcome occurring decrease when the in-
dependent increases; an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that the odds
of an outcome occurring increase when the independent increases; and
an odds ratio of 1 means that the independent has no influence whatso-
ever on the odds of an outcome occurring. If the independent in question
is two-valued categorical, the odds ratio simply indicates the probability
that an outcome will occur divided by the probability that it will not oc-
cur. Odds ratios, therefore, are somewhat similar to probabilistic weights
usually reported in Varbrul analyses, with the difference being that odds
ratios are about odds (i.e., about the probability of an event occurring
divided by the probability of it not occurring) and probabilistic weights
are about probabilities (i.e. the chance, in percent terms, of an event oc-
curring).12 Odds ratios will be tested for statistical significance to make
sure their values are not accidental.13

I will also report results from omnibus tests for model coefficients to indicate
the model’s overall χ2 (also known as Hosmer and Lemeshow’s G), one of the
usual significance tests for logistic regression models. This measure tests the
predictive ability of all the independents included in the model and indicates
whether a model is statistically significant overall.

Mention should be made that a given model may be good at one of the
above criteria – predictive efficiency, variance explained, influence of indi-
vidual independents – but bad at others (though normally these measures will
be correlated). For instance, a model can have a good fit, but a low accuracy
of prediction. For illustration, let us return to our initial example: the differ-
ence between predictive accuracy and predictive inaccuracy may be slight. A
predicted probability of 0.49 for pronunciation of postvocalic r (cases near
p = 0.5 are the difficult ones for logistic regression) leads us to classify a per-
son as an postvocalic r non-pronouncer, and a predicted probability of 0.51
leads us to classify a person as an postvocalic r pronouncer. Thus, the differ-
ence between 0.49 and 0.51 makes a huge difference in terms of predictive
accuracy, but it is really tiny in terms of variance explained, all other things
being equal. Also, it is possible that a model is overall significant, but indi-
vidual odds ratios are not found to be significant (or vice versa). This can
happen because of several reasons. Ideally, one will consider significance of
individual independent variables only when the model is overall significant.
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Interaction terms in logistic regression

A powerful tool in logistic regression is provided by interaction terms or
interaction effects. The most common variety of these are two-way interac-
tions, where the effect of an independent variable (the ‘focal’ variable) on
the outcome differs depending on the value of a third variable, a so-called
‘moderator’ variable. To take a hypothetical example: Assume that in logistic
regression, it turns out that if a speaker from New York City has a middle-
class background, this overall encourages postvocalic r pronunciation:

MIDDLE CLASS 2.0

The odds ratio associated with the variable MIDDLE CLASS is 2.0, hence
when a speaker has a middle-class background the odds for pronunciation
of postvocalic r generally double. This is the overall effect which social class
has on the outcome ‘postvocalic r pronunciation.’ Assume now, though, that
the effect social class has on postvocalic r pronunciation in New York City is
not the same across all groups of speakers. For instance, female middle class
speakers might differ from female non-middle class speakers more than male
middle class speakers differ from male non-middle class speakers – in other
words, the effect of social class on the likelihood for postvocalic r pronun-
ciation differs according to gender. In regression terminology, gender then is
said to interact with social class.

One will now want to increase the explanatory power of one’s statistical
model by considering this gender difference. In logistic regression, the most
elegant way to do this is to include an interactional term – in this case, the
interaction between MIDDLE CLASS and GENDER – in the model. For the
hypothetical example at hand, the new, more precise estimate including the
interaction between social class and gender might look as follows:

MIDDLE CLASS 1.5

MIDDLE CLASS ∗ GENDER(FEMALE) 2.5

What we called ‘the effect of social class on postvocalic r pronunciation’ be-
fore is now called, more precisely, ‘the main effect of social class on postvo-
calic r pronunciation’ (MIDDLE CLASS). Here, this main effect is associated
with an odds ratio of 1.5, which applies conditioned that the interactional
terms also included in the model are zero (i.e. conditioned that GENDER is
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Table 1. Quick reference for important concepts in logistic regression

Basic design. In all cases, the dependent variable is a speaker’s choice for one of
two linguistic options.

% correctly predicted (predictive efficiency of model). The percentage of cor-
rectly predicted cases vis-à-vis the baseline prediction (% correct (baseline)) in-
dicates how accurate the model is in predicting actual outcomes.

R2 (variance explained, substantial significance of model). The R2 value can
range between 0 and 1 and indicates the proportion of variance in the dependent
variable (i.e. in the outcomes) accounted for by all the independent variables in-
cluded in the model. Bigger R2 values mean that more variance is accounted for
by the model and that the model is substantially more significant.

Model χ2 (statistical significance of model). This measure tests whether or not
all of the variables included in the model significantly contribute to explaining the
variance in the dependent variable.

Odds ratio (exp(b); influence of independent on outcome). Odds ratios indicate
how the presence or absence of a feature (for categorical independents) or an
one-unit increase in an independent variable (for scalar independents) influences
the odds for an outcome; it is the multiplicative factor by which the odds for
a specific outcome are multiplied given an increase in, or the presence of, an
independent. Because odds ratios can take values between 0 and ∞, three cases
can be distinguished: (i) if exp(b) < 1, an increase in the independent makes
a specific outcome less likely; (ii) if exp(b) = 1, the independent has no effect
whatsoever on the outcome; (iii) if exp(b) > 1, an increase in the independent
makes a specific outcome more likely.

Interaction terms (differences between groups). Interaction terms are used to
investigate how the influence of a particular independent (the ‘focal’ independent)
depends on the value of a second independent (the ‘moderator’ independent). We
distinguish between the main effect of the focal independent, which applies con-
ditioned on the moderator being zero, and between the interaction effect between
the focal and moderator. The exp(b) value associated with the interaction term is
the multiplicative factor by which the main effect of the focal changes for a one-
unit increase (for scalar independents) or for a categorical coding (for categorical
independents) of the moderator.
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zero or male). In other words, for male speakers, a middle class background
increases the odds for postvocalic r pronunciation by a factor of 1.5, or 50%.

At the same time, the interactional term MIDDLE CLASS ∗ GENDER(FE-
MALE) indicates that the effect of social class on postvocalic r pronunciation
is different for female speakers than for male speakers. More precisely, the
main effect of MIDDLE CLASS is changed by a multiplicative factor of 2.5 if
the speaker is female instead of male.

In a nutshell, what the above two terms and their odds ratios indicate is
that in male speakers, a middle class background increases the odds for pro-
nunciation of postvocalic r by a factor of 1.5; in female speakers, a middle
class background increases the odds for pronunciation of postvocalic r by a
factor of 1.5×2.5 = 3.75. This is another way of saying that social class has
a stronger effect on postvocalic r pronunciation in female speakers than in
male speakers. In statistical parlance, we say that gender interacts with social
class such that social class has a different effect on the outcome depending
on whether the speaker is female or male. In sum, interaction terms are an
elegant device to capture differences between groups of cases.

Table 1 gives an overview of the most important terms and concepts in
logistic regression.

2. Data

We have seen that persistence is a phenomenon which occurs because of the
way language is produced and processed online and because of the way we
manage discourse in talk. Therefore, spoken language (and not written lan-
guage, though more readily available in corpus form) will constitute the pres-
ent study’s database. This database will include four major corpora of spoken
English: The British National Corpus (BNC), the Corpus of Spoken Ameri-
can English (CSAE), the Corpus of Spoken Professional American English
(CSPAE), and the Freiburg Corpus of English Dialects (FRED).

2.1. The British National Corpus (BNC)

The BNC, which was originally released in 1995, contains a spoken section
of about 10 million words, which are part-of-speech (POS) tagged. It consists
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of spoken English of various kinds, produced by different speakers in various
situations (for a detailed discussion of the corpus from an end-user’s per-
spective, see Berglund 1999a). The spoken section of the BNC is subdivided
into a demographically sampled component (henceforth: DS), consisting of
“informal encounters recorded by a socially stratified sample of respondents,
selected by age-group, sex, social class and geographic region” (Aston and
Burnard 1998: 31), and into a context-governed component (henceforth: CG)
of formal, pre-planned speech which has been categorized into four domains.
For the remainder of this study, the DS and CG sections of the BNC will be
treated as separate corpora, the first of which contains informal British En-
glish and the second formal British English. This is why differences or simi-
larities between the DS and CG corpora are to a certain extent more reliable
and valuable than between other corpora. This is because it is to be supposed
that the transcription protocol that was applied is more uniform across these
two corpora; as a matter of fact, they are subcorpora of the BNC corpus. The
DS contains speaker information for the majority of speakers; in contrast,
speaker information is available only for some speakers in the CG.

The BNC-DS and the BNC-CG will be analyzed with regard to compari-
son strategy choice, future marker choice, and the variation between infiniti-
val and gerundial complementation.

2.2. The Corpus of Spoken American English (CSAE)

The Santa Barbara Corpus (hereafter: CSAE) was released in 2000 by a team
of researchers led by Wallace Chafe and Jack DuBois. The version that will
be used here is composed of the installments 1 and 2, spanning in all 41
texts/conversations. Designed primarily for conversation analysis purposes,
this corpus is a comparatively small one (roughly 166,000 words of running
text), but it is large enough for some of the purposes of this study. More-
over, it is currently the only publicly accessible corpus of American English
conversation that the present author is aware of. Results obtained from the
CSAE, then, may often prove to be statistically insignificant. I would like to
stress very explicitly here, however, that this does not mean that they would
not be significant if only the corpus were big enough, although we may not
be able to prove that results can be generalized.

The CSAE will be investigated with regard to genitive choice, future mark-
er choice, particle placement, and complementation strategy choice.
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2.3. The Corpus of Spoken Professional American English (CSPAE)

The Corpus of Spoken Professional American English is a corpus of roughly
2 million words of American English, roughly half the size of each of the
two BNC-based corpora. The corpus consists primarily of short interchanges
by approximately 400 speakers that “are centered on professional activities
broadly tied to academics and politics,” as the publisher asserts. That means
that the corpus is made up of official press conference transcripts released
by the White House, as well as transcripts from faculty meetings and other
committee meetings. As these transcripts are official or semi-official (and
have probably not been transcribed by linguists), transcription is a somewhat
problematic issue in the CSPAE: for instance, gonna does not occur in the
corpus, as the form is apparently deemed to be too sub-standard for official
releases. This study will make use of the POS-tagged version of the CSPAE.

The CSPAE will be analyzed with regard to comparison strategy choice,
future marker choice, and the variation between infinitival and gerundial com-
plementation.

2.4. The Freiburg English Dialect Corpus (FRED)

The aim of compiling FRED is to strengthen research on morphosyntac-
tic variation in the British Isles (Anderwald and Kortmann 2002; Kortmann
2002, 2003, 2004). The corpus contains 370 texts and spans approximately
2.4 million words of running text, consisting of samples (mainly transcribed
so-called “oral history” material) of dialectal speech from a variety of sources.
The bulk of these samples was recorded between 1970 and 1990; in most
cases, a fieldworker interviews an informant about life, work etc. in former
days. The informants are typically elderly people with a working-class back-
ground. Speech styles are relatively formal due to the interview situation,
though it is arguably less formal than the settings in the formal CG and
CSPAE corpora used in this study. Age information is available for many
speakers in the corpus; information on sex is available practically through-
out. FRED will be investigated with regard to all five alternations subject to
analysis in the present study.
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Table 2. Corpora analyzed in the present study

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED

comparison strategy choice � � � �
genitive choice � �
future marker choice � � � � �
particle placement � �
complementation strategy choice � � � � �

The data to be investigated in the present study hence spans (a) two major
standard varieties (British English and American English) as well as several
dialectal varieties spoken in the British Isles; and (b) three registers: informal,
conversational spoken English; spoken English in interview situations; and
more formal spoken English. Table 2 gives an overview of which corpora will
be analyzed with regard to which alternation. Generally, an attempt was made
to analyze as many data sources as possible for each alternation. However,
particle placement and the genitive alternation are quite complex alternations
where data extraction could not be performed automatically; this necessitated
manual coding of manageable data sets. A decision was made to restrict these
manageable data sets to FRED and the CSAE.



Chapter 4
Persistence in comparison strategy choice

This chapter will deal with persistence in one of the best-known and most
extensively researched alternations in the grammar of English, namely the
one between synthetic comparison in -er, as in (1a), and analytic comparison
with more, as in (1b):14

(1) a. If the new, friendlier systems do come onto the market, . . . people
will just learn to use them. (DS KRG 514)

b. You talked a lot about computers being more friendly in the fu-
ture than in the past. (DS KRG 469)

This chapter has the same internal structure as the other four empirical chap-
ters to follow: we shall first discuss the history of the alternation and which
factors were claimed in previous scholarship to determine which form is cho-
sen by speakers (sections 1 and 2). After outlining the specific methodology
to deal with comparison strategy choice and the dataset that is going to be an-
alyzed (section 2), I will present the findings, i.e. (i) to what extent baseline
predictors explain the alternation (section 4.1), (ii) how much persistence-
related predictors enhance our ability to account for the observable variation
(section 4.2), and (iii) what role extralinguistic factors play (section 4.3). The
chapter will be concluded by an interim summary (section 5).

1. Background and previous research

Historically, the analytic strategy with more is an innovation that is not at-
tested prior to the thirteenth century (cf. Mitchell 1985: 84–85). By the be-
ginning of the 16th century, though, it had become roughly as frequent as it
is today (Pound 1901). The rivalry between the two types after Late Modern
English is documented in Kytö and Romaine (1997); suffice it to say here that
it is often speculated that one of the motivations for the genesis of the new
strategy was that English was gradually shifting its syntax from synthetic to
analytic, which is why the analytic comparison strategy was more consis-
tent with the typology of English (cf. Kytö and Romaine 1997: 330). As for
the situation in Present-Day English, Leech and Culpeper (1997) find that in
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their data of written English, disyllabic adjectives take analytic comparison in
60% of all cases. Leech and Culpeper also argue that there is an ongoing shift
towards analytic comparison even in Present-Day English (similarly, Barber
1964: 52 and Potter 1969: 146–147), although at the same time analytic com-
parison is overall rather infrequent, especially in casual speech. Biber et al.
(1999: 525) argue this is because especially in conversation, polysyllabic ad-
jectives are rare.

The well-known rule of thumb governing the alternation in Present-Day
English is that monosyllabic adjectives take synthetic comparison, adjectives
with more than two syllables take analytic comparison, and disyllabic adjec-
tives alternate in the comparison strategy they take (Lindquist 2000; Quirk
et al. 1985; Bauer 1994; Sweet 1892). Leech and Culpeper (1997) conduct
a study on some written corpora (BNC and LOB) and find that 99% of all
monosyllabic adjectives, 42–51% of all disyllabic adjectives, and virtually no
trisyllabic adjectives take synthetic comparison (Leech and Culpeper 1997:
355). Yet, there is substantial evidence that a range of monosyllabic adjectives
can take analytic comparison (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 522; Quirk et al. 1985:
462; Leech and Culpeper 1997: 357; Mondorf 2002) and that even some tri-
syllabic adjectives can take synthetic comparison (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 522
and Mondorf 2003 contra Quirk et al. 1985: 462). Hence, there is variation
between analytic and synthetic comparison in all disyllabic adjectives and in
some monosyllabic and trisyllabic adjectives.15 This variation will be inves-
tigated with regard to persistence in this chapter.

As far as the formal difference between the two comparison strategies is
concerned, the alternation is for one thing a syntactic one (cf. Mondorf 2003;
Hawkins 1999) in that the difference is the placement of the adjective and
the existence of a filler-gap dependency in the synthetic variant. In addition,
of course, there is also a difference in morphological marking (-er, ø), and a
lexical (i.e. non-structural) difference in that analytic comparison comes with
the additional token more. This makes the alternation susceptible to lexical
priming. A word on terminology: While functional linguists would refer to
the token more as rather ‘functional’, psycholinguists would classify more as
rather ‘lexical’ (hence lexical priming).

Most recent empirical research on the issue has focussed on formal fea-
tures of adjectives and the effect these have on the comparison strategy they
take. Examples are Kuryłowicz (1964), Leech and Culpeper (1997), and Lind-
quist (2000); Mondorf (2000) falsifies an earlier claim that compound ad-
jectives never take synthetic comparison; Mondorf (2002) investigates the
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influence of the presence of prepositional complements on strategy choice.
Mondorf (2003), finally, is a study taking into account a vast number of fac-
tors influencing the alternation between the two comparison strategies in the
BNC and some newspaper corpora.

2. Previously suggested factors

The following factors have been shown to influence the alternation between
analytic and synthetic comparison when there is a choice:

Length. The basic determinant of the comparison strategy a given adjective
may take is agreed to be its length in syllables.

Morphology. Disyllabic adjectives ending in -y have been shown to be
solidly inflectional (Leech and Culpeper 1997: 359; cf. also Biber et al.
1999; Mondorf 2003; Lindquist 2000; Quirk et al. 1985; Bauer 1994;
Sweet 1892). Also, prefixation with un- may cause a trisyllabic adjec-
tive to take synthetic comparison (e.g. unhappier, untidier, unlikelier,
unluckier, unrulier; cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 462; Leech and Culpeper
1997: 358). Certain suffixes, finally, make synthetic comparison im-
possible, e.g. -al and -ish (cf. Mondorf 2003: 259).

Stress placement. Kuryłowicz (1964: 15) proposes a stress based rule ac-
cording to which “the comparative in er is regular on adjectives stressed
on the final syllable (e.g. severer), hence also with monosyllabic forms
(stronger), but the periphrastic comparative in all other cases” (see
Lindquist 2000; Quirk et al. 1985; Bauer 1994; Sweet 1892 for sim-
ilar claims). Leech and Culpeper (1997) present empirical evidence,
though, that there are many exceptions to Kuryłowicz’s rule.16

Syntactic function. Braun (1982: 116), Leech and Culpeper (1997: 366),
and Mondorf (2003: 286–287) show that when the adjective occurs
in predicative rather than attributive function, analytic comparison is
favored. Thus the gas lamps looked more friendly (predicative) and a
friendlier place for wild life (attributive) are typical.

Degree modifiers. Leech and Culpeper (1997: 367) and Lindquist (2000:
127) present evidence that there is a positive correlation between ana-
lytic comparison and a preceding degree modifier such as much, even,
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far, a bit, a little, just that little bit, a whole lot, a thousand times,
noticeably, slightly, and marginally. Thus, a much more ready accep-
tance, but a readier acceptance.

Coordination and parallelism. Leech and Culpeper (1997: 367), Lindquist
(2000: 129–130), and Mondorf (2003: 285) suggest that coordination
of two adjective phrases favors choice of the same comparison strategy
(e.g. more interesting and more lively rather than more interesting and
livelier). This factor, of course, is basically the subject of the present
study.

Cognitive complexity. Mondorf (2002) and Mondorf (2003: 252–253) ar-
gue that in cognitively demanding environments requiring increased
processing efforts, “language users tend to make up for the additional
effort by resorting to the analytic (more) rather than the synthetic (-er)
comparative” due to Rohdenburg’s complexity principle (Rohdenburg
1996: 151). This is because analytic comparison facilitates recogni-
tion of the relevant phrase and can thus help mitigate increased pro-
cessing load (Mondorf 2003: 254). In terms of cognitive complexity,
Mondorf (2002) suggests that the presence of a prepositional adjec-
tive complement (as in it would be hard to find any couple more proud
of their home than Michael and Kathleen) makes analytic comparison
more likely. Mondorf (2003: 254) shows that “the presence of a com-
plement raises an adjective’s proclivity towards the analytic compara-
tive, claiming that in the case of infinitival complements, the effect of
analytic comparison on parsing efficiency is threefold: (i) it unambigu-
ously signals at the beginning of the phrase that a comparative follows;
(ii) the analytic variant is more explicit and easier to parse due to its
close form-function match; (iii) by simply choosing the analytic strat-
egy, speakers can alert hearers to the fact that a cognitively complex
adjective phrase may follow.” Poutsma (1914) and Jespersen (1909)
have argued along the same lines.

Frequency. It has been suggested that frequently used adjectives – which are
typically also shorter – tend to take synthetic comparison, while less
frequent adjectives tend to take analytic comparison (e.g. Sweet 1892:
327; Bolinger 1968: 120; Quirk et al. 1985: 463). Empirical evidence
for this claim has been presented by Braun (1982) and Mondorf (2003).
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Phonological factors. Mondorf (2003: 275–276) details three domains
where phonological factors can interact with the choice between syn-
thetic and analytic comparison: (i) the synthetic -er suffix can serve
as a buffer between two adjacent stressed syllables (e.g. a próuder
cándidate) and therefore help achieve stress clash avoidance; (ii) an-
alytic comparison can help avoid haplology effects (as in bitterer; also
cf. Sweet 1892: 327 and Jespersen 1909: 344); (iii) synthetic compari-
son is strongly dispreferred if the adjective ends in a /-pt, -lt, -ct/ con-
sonant cluster.

Semantic and pragmatic factors. There are a number of semantic factors
that also seem to influence the alternation: (i) adjectives denoting more
concrete notions (e.g. a fuller hotel) tend to take synthetic compari-
son to a wider extent than do adjectives denoting more abstract no-
tions (e.g. the more bitter takeover battles of the past) (cf. Mondorf
2003: 289–290); (ii) weakly gradable adjectives take analytic com-
parison more frequently than fully gradable adjectives (cf. Mondorf
2003: 289–290); (iii) synthetic comparison sometimes has the disad-
vantage of non-adjacency of adjective and complement, which violates
iconic ordering (cf. Mondorf 2003: 291); (iv) Biber et al. 1999: 522;
Curme (1931), Rohr (1929); Bolinger (1968) credit analytic compari-
son with some stylistic advantage in that the additional element allows
the speaker to employ some extra stress or emphasis on the compar-
ison. Contrarily, Jespersen (1909) argues that inflectional comparison
is felt as more ‘vigorous’ and more ‘emphatic.’ Leech and Culpeper’s
data on superlatives empirically support Jespersen’s claim (Leech and
Culpeper 1997: 369–370).

3. Method, data and independent variables

3.1. Method and data

This chapter will investigate persistence in the comparison strategy taken in
the following 112 adjectives, which have been shown to take both synthetic
and analytic comparison in previous research (e.g. Bauer 1994: 55; Biber
et al. 1999: 522; Leech and Culpeper 1997: 356–364; Mondorf 2003: 257
and 287; Quirk et al. 1985: 462):
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able, acute, afraid, akin, ample, apt, aware, bitter, bizarre, blunt, bold, brittle,
cheap, cheeky, clear, clever, common, compact, complete, correct, costly, cosy,
crazy, cruel, curt, dead, deadly, dense, empty, exact, extreme, feeble, fierce, fit,
fond, free, friendly, full, gentle, guilty, handsome, handy, humble, hungry, in-
tense, just, keen, kindly, likely, little, lively, lonely, lovely, lowly, lucky, mature,
mellow, narrow, nimble, noble, obscure, odd, pale, pleasant, polite, poor, pre-
cise, profane, profound, prone, proud, queer, quiet, rare, ready, real, remote,
rich, right, risky, robust, rude, secure, severe, sexy, shallow, sick, silly, simple,
sincere, slender, slow, sober, solid, sound, stable, stupid, subtle, sure, ten-
der, trendy, tricky, true, ugly, unhappy, unwise, used, wealthy, wicked, worthy,
wrong, yellow

Extraction of the relevant forms was performed automatically. A Perl
script identified the above adjectives in the dataset and extracted them if they
were either preceded by the token more or if they carried an -er suffix. This
method yielded an accuracy rate of approximately 94%. The following false
positives were then weeded out of the database manually: (i) constructions
where more was not a modifier of the adjective but a determiner of the noun
phrase (e.g. to play more friendly matches); (ii) constructions with the pat-
tern more Adj than Adj (e.g. more dead than alive); (iii) tokens that were not
actually adjectives at all (for instance, the noun fitter is frequent in FRED).

Due to the extremely low number of relevant tokens in the CSAE (16),
the corpus had to be excluded from analysis in this chapter. Analysis of the
remaining corpora (CSPAE, FRED, DS, CG) yielded 1,794 relevant tokens in
all, a breakdown of which is displayed in Table 3. Overall, the most frequent
alternating adjective is cheap with 533 occurrences (29.7%) over all corpora;
next frequent are likely (212 occurrences, 11.8 %) and clear (93 occurrences;
5.2%). What can clearly be seen is that analytic comparison is a good deal

Table 3. Comparison strategy choice: distributional variation across corpora

corpus N N analytic N synthetic

CG 884 390 (44.1%) 494 (55.9%)
DS 521 104 (20.0%) 417 (80.0%)
CSPAE 219 107 (48.9%) 112 (51.1%)
FRED 170 37 (21.6%) 133 (77.8%)
total 1,794 638 (35.6%) 1,156 (64.4%)
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more common in the more formal corpora (CG, CSPAE) than in FRED and
the informal DS corpus. In the formal corpora, the distribution of analytic and
synthetic comparison is roughly 50:50, in the other two corpora it is more like
20:80. Among other factors that may contribute to this skewing, this is most
probably correlated to the fact that in the two formal corpora, adjectives are
on average longer than in the informal corpora: mean length (in syllables) of
the inflected form is 2.38 in the CG and 2.44 in the CSPAE, while it is only
2.18 in the DS and 2.23 in FRED.

3.2. Independent variables

In addition to most variables discussed in chapter 3, the following factors
specific to comparison will be included in this chapter’s analysis (Table 4
gives an overview).17

3.2.1. Previously suggested and persistence-unrelated predictors

LENGTH of the synthetically inflected form in syllables (henceforth:
LENGTH). For instance, cheaper has a length of two syllables.
Hypothesis: The longer the adjective, the greater the odds for analytic
comparison.

MORPHOLOGY (henceforth: MORPH). Does the adjective which takes com-
parison (i) begin in un- (as unhappy) or (ii) end in -y (as lucky; coded 0
if such affixes were not present and 1 if one of the affixes was present)?
Hypothesis: Presence of such affixes makes synthetic comparison more
likely.

STRESS PLACEMENT (henceforth: STRESS). If the adjective which takes
comparison is polysyllabic, is it stressed on the final syllable (as com-
plete; coded 1 for final stress and 0 otherwise)?
Hypothesis: Final stress increases the odds for synthetic comparison.

FREQUENCY (henceforth: FREQUENCY). What is the text frequency of the
base form of the adjective under analysis in the spoken section of the
BNC? Poor, for instance, has a text frequency of 1,031 words per mil-
lion in the spoken section of the BNC.
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Hypothesis: The higher the text frequency of a given adjective, the
greater the odds for synthetic comparison.

SYNTACTIC FUNCTION (henceforth: SYNFUN). Does the adjective occur in
attributive function, as in (2a), or in another function, as in (2b) (coded
0 for attributive function and 1 for other functions)?

(2) a. and that was the poorer people anyway (CG D8Y)
b. it’s certainly cheaper than three hundred and fifty (CG

F7C)

Because some readers might feel that coding this feature is tricky, Co-
hen’s κ , which measures the proportion of the best possible improve-
ment over chance, was used to evaluate intercoder reliability. A second
coder, a native speaker and trained linguist, re-coded a random subset
of the CG sample (N = 50, ca. 10% of the entire CG sample); com-
parison of the two samples yielded a simple agreement rate of ca. 96%
and an ‘excellent’ (cf. Orwin 1994) κ value of approximately 0.90. See
Appendix C for the – relatively simple – coding scheme.
Hypothesis: Predicative usage increases the odds for analytic compari-
son.

DEGREE MODIFIERS (henceforth: DEGREE). Is the adjective preceded by
one of the following degree modifiers, as in (3): much, even, far, bit,
little, lot, times, noticeably, slightly, marginally (coded 0 for degree
modifiers not present and 1 for degree modifiers present)?

(3) he is much cheaper than in well, in Leverington (DS KB7)

Hypothesis: A preceding degree modifier makes analytic comparison
more likely.

PRESENCE OF VERBAL COMPLEMENTS (henceforth: COMPLEMENT). Is
the adjective followed by prepositional or infinitival complements (co-
ded 0 for verbal complements not present and 1 for verbal complements
present)? (4) illustrates:

(4) and we came to the conclusion it was cheaper to print (CG
D8Y)
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Hypothesis: Verbal complements increase the odds for analytic com-
parison.

3.2.2. Additional, persistence-related predictors

PRESENCE OF TRIGGERS in the preceding context. Referring to sites not
necessarily alternating, this independent pertains to β -persistence. The
variable is also sensitive to whether parallelism in coordinated adjective
phrases (cf. Leech and Culpeper 1997; Lindquist 2000; Mondorf 2003)
obtains. Two scenarios will be distinguished:

– items triggering analytic comparison (henceforth: ATRIGGER). Does
the token more occur in a context of (a) more than 75 words (or not
at all), (b) 75 words, (c) 25 words, (d) 5 words prior to CURRENT?
Note that if CURRENT takes analytic comparison, the token more –
which then necessarily accompanies CURRENT – does not count in
the tally. (5) is an example of more occurring in a context of five
words prior to CURRENT:

(5) it was a, it was developed more, it was more compact you
know at the ending, yeah (DS KPV)

– items triggering synthetic comparison (henceforth: STRIGGER).
Does a synthetic comparative (not necessarily one that could also
be analytic) occur in a context of (a) more than 75 words (or not
at all), (b) 75 words, (c) 25 words, (d) 5 words prior to CURRENT?
(6) is an example of a synthetic comparative (louder) occurring in a
context of five words prior to CURRENT (quieter):

(6) can you have it louder and quieter (DS KB8)

Hypothesis: Recent usage of more will trigger analytic comparison,
recent usage of a token ending in -er will trigger synthetic comparison.

Two of the general variables discussed in chapter 3 – SAMETURN, SAME-
SPEAKER – cannot be considered in this chapter’s analysis. The reason is
the comparatively low text frequency of alternating adjectives: with textual
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Table 4. Comparison strategy choice: independent variables considered

variable type coding method

a. previously suggested and persistence-unrelated independents

SENTENCELENGTH* scalar software
TTR* scalar software
LENGTH scalar manual
MORPH two-way categorical manual
STRESS two-way categorical manual
FREQUENCY scalar software
SYNFUN two-way categorical manual
DEGREE two-way categorical manual
COMPLEMENT two-way categorical manual

b. persistence-related independents

PREVIOUS* two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST* scalar software
ATRIGGER four-way categorical software
STRIGGER four-way categorical software

c. speaker characteristics

AGE* scalar software
SEX* two-way categorical software

* independent variable discussed in chapter 3, section 1.

distance (TEXTDIST) between two relevant comparison slots averaging be-
tween 2,408 words (CG) and 15,299 words (FRED), SAMETURN and SAME-
SPEAKER – variables meant to help investigate interaction between persist-
ence and turn-taking – have to be omitted.

4. Results

4.1. Baseline variation

In a first step, a logistic regression model was estimated including those vari-
ables claimed in previous research to be influencing the alternation: LENGTH,
MORPH, STRESS, FREQUENCY, SYNFUN, DEGREE, and COMPLEMENT. In
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Table 5. Comparison strategy choice: odds ratios associated with baseline predictors

CG CSPAE DS FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.98 *
TTR 1.04 * 0.99 1.00 0.94
LENGTH 0.11 *** 0.09 *** 0.07 *** 0.14 ***
MORPH(1) 0.27 *** 0.00 0.13 *** 0.94
STRESS(1) 0.12 *** 0.00 0.08 * 0.13
FREQUENCY 0.99 *** 1.00 0.99 *** 1.00
SYNFUN(1) 0.37 *** 0.28 * 1.45 0.43
DEGREE(1) 0.85 2.44 0.60 15.78 *
COMPLEMENT(1) 0.31 *** 0.65 0.84 0.62
model intercept ∞ *** ∞ ∞ *** ∞ ***

N 884 219 521 170
model χ2 549.36 *** 191.53 *** 221.15 *** 50.86 ***
R2 0.620 0.777 0.547 0.398
% correct (baseline) 85.1 (55.9) 89.5 (51.1) 90.4 (80.0) 81.2 (78.2)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for synthetic comparison in -er.

addition, SENTENCELENGTH and TTR, two variables not discussed in pre-
vious research though unrelated per se to persistence, were included. The
model, displayed in Table 5, will serve as the benchmark against which a
model admitting persistence and speaker variables will be compared. Note
that here and in the following, the value in brackets following categorical
independents indicates which category of the independent has been tested.
Therefore, MORPHOLOGY(1) tests the presence (as opposed to the absence)
of affixes on an adjective.

Let us first assess the overall quality of the model. As the model χ2 val-
ues indicate, the model is statistically significant in all corpora. This means
that on the whole, the independent variables entered have a significant effect
on the outcome. As for variance explained, the R2 values are fair to decent,
ranging from 0.398 for FRED to 0.777 for the CSPAE. This means that the
model accounts for between 40% (FRED) and 77% (CSPAE) of the variation
between synthetic and analytic comparison. Overall, it can be seen that more
variation is accounted for in the formal corpora (CG: 0.620, CSPAE: 0.777)
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than in the less formal corpora (DS: 0.547, FRED: 0.398). As for predictive
efficiency, the model correctly predicts between 81.2% (FRED) and 90.4%
(DS) of all actual outcomes.

As for the influence of individual independent variables on the outcome
‘synthetic comparison,’ LENGTH is most powerful and statistically highly sig-
nificant, in all corpora under analysis. The variable’s odds ratio averages 0.1,
which means that as the length of the inflected adjective increases by one syl-
lable, the odds that the adjective will take synthetic comparison (rather than
analytic comparison) decrease by 90%. This is another way of saying that the
longer adjectives are, the more likely they are to take analytic comparison,
which is to be expected.

MORPH, STRESS, and FREQUENCY run in the same direction (which is
not the theoretically expected one18) throughout but achieve statistical sig-
nificance in the CG and DS only. The presence of a -y suffix or an un- prefix
(MORPH) substantially decreases the odds for synthetic comparison (by a fac-
tor of 0.3 and 0.1 in the CG and DS, respectively). This means that the pres-
ence of such affixes actually increases the odds for analytic comparison, this
contradicts Leech and Culpeper (1997), Biber et al. (1999), Mondorf (2003),
Lindquist (2000), Quirk et al. (1985), Bauer (1994), and Sweet (1892). Like-
wise, if an adjective is stressed on the final syllable (STRESS), this actually
decreases the odds for synthetic comparison by a factor between 0.12 and
0.08, which is contrary to what Kuryłowicz (1964), Lindquist (2000), Quirk
et al. (1985), Bauer (1994), and Sweet (1892) have suggested. Also, each
one-per-million-word increase in text frequency (FREQUENCY) decreases the
odds for synthetic comparison by 1%, an effect that is rather potent given
that some of the adjectives differ in hundreds of per million words frequency
points. Contrary to what Sweet (1892), Bolinger (1968), Quirk et al. (1985),
Braun (1982), and Mondorf (2003) have claimed, this suggests that the more
frequent an adjective is, the more likely it is to take analytic comparison.

In the corpora where SYNFUN has a statistically significant effect on the
outcome – the CG and CSPAE – the variable is associated with an exp(b)
value of about 0.3. Thus, as soon as an adjective occurs in non-attributive
function (for instance, predicatively, as in John is more friendly), this de-
creases the odds that the adjective will take synthetic comparison by about
60–70%, a finding which is consonant with Braun (1982), Leech and Cul-
peper (1997), and Mondorf (2003). Verbal complements (COMPLEMENT; as
in it’s cheaper to print) have a significant effect only in the CG (although
the effect of the variable runs in the same direction in the other corpora): the
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presence of a verbal complement decreases the odds for synthetic compari-
son (in the CG, by about 70%). Given Mondorf (2003), Poutsma (1914), and
Jespersen (1909), this is as expected. Results concerning degree modifiers
(DEGREE) are not conclusive. In FRED – the only corpus where the variable
reaches statistical significance – the presence of degree modifiers (as in John
is a much friendlier person than Mary) hugely increase the odds for synthetic
comparison, which would contradict Leech and Culpeper (1997) and Lind-
quist (2000). In the CG and DS, however, the variable has the opposite effect
but does not achieve statistical significance. SENTENCELENGTH and TTR, fi-
nally, seem to have an only moderate influence on the outcome and reach
statistical significance only rarely. In FRED, a one-word increase in sentence
length decreases the odds for synthetic comparison by 2% and therefore in-
creases the odds for analytic comparison. Assuming that SENTENCELENGTH

is a proxy for syntactic complexity and that the more explicit analytic option
is preferred in more complex environments (cf. Rohdenburg 1996), this effect
is as hypothesized. In the CG, a one-point increase in TTR increases the odds
for synthetic comparison by 4%. In other words, the synthetic, lexically more
economic option seems to be preferred in otherwise lexically dense contexts.

In all, most of the hypotheses from previous research are borne out by
this study’s analysis, and some are not. A possible explanation for this mixed
picture is that most previous research on comparison has investigated written
English; the database examined here, though, contains spoken English. Cir-
cumstantial evidence for this may be that overall, the model explains more of
the variation in the formal corpora (i.e. material that is comparatively more
similar to written material, which was in the focus of most previous research)
than in the less formal corpora.

4.2. Persistence-induced variation

Now, what role does persistence play in comparison strategy choice? The
importance of α-persistence can be gauged from the scatterplots in Figure
6. These plots lump together speakers from all the corpora under analysis in
this chapter and compare their switching rate to their usage of the switched-to
strategy (note that the null hypothesis is that switch rates are proportional to
the usage of the switched-to strategy, which is indicated by the dotted line).
As is evident, we can visually reject the null hypothesis: speakers cluster
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Figure 6. Switches between comparison strategies as a function of strategy propor-
tion (relative frequency of switches, in %, on y-axis; relative frequency of
the switched-to strategy, in %, on x-axis). Each dot represents one speaker.
Dotted diagonal line represents null hypothesis that switch rate is propor-
tional to variant proportions. Heavy line indicates linear trend (synthetic
→ analytic: y = 0.06x, analytic → synthetic: y = 0.06x)

below the diagonal line.19 This means that overall, switches from analytic →
synthetic comparison and switches from synthetic → analytic comparison are
rarer than the null hypothesis visualized by the dotted line would predict. This
is strong evidence for α-persistence. The heavy lines are regression lines pro-
viding information about actual overall switch rates across speakers. Observe
that overall, speakers switch between the comparison strategies less than one
tenth of the time they would if there were no α-persistence. Table 6 provides
more detailed information about switch rates across corpora. These rates are
indeed remarkably homogeneous, ranging from 4% to 12%, and differences
between corpora and between switch directions thus appear substantially in-
significant.

Next, the variables pertaining to the domain of persistence – PREVIOUS,
TEXTDIST, ATRIGGER, STRIGGER – were entered into logistic regression
(Table 7). This step yields a substantial increase of both predictive efficiency
and variance explained; the change in model χ2 is statistically significant
throughout.20 In the CG, CSPAE, and DS, predictive efficiency is up some
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Table 6. Linear regression estimates of switch rates in comparison strategy choice
across corpora (y is the relative frequency of A → B switches, in %; x is
the relative frequency of B forms, in %; the expected linear relationship,
uninfluenced by persistence, is y = x)

corpus analytic → synthetic synthetic → analytic

CG y = 0.06x y = 0.06x

DS y = 0.06x y = 0.09x

CSPAE y = 0.12x y = 0.07x

FRED y = 0.04x y = 0.06x

1 to 2 percent points; in FRED, the model now predicts comparison strategy
choice correctly in 98% of all cases, which is up 16 percent points compared
to our earlier model. Also, variation accounted for (R2) is up some 3–7 per-
cent points in the CG, CSPAE, and CG, while in FRED, it is up over 50 per-
cent points. In FRED, the model accounts now for 93% of the observed varia-
tion. However, the rather low number of observations in FRED (N = 169) and
the fact that few individual persistence predictors are selected as significant
in the corpus suggest that these differences should not be exaggerated.

4.2.1. α-persistence

PREVIOUS, the main α-persistence predictor, reaches statistical significance
in the CG and DS. The variable has a huge effect: if PREVIOUS – the last
occurrence of an alternating adjective taking comparison – is analytic, this
decreases the odds for synthetic comparison in CURRENT by some 97–99%.
This holds conditioned on TEXTDIST being zero. The interaction term PREVI-
OUS ∗ TEXTDIST, then, takes into account the effect of an increasing textual
distance between PREVIOUS and CURRENT: for every one-unit increase in the
ln of intervening words between PREVIOUS and CURRENT, PREVIOUS’ odds
ratio increases by a multiplicative factor of between 1.35 (CG) and 1.93 (DS).
In plain English, this means that in the CG, the main effect of PREVIOUS is
smaller (0.03) but declines more slowly (1.35), while in the DS, PREVIOUS’s
main effect is bigger (0.01) but declines faster (1.93).

It will be helpful to present this relationship graphically. Figure 7 takes a
closer look at the interplay between PREVIOUS and TEXTDIST exemplarily
in the CG and DS, for which a sufficient number of observations is available.
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Table 7. Comparison strategy choice: odds ratios associated with persistence-related
predictors in logistic regression (baseline predictors are included, but not
displayed)

CG CSPAE DS FRED

PREVIOUS(ANA) 0.03 *** 7.85 0.01 ** 6.33
PREVIOUS(ANA) ∗ 1.35 * 0.67 1.93 * 0.68

TEXTDIST

STRIGGER – – – – *
STRIGGER(75) 1.95 5.31 4.95 0.00
STRIGGER(25) 2.31 3.38 2.08 0.00
STRIGGER(5) 1.17 ∞ 1.57 0.00

ATRIGGER – * – – *** –
ATRIGGER(75) 2.18 ∞ 2.52 0.00
ATRIGGER(25) 1.50 0.92 0.16 *** 0.00
ATRIGGER(5) 0.22 ** 2.2 0.02 *** 0.00

model intercept 51.28 * ∞ ∞ *** ∞

N 533 218 422 169
model χ2 381.78 *** 213.31 *** 213.27 *** 157.52 ***
R2 0.688 0.832 0.647 0.932
% correct (baseline) 86.1 (57.8) 91.3 (51.4) 92.4 (81.8) 97.6 (78.1)

* significant at p<.05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005. Pre-
dicted odds are for synthetic comparison in -er.

The figure plots textual distance between PREVIOUS and CURRENT against
the percentage of persistent PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs (thus, the intuitive
interpretation of the y-axis is that it indicates the strength of α-persistence).21

The graphs confirm visually that as TEXTDIST increases, the proportion of
matches between PREVIOUS and CURRENT decreases. What is interesting is
the nature of this decrease. The graphs offer a logarithmic, or decreasing ex-
ponential, decline function (heavy line) and a linear decline function (dotted
line). In both corpora, the logarithmic estimate appears to fit the data better,
both visually and statistically, as the following curve fits22 demonstrate:
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Figure 7. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where the
same comparison strategy is used) as function of textual distance between
CURRENT and PREVIOUS. Heavy line represents logarithmic estimate of
the relationship, dotted line represents linear estimate of the relationship

CG DS
adjusted R2 linear 0.30 ** 0.39 ***
adjusted R2 logarithmic 0.67 *** 0.73 ***
df 17 17

Thus, the forgetting function that describes the decline of α-persistence is
indeed best thought of as logarithmic.
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4.2.2. β -persistence

The two variables hypothesized to be sensitive to β -persistence are STRIG-
GER and ATRIGGER. STRIGGER is not selected as significant in logistic re-
gression, but ATRIGGER is: the presence of the token more in CURRENT’s im-
mediately preceding context does have a statistically significant effect (inde-
pendent of the threshold levels discussed below) on the comparison strategy
employed in CURRENT in the two BNC-based corpora, the DS and CG. Here,
the pattern conforms with expectations: the more recently the token more has
been used, the smaller the odds are that CURRENT will take synthetic com-
parison.23 Take, for instance, the DS: if the token more has been used no less
recently than 5 to 25 words prior to CURRENT, the odds for synthetic compar-
ison diminish by 84% (compared to when there is no more at all in a horizon
of 75 words). If the token more has been used no less recently than 1 to 5
words prior to CURRENT, the odds for synthetic comparison shrink by 98%
(again, compared to when there is no more at all in a horizon of 75 words).
Similarly, in the CG, the presence of the token more 5 to 1 words prior to
CURRENT has a statistically significant effect in that the odds for synthetic
comparison shrink by 78%.

There is no immediately obvious way how persistence in comparison strat-
egy choice differs along variety lines. However, a curious pattern emerges
with regard to REGISTER: if we take the DS and FRED to represent more
informal speech and the CG and CSPAE to represent more formal, care-
fully planned speech, it appears from Table 7 that PREVIOUS is somewhat
more potent in the formal corpora and ATRIGGER and STRIGGER are more
influential in the informal corpora. Thus, in analytic vs. synthetic compari-
son, α-persistence appears to be more powerful in formal registers, and β -
persistence appears to be more powerful in informal registers.

4.3. Inter-speaker variation

I will now report estimates of a logistic regression where in addition to base-
line and persistence-related independents, the speaker variables SEX and AGE

and some interactions between them and other variables are included (Table
8). This regression is on the DS database only. Given comparatively low case
numbers overall and less availability of speaker information in the other cor-
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Table 8. Comparison strategy choice: odds ratios associated with speaker predictors
in logistic regression on the DS (baseline predictors and persistence-related
predictors are included, but not displayed)

AGE 1.12 *
SEX(F) 0.35
AGE ∗ PREVIOUS(ANA) 2.42
AGE ∗ STRIGGER(1) 0.91 +

AGE ∗ ATRIGGER(1) 0.94
SEX(F) * PREVIOUS(ANA) 0.00
SEX(F) * STRIGGER(1) ∞ ***
SEX(F) * ATRIGGER(1) 0.41
AGE ∗ PREVIOUS(ANA) ∗ TEXTDIST 0.89 +

model intercept 0.61

N 191
model χ2 133.36 ***
R2 0.826
% correct (baseline) 95.3 (82.2)
+ marginally significant at p < .15, * significant at p < .05, ** significant at
p < .01, *** significant at p < .005. Predicted odds are for synthetic comparison
in -er.

pora, analysis of the other datasets would have been too restricted to arrive
at statistically reliable results. Also note that for simplicity, the three distance
thresholds in ATRIGGER and STRIGGER have been conflated into a single di-
chotomy, namely whether or not a trigger had been used no less recently than
75 words prior to CURRENT (coded 0 for such a trigger not present, and 1 for
present).

Adding the speaker variables (and their interactions with persistence-relat-
ed variables) improves the model significantly.24 Predictive efficiency is en-
hanced by two percent points and is now an excellent 95.3%. Variance ex-
plained increases from R2 = 0.628 to R2 = 0.826, so that the model reported in
Table 8 accounts for roughly 80% of the variation between synthetic and an-
alytic comparison. As for the speaker variables, the main effect of SEX does
not come close to reaching statistical significance (p = 0.68). AGE, in con-
trast, is significant. The variable’s odds ratio of 1.12 indicates that for every
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one year increase in a speaker’s age, the odds for synthetic comparison rise
by 12% (conditioned on ATRIGGER and STRIGGER being zero). Obviously,
this is an apparent-time phenomenon: the older speakers are, the more likely
they are to use synthetic comparison. This would seem to support claims that
there is an ongoing shift towards analytic comparison (Leech and Culpeper
1997; Barber 1964; Potter 1969).

As for the interactional terms included, three of these are statistically sig-
nificant or marginally significant and therefore merit more detailed discus-
sion. To start with, the interaction term AGE ∗ STRIGGER shows how the im-
pact of STRIGGER on the odds for synthetic comparison in CURRENT depends
on how old the speaker is. The odds ratio of the interaction is 0.91, hence
for every 1-year increase in AGE, the odds ratio associated with STRIGGER

changes by a multiplicative factor of 0.91. This means that the older speakers
are, the less powerful is the influence of a synthetic trigger (STRIGGER) on
the comparison strategy chosen for CURRENT.

Second, the interaction term SEX ∗ STRIGGER checks how the impact of
the presence or absence of STRIGGER on the odds for synthetic comparatives
differs as a function of the sex of the speaker. Its value indicates that the
odds ratio associated with STRIGGER increases infinitely if the speaker is fe-
male, compared to a male speaker. This means that somewhat surprisingly, fe-
male speakers almost categorically employ synthetic comparison when some
STRIGGER was present in the immediately preceding discourse. Another way
of putting this is that STRIGGER is more influential in female speakers than
in male speakers.

Lastly, the marginally significant exp(b) value of 0.89 associated with the
three-way interaction AGE ∗ PREVIOUS ∗ TEXTDIST indicates that for every
one-year increase in a speaker’s age, the weakening effect TEXTDIST has on
persistence between PREVIOUS and CURRENT loses 11% of its power. What
does this mean? The forgetting function that describes the decline of persist-
ence with increasing textual distance between CURRENT and PREVIOUS is
more level in old speakers than in young speakers. Figure 8 seeks to visualize
this (admittedly complicated) relationship in the DS. In principle, it plots the
percentage of PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs against textual distance between
PREVIOUS / CURRENT, much like Figure 7 (p. 79) does; the difference is that
Figure 8 distinguishes between speakers that are older than 37 years (which is
the mean age in the DS database for the present comparison study) and speak-
ers younger than 38 years, presenting separate logarithmic estimates of the
relationship between α-persistence and textual distance (or recency of use).
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Figure 8. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same comparison strategy is used) as function of textual distance (in
words) between CURRENT and PREVIOUS in the DS. Heavy line repre-
sents logarithmic estimate of the relationship in older speakers, dotted line
represents logarithmic estimate of the relationship in younger speakers

As is evident from the graph, persistence declines faster in younger speakers
than in older speakers. Take a textual distance of approximately 1,500 words
between PREVIOUS and CURRENT: while in the production of older speak-
ers, there is still a 75% likelihood that PREVIOUS and CURRENT match at this
textual distance, the corresponding figure is only 70% in younger speakers.

5. Summary

The analysis in this chapter has shown that consideration of persistence-
related factors enhances the researcher’s ability to make predictions about
whether speakers will employ synthetic or analytic comparison when they
have the choice. More specifically, I believe that I have delivered evidence
for the following claims:

Clearly, length of the adjective is the key conventional predictor of whether
or not the adjective will take synthetic comparison. Also conforming with the
literature is the importance of the syntactic function the adjective serves and
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whether or not it takes complements. At the same time, according to the data
three of the baseline predictors – text frequency, the morphology of the ad-
jective, and stress placement – do not have the effect suggested in previous
scholarship. The analysis also tested two predictors not hitherto discussed –
TTR as a proxy for lexical density and sentence length as a proxy for syn-
tactic complexity – and found that their effect can be significant: the longer
sentences are – and thus, by inference, the more complex they are syntac-
tically – the smaller the odds for (less explicit) synthetic comparison; the
higher type-token-ratios of the surrounding material are, the greater the odds
for (lexically more concise) synthetic comparison. Overall, the independent
variables proposed in previous research fit better to and correctly predict more
of the variation in more formal data than in more informal data.

What about persistence? Overall, speakers switch between analytic and
synthetic comparison only about one tenth of the time they should if switch-
ing were governed by chance. This overall switch rate seems to be unaffected
by the corpus examined, and neither analytic nor synthetic comparison ap-
pears to be substantially more persistent than the alternative strategy. In lo-
gistic regression, we obtained significant evidence for α-persistence: if PRE-
VIOUS is analytic rather than synthetic, the odds that the speaker will choose
to employ synthetic comparison in CURRENT decrease substantially. I also
showed that there is a forgetting function such that speakers forget about pre-
vious comparison choices as time passes by. As expected, persistence de-
clines logarithmically rather than linearly. As for β -persistence, I presented
evidence that triggers can manipulate the odds for the comparison strategy
chosen for CURRENT, and that they do so increasingly as textual distance
between the trigger item and CURRENT decreases. While we were unable
to obtain evidence that the presence of a generic adjective taking synthetic
comparison in the discourse increases the odds for synthetic comparison in
CURRENT, the presence of the token more in the discourse immediately pre-
ceding CURRENT can clearly increase the odds for analytic comparison in
CURRENT significantly. A possible reason why the token more triggers an-
alytic comparison, but the affix -er does not trigger synthetic comparison,
is that for one thing, more is a lexical item of its own; second, it has more
phonological substance than -er, which is phonetically often just realized as
[@]. In psycholinguistic terms, then, it should not be surprising that more is a
better prime than -er.
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The relative importance of α-persistence and β -persistence turned out
to be different between formal and informal registers. In formal data, α-
persistence seems to be more important, whereas β -persistence appears to
have more of an effect on informal discourse. Also, on aggregate, persist-
ence in comparison strategy choice is stronger in the informal data than in
the formal data.

Inclusion of the speaker variables AGE and SEX additionally improved
the quality of this chapter’s modeling of speakers’ choices. First, the effect
a synthetic trigger has on CURRENT decreases with increasing age, thus the
main effect of β -persistence seems to become weaker the older speakers are.
Second, the effect of a synthetic trigger on the comparison strategy chosen
for CURRENT is greater in female speakers than in male speakers (in other
words, β -persistence appears to be more potent in female speakers than in
male speakers). There was no significant evidence for any interaction between
the effect of the analytic-lexical trigger more and the speaker variables, nor
between α-persistence and the speaker variables. However, there is apparent-
time evidence that analytic comparison is indeed spreading. Finally, I showed
that α-persistence declines faster in younger speakers than in older speakers,
where the phenomenon appears to be more long-lived.





Chapter 5
Persistence in genitive choice

This chapter will investigate the alternation between the inflected genitive
(henceforth: the s-genitive), as in (1a), and its periphrasis with of (henceforth:
the of -genitive), as in (1b):

(1) a. anthropology’s history is indeed implicated in the scientific con-
struction . . . (CSAE 1034)

b. it forces us to rethink . . . the history of American anthropology
(CSAE 1034)

Besides complementation strategy choice and comparison strategy choice,
genitive choice is probably one of the most extensively researched areas of
syntactic variation in the grammar of English.

1. Background and previous research

In historical terms, the of -genitive is the incoming form, which appeared dur-
ing the 9th century. During the wholesale reorganization of the Old English
case system, the of -genitive – which had by then established itself as an alter-
native to the s-genitive – was subject to a dramatic surge in usage, to an extent
that the s-genitive was even close to extinction (Jucker 1993: 121). Intrigu-
ingly, though, the s-genitive recovered during the Modern English period and
is even argued to be spreading right now (for instance, Potter 1969: 105–106;
Dahl 1971: 141; Raab-Fischer 1995; Rosenbach 2003: 394–395).

In modern English, the two genitives – but particularly the s-genitive –
are argued to encode a “a grab-bag” (Givón 1993: 264) of semantic and
pragmatic relations. For the s-genitive alone, Quirk et al. (1985: 321–322)
list eight different meanings (possessive, subjective, objective, the genitive of
origin, descriptive, the genitive of measure, the genitive of attribute, the par-
titive genitive). It is fairly uncontroversial that objective relationships – e.g.
the imprisonment of the man (∼ someone imprisoned the man) – are more of-
ten than not encoded by the of -genitive, while subjective relationships – e.g.
the plane’s arrival (∼ the plane arrived) – can be encoded by both genitives
(Altenberg 1982; Biber et al. 1999: 303–302; Quirk et al. 1985: 1279–1281).
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Some researchers claim that possessive relations have a privileged status in
the semantics of the s-genitive (cf. Taylor 1989), though others stress that
the two genitives convey generally the same meaning (cf. Altenberg 1982:
11; Chomsky 1970; Jespersen 1909: 312). It has also been proposed that
the two constructions are semantically actually empty (for instance, Hudson
1984; Kempson 1977), or that they have an exclusively syntactic function
(Chomsky 1986: 192). More recently, Rosenbach (2003) has suggested that
iconic/natural principles are the reason why the s-genitive is favored with
animate/topical possessors and with what she calls ‘prototypical possessive
relations.’ In the very same monograph, though, Stefanowitsch (2003: 413)
argues that the two genitives are distinct semantic-role constructions, with the
s-genitive encoding a possessor-possessee relation and the of -genitive a part-
whole relation unless, crucially, “the head noun itself specifies a different re-
lation.” Given this definitorial mess, it is not surprising that one occasionally
encounters defeatist statements such as “any attempt to sum up ‘the meaning’
of the s-genitive is doomed” (Strang 1968: 109).

What is clear, however, is that of the many contexts in which either s-
genitives or of -genitives can be observed, not all are choice contexts where
the two genitives are semantically interchangeable, or where they both could
even be used. Instead, there is a range of contexts where one of the two gen-
itives has become obligatory. For instance, a well-known knock-out context
for the s-genitive are partitive constructions of the quantitative and qualitative
types: a glass of water vs. *a water’s glass (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1277–1278).
Nonetheless, Quirk et al. (1985: 321) argue that “in many instances there is a
similarity of function and meaning” between the s-genitive and of -genitive,
and that often, “the two forms are equivalent in meaning and are both per-
fectly acceptable.” Similarly, Jucker (1993: 121) observes that “a fairly large
area of overlap . . . exists between the two constructions.” It is these choice
contexts that we shall seek to investigate with regard to persistence.

Formally and structurally, the two genitives clearly differ in their syntactic
structure. This is why, psycholinguistically, the genitive alternation is suscep-
tible to syntactic priming. Observe, however, that the of -genitive comes with
the extra lexical/functional token of, which is why lexical priming, too, could
potentially be involved in genitive choice. Finally, the two genitives differ in
complexity and explicitness: “The s-genitive is characteristically more com-
pact and less explicit in meaning. The nature of the connection to the head
noun is left unspecified with the s-genitive, whereas postmodifiers usually
contain more signals of syntactic/semantic relationships” (Biber et al. 1999:
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300). On the other hand, the postmodification characteristic of of -genitive
“produces a less dense and more transparent means of expression” (Biber
et al. 1999: 302).

2. Previously suggested factors

When there is truly a choice between the two genitives, the literature lists the
following factors as influencing this choice:

Phonology. A final sibilant in the possessor encourages use of the of -gen-
itive. It follows that morphologically, a regular plural ending also en-
courages use of the of -genitive (Altenberg 1982).

Stylistics. The more informal the setting, the greater the preference for the s-
genitive, and vice versa (Altenberg 1982: 284). Jucker (1993) showed
that the s-genitive is more frequent in down-market and mid-market
newspapers than in up-market papers, and more frequent in sports sec-
tions than in news sections. The tendency for s-genitive to be more
frequent in less formal contexts may have to do with expressivity: ac-
cording to Dahl (1971: 172), when the s-genitive is used with inani-
mate objects, this is usually done because of “the tendency to brevity
and greater expressive force” (similarly, Biber et al. 1999: 302).

Regional differences. The s-genitive is more frequent in American English
than in British English (for instance, Rosenbach 2003: 395–396; Hundt
1998).

Lexical factors. The lexical class of the dependent noun has generally been
considered the most important factor determining genitive choice. The
more human and animate a possessor, or the more it conveys the idea
of animate things and human activity, the more likely it is to take the
s-genitive (cf. Altenberg 1982: 117–148; Biber et al. 1999: 302–303;
Dahl 1971: 140; Jucker 1993: 126–128; Quirk et al. 1985: 1277; Tay-
lor 1989: 668–669). Rosenbach (2005) presents experimental as well
as corpus evidence that although animate possessors tend to be shorter
than inanimate ones, animacy and weight (see below) are, in fact, in-
dependent factors. Further, there are also some idiomatic expressions
where the s-genitive is preferred, and it can often be found in expres-
sions of time and measure (e.g. the final quarter’s profits) and in some
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spatial adverbial expressions (Dahl 1971). More generally, Osselton
(1988) argues that it is the general topic with which the speaker or
writer is engaged which determines what nouns can take the s-genitive.
Thus, “in a book on phonetics, sound will get its genitive [i.e. the s-
genitive, BS] . . . and in a book on economics you can expect to find a
fund’s success, the pound’s strength, inflation’s consequences,” and so
on (Osselton 1988: 143).

Syntactic factors. Heavy restrictive postmodification of the possessum fa-
vors the s-genitive. The reason is that usage of the of -genitive in such
contexts is likely to be understood as non-restrictive. The reverse holds
when the possessor is postmodified, in which case the of -genitive is
somewhat preferred (Quirk et al. 1985: 1281–1282; Altenberg 1982:
76–110). Therefore, (2b) is preferred to (2a), and (3b) is definitely pre-
ferred to (3a):

(2) a. the arrival of a friend which had been expected for several
weeks

b. a friend’s arrival which had been expected for several
weeks

(3) a. *a friend’s arrival who had been studying for a year at a
German university

b. the arrival of a friend who had been studying for a year at
a German university (Quirk et al. 1985: 1281–1282)

At the same time, the principle of end weight (Behaghel 1909/1910)
is operating in genitive choice: more complex, ‘heavier’ constituents
tend to be placed towards the end, thus if the possessor is heavy, there
is a general preference for the of -genitive; if the possessum is heavy,
there is a general preference for the s-genitive (Biber et al. 1999: 304;
Altenberg 1982: 76–79; Quirk et al. 1985: 1282; Rosenbach 2005).
Hawkins (1994) – among many others – has claimed that end weight fa-
cilitates parsing while Wasow (1997) has suggested a speaker-centered
account according to which the principle of end weight facilitates sen-
tence planning. Hawkins (1994) has also argued that animacy (much
like information status) is actually epiphenomenal in that animate en-
tities are usually shorter, which is why they tend to be coded with the
s-genitive; Rosenbach (2005) presents evidence against this view.
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Discourse flow. Givenness, or end-focus, also plays a role in the choice of
the genitive. Thus, if the possessor is discourse-new, the of -genitive is
preferred; if the possessum is discourse-new, the s-genitive is preferred
(Biber et al. 1999: 305; Quirk et al. 1985: 1282).

Structural parallelism. According to Altenberg (1982), the genitive con-
struction just used tends to be repeated, when possible, at the next
opportunity. Altenberg (1982: 290) concludes that “parallelism is an
important secondary factor . . . , a factor which extends and supports a
choice determined by other primary factors in the context.” Needless
to say, it is precisely this factor that the present chapter seeks to inves-
tigate in detail.

No multivariate analysis of the factors determining genitive choice has, to my
knowledge, been conducted so far.

3. Method, data and independent variables

3.1. Method and data

As has been pointed out above, this study’s analysis will be one of choice
contexts only. Therefore, all those cases where there is no (potential) variabil-
ity between the of -genitive and the s-genitive will be omitted. No variability
means that usage of the other genitive would make the expression ungram-
matical or very odd. This judgement cannot be made by software, which is
why the analysis in this chapter relies to a large extent on manual coding of
manageable datasets. Thus, the entire CSAE as well as a subset of FRED25

was parsed manually to identify the genitive choice contexts in the data.
More specifically, according to the coding protocol, the following of -

genitive contexts were not coded as variable: (i) cases where the s-genitive
has a partitive or appositive meaning and where use of the s-genitive would
result in odd final prominence (e.g. the part of a problem vs. *the problem’s
part; (ii) partitive constructions of the quantitative and qualitative types; (iii)
when the possessum of the of -genitive is indefinite (e.g. a friend of the pres-
ident); (iv) in the cases of certain possessum nouns (such as idea, issue, etc.)
which are not used with an s-genitive and build compound nouns instead
(e.g. the issue of the budget deficit was discussed this morning). Correspond-
ingly, the following s-genitives were not coded as variable: (i) local genitives
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Table 9. Genitive choice: distributional variation across corpora

corpus N N s-genitive N of -genitive

CSAE 332 160 (48.2%) 172 (51.8%)
FRED 1,818 1,084 (59.6%) 734 (40.4%)
total 2,150 1,244 (57.8%) 906 (42.1%)

(e.g. we are meeting at Paul’s tonight); (ii) when the relation existing be-
tween the possessor and possessum simply cannot be paraphrased by an of -
genitive (e.g.the world’s best universities). The so-called independent geni-
tive – whether analytical or synthetic – was coded whenever possible (e.g.
her memory is like that of an elephant vs. her memory is like an elephant’s).

A Perl script then extracted the manually identified variables and coded
them for the standard variables, such as PREVIOUS, and most of the vari-
ables specific to genitive choice. In a final step, the genitive variables in the
database were then post-coded manually for lexical class (see below, section
3.2). This procedure yielded a database of 2,150 genitive choice contexts,
which Table 9 breaks down according to corpus and genitive type. As can be
seen, optional of -genitives and optional s-genitives are virtually equally fre-
quent in the CSAE. In FRED (at least in the subset analyzed), there appears
to be a slight preference for the s-genitive, though we will see later (section
4.1) that there are significant differences between dialect areas with regard to
such preferences.

3.2. Independent variables

In addition to the standard variables discussed in chapter 2 (PREVIOUS, TEXT-
DIST, SENTENCELENGTH, TTR, SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER), the follow-
ing independents will be included in multivariate analysis:

3.2.1. Previously suggested and persistence-unrelated predictors

LEXICAL CLASS of the possessor (henceforth: LEXCLASS). For this vari-
able, all possessor noun phrases in the database were coded following
the classification of possessor NPs suggested in Altenberg (1982: 120–
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123), which recalls the noun classes in Silverstein’s (1976) animacy
hierarchy: inanimate > animal > human common NP > proper NP.

example coding
animate human individual proper NPs Tom, God 5
animate human individual common NPs friend, woman 4
animate human collective NPs nation, parish 3
animate animal NPs dog, cow 2
inanimate abstract NPs morning,yesterday 1
inanimate concrete NPs world, sea, study 0

Hypothesis: Altenberg (1982), among many others, has claimed that
the higher the lexical class of the possessor noun phrase is positioned
in the above table, the greater the likelihood for the s-genitive. I expect
to obtain the same relationship in my analysis.

LENGTH (in words) of the possessor phrase and the possessum26 phrase
(henceforth: POSSESSORLENGTH and POSSESSUMLENGTH). Consider
(4): the possessor phrase – a bloody scoundrel – commands three
words, the possessum phrase – last refuge – commands two words.

(4) Politics is the last refuge of a bloody scoundrel, ain’t it? I say
that’s the last refuge of a bloody scoundrel – politics. (FRED
SFK035)

Hypothesis: In accordance with the principle of end weight (cf. Be-
haghel 1909/1910), we expect that (i) the longer the possessor phrase,
the greater the likelihood that the of -genitive will be used (because it
places the possessor phrase second); and (ii) the longer the possessum
phrase, the greater the likelihood that the s-genitive will be used (be-
cause it places the possessum phrase second).

PHONOLOGICAL SHAPE of the possessor (henceforth: FINALSIB). Does the
possessor phrase end in the grapheme <s>, as the possessor phrase in
(5) does (coded 1 if the possessor phrase ends in <s>, and 0 if it does
not)?
Hypothesis: If the possessor phrase ends in the grapheme <s>, we ex-
pect, given the literature, the s-genitive to be dispreferred.
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(5) I’m going to be saving a lot of money working here so if I’m
making decent money I’ll be able to uh . . . get something on my
own. . . . With the help of my parents of course. (CSAE 0404)

INFORMATION STATUS of the possessor and the possessum (henceforth:
POSSESSORGIV AND POSSESSUMGIV). Has the lemma of the head of
the possessor phrase or the lemma of the head of the possessum phrase
been mentioned in a discourse context of 100 words (this is equivalent
to 4 to 7 sentences) prior to CURRENT? To illustrate: the lemma of the
head of the possessor phrase in the farmers’ bright red barns would be
farmer, the lemma of the head of the possessum phrase would be barn
(coded 1 if the possessor or possessum is discourse-old, and 0 if the
possessor or possessum is discourse-new).
Hypothesis: If the possessor has not been mentioned (if, therefore, it
is discourse-new), we expect the of -genitive to be more likely; if the
possessum is discourse-new, we expect the s-genitive to be more likely.

FRED DIALECT AREA (henceforth: FRED-AREA). This variable is obviously
relevant for FRED only and is meant to tap into how genitive choice
differs across the dialect regions (Hebrides, Midlands, North, South-
west, Wales, and Southeast) sampled in the FRED corpus subset under
analysis.

3.2.2. Additional, persistence-related predictors

TEXTUAL DISTANCE to the last occurrence of the token of (henceforth:
TEXTDIST-OF). This is a β -persistence variable. It is conceivable that
generic, non-genitive occurrences of the token of (as in stories of her
travels) make it more likely, for instance via lexical priming, that a
speaker will tend to go for an of -genitive instead of an s-genitive next
time he or she has a choice. TEXTDIST-OF measures the textual dis-
tance, in the ln of interjacent words, between CURRENT and the last
generic occurrence of of. By way of illustration, in (6) a generic oc-
currence of of is followed by an optional of -genitive five words later
(thus, TEXTDIST-OF would be ln 5 = 1.61).
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(6) So, you got this Oscar there, swimming around in the tank,
. . . with like, . . . a goldfish sticking out of his mouth, you know,
the the head of a goldfish, so you could see the little goldfish’s
eyes . . . (CSAE 0403)

Hypothesis: As a working hypothesis (and to some extent contrary to
Bock 1989, who did not find that closed-class items have an effect on
the strength of priming), we expect that as TEXTDIST-OF decreases –
and thus, as an of -genitive trigger gets closer to CURRENT – the odds
for an of -genitive in CURRENT increase.

IDENTITY of the possessor or the possessum in PREVIOUS and CURRENT

(henceforth: POSSESSORID and POSSESSUMID). This variable deter-
mines whether two neighboring genitive constructions dominate (i)
exactly the same possessor phrase (POSSESSORID) or (ii) exactly the
same possessum phrase (POSSESSUMID) (coded 1 if the possessor/pos-
sessum phrases are identical, and 0 if they are not). Example (7) illus-
trates a case where two successive genitive constructions dominate the
same possessor phrase and the same possessum phrase.

(7) Politics is the last refuge of a bloody scoundrel, ain’t it? I say
that’s the last refuge of a bloody scoundrel – politics. (FRED
SFK035)

Hypothesis: If the possessor/possessum phrases are identical, we ex-
pect – in accordance with Cleland and Pickering (2003), who showed
that production priming is stronger when the head words in the prime
and the target match – that persistence between PREVIOUS and CUR-
RENT is stronger than it would be otherwise.

Heavy restrictive postmodification of either the possessor or the posses-
sum is quite rare in the data – there is only one such case in the CSAE (she
gave me the name of this other who’s Amherst Architect), and only a hand-
ful of occurrences in the FRED dataset. For reliable statistical analysis of
the variable, the number of observations is too low, which is why the vari-
able had to be dropped from analysis. Table 10 summarizes the independents
considered in this chapter.
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Table 10. Genitive choice: independent variables considered

variable type coding method

a. previously suggested and persistence-unrelated independents

SENTENCELENGTH* scalar software
TTR* scalar software
LEXCLASS six-way ordinal manual
POSSESSORLENGTH scalar software
POSSESSUMLENGTH scalar software
FINALSIB two-way categorical software
POSSESSORGIV two-way categorical software
POSSESSUMGIV two-way categorical software
FRED-AREA five-way categorical software

b. persistence-related independents

PREVIOUS* two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST* scalar software
TEXTDIST-OF scalar software
SAMETURN* two-way categorical software
SAMESPEAKER* two-way categorical software
POSSESSORID two-way categorical software
POSSESSUMID two-way categorical software

* independent variable discussed in chapter 3, section 1.

4. Results

4.1. Baseline variation

Let us first establish how the baseline predictors play out in genitive variation
(Table 11). Let us begin by noting which predictors are not selected as signif-
icant in logistic regression: the two information status variables POSSESSUM-
GIV and POSSESSORGIV. As operationalized through these two variables, in-
formation status does not seem to influence genitive choice (this statement
will be somewhat qualified in section 4.2 below).

The odds ratios associated with SENTENCELENGTH and TTR dovetail nice-
ly with the working hypothesis. Exp(b) values associated with SENTENCE-
LENGTH are greater than 1 in both corpora (though significantly so only in
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Table 11. Genitive choice: odds ratios associated with baseline predictors in logistic
regression

CSAE FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 1.02 * 1.01
TTR 0.99 0.96 **
LEXCLASS 1.17 0.36 ***
POSSESSORLENGTH 6.58 *** 1.78 *
POSSESSORGIV(1) 1.21 1.07
POSSESSUMLENGTH 1.01 1.33 *
POSSESSUMGIV(1) 0.44 0.71
FINALSIB(1) 3.48 * 2.72 ***
POSSESSORLENGTH ∗ LEXCLASS 0.68 *** 1.05
POSSESSUMGIV(1) ∗ LEXCLASS 1.26 0.83 *
FRED-AREA n.a. – ***

FRED-AREA (Hebrides) n.a. 2.03 *
FRED-AREA (Midlands) n.a. 2.58 ***
FRED-AREA (North) n.a. 1.07
FRED-AREA (Southwest) n.a. 1.57
FRED-AREA (Wales) n.a. 2.74 ***

model intercept 0.15 12.07 *

N 332 1,818
model χ2 102.72 *** 1,208.28 ***
R2 0.355 0.656
% correct (baseline) 70.8 (51.8) 86.6 (59.6)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for the of -genitive.

the CSAE) while those associated with TTR are smaller than 1 in both cor-
pora (though significantly so only in FRED). Recall now that we have seen
that the of -genitive is the syntactically and lexically more explicit option. The
more explicit option, then, is preferred when sentence length increases (thus,
when syntactic complexity of the surrounding material is higher), while the
of -genitive is dispreferred when type-token ratios decrease (thus, when lexi-
cal density of the surrounding lexical material is lower). This relationship is
as expected.
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Lexical class (LEXCLASS) is highly significant in FRED and has the fol-
lowing impact on genitive choice: for each one-point rise of the possessor
in Altenberg’s sixfold animacy hierarchy (i.e. when animacy of the possessor
increases), the odds for the of -genitive diminish considerably (exp(b) = 0.36),
exactly as hypothesized. For some reason, lexical class does not appear to be
that relevant for genitive choice in the CSAE.

The length of the possessor phrase (POSSESSORLENGTH) also influences
genitive choice in the expected fashion. For each additional word the posses-
sor phrase commands, the odds for the of -genitive increase about sixfold in
the CSAE (exp(b) = 6.58) and about twofold in FRED (exp(b) = 1.78). In
accordance with the principle of end weight, long possessors indeed tend to
be placed towards the end by means of the of -genitive. By much the same
token, we had expected increased length of the possessum phrase to be neg-
atively associated with the of -genitive. The opposite is true, as the odds ra-
tios slightly greater than 1 (exp(b) = 1.01/1.33) demonstrate. It appears that
there is a preference to code both long possessum phrases and long possessor
phrases (the latter to a much greater extent) by the of -genitive.

The phonological shape of the possessor phrase is also a significant pre-
dictor. If the possessor (phrase) ends in a sibilant (more precisely, in terms of
this study’s research design, if it ends in the grapheme <s>), the odds for the
of -genitive increase about threefold (exp(b) = 3.48/2.72). This finding, too,
is fully consonant with the literature on genitive choice.

Two moderately interesting interaction terms turned out to be significant
in logistic regression. First, the interaction POSSESSORLENGTH ∗ LEXCLASS

is associated with a significant odds ratio of 0.68 in the CSAE. This means
that increasing length of the possessor phrase and increased animacy of the
possessor phrase work against each other. Second, the interaction POSSES-
SUMGIV(1) ∗ LEXCLASS is significant in FRED. One interpretation of its
odds ratio of 0.83 is that when the possessum is discourse-old, animacy of
the possessor has more influence on genitive choice than when the possessor
is discourse-new. Finally, in FRED, dialect areas account for a good deal to
genitive variation (FRED-AREA). Taking the Southeast as the statistical ‘base-
line’ area (this is meant as an atheoretical, purely statistical procedure, and
implicates no substantive claim of any sort), it emerges that compared to the
Southeast, dialect speakers from the Hebrides, the Midlands, and Wales have
a significant preference for the of -genitive.

When the relative importance of the individual predictors is compared,
two things deserve attention:
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– In the CSAE, length of the possessor phrase is the single most important
determinant of genitive choice, followed by sentence length (i.e. syntactic
complexity of the surrounding material) and whether or not the possessor
phrase ends in a sibilant.

– In FRED, animacy of the possessor phrase is by far the most important
determinant of genitive choice. Second is whether the possessor phrase
ends in a final sibilant, followed by the two weight variables.27

The factors so far discussed help predict between 71% (CSAE) and 87%
(FRED) of speakers’ linguistic choices accurately, and account for between
36% (CSAE) and a very decent 66% (FRED) of the observable variance in
genitive choice. For some reason the varieties of English sampled in FRED
conforms much better with claims in the literature on genitive variation than
the very conversational American English sampled in the CSAE.

4.2. Persistence-induced variation

Let us now determine how the picture changes when persistence-related pre-
dictors are factored in. Evidence on this point is shown in Figure 9, which
plots switch rates between the of -genitive and the s-genitive for speakers in
the dataset under analysis. All but one speaker switch less often from the
s-genitive to the of -genitive than we would expect if switch rates were pro-
portional to overall variant proportions (indicated by the dotted lines), and
all speakers switch from the of -genitive to the s-genitive less often than ex-
pected.

The heavy lines indicate regression estimates of actual switch rates. By
being virtually horizontal, these statistically confirm that speakers practically
do not switch between the two genitives. More detailed information on switch
rates, broken up according to corpus and switch direction, is provided in Table
12. In terms of switch rates, no substantial differences exist between FRED
and the CSAE or between switch directions: the linear regression estimates
indicate that switch rates are in the 0.01x to 0.05x range. Given that the ‘nat-
ural’ switch rate would be 1x, both genitives are extremely sticky.

For a more fine-grained analysis, Table 13 regresses the persistence-related
predictors against CURRENT. This considerably enhances both predictive effi-
ciency and explanatory power, compared to the baseline model; the increase
in the model χ2 is statistically significant.28 In FRED, the model now ex-
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Figure 9. Switches in genitive choice as a function of overall proportion of genitives
(relative frequency of switches, in %, on y-axis; relative frequency of the
switched-to genitive type, in %, on x-axis) in both FRED and the CSAE.
Each dot represents one speaker. Dotted diagonal line represents null hy-
pothesis that switch rate is proportional to variant proportions. Heavy line
indicates linear trend (s-genitive → of -genitive: y = 0.03x, of -genitive →
s-genitive: y = 0.02x)

Table 12. Linear regression estimates of switch rates in genitive choice across cor-
pora (y is the relative frequency of A → B switches, in %; x is the relative
frequency of B forms, in %; the expected linear relationship, uninfluenced
by persistence, is y = x)

corpus s-genitive → of -genitive of -genitive → s-genitive

CSAE y = 0.05x y = 0.01x

FRED y = 0.02x y = 0.02x

plains a satisfactory 71% of the observable variance (up from approximately
66%) and predicts speakers’ genitive choices accurately in 88% of all cases
(up from 87%). In the CSAE, the statistical improvement is better than in
FRED: variance explained rises from approximately 36% to 53%, and pre-
dictive efficiency is improved by 4 percent points to approximately 75%.
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Table 13. Genitive choice: odds ratios associated with persistence-related predictors
in logistic regression (baseline predictors are included, but not displayed)

CSAE FRED

PREVIOUS(S-G.) 0.02 *** 0.00 ***
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ TEXTDIST 1.19 1.05
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ SAMETURN(1) 4.65 * 0.73
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ SAMESPEAKER(1) 0.38 1.15
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ TTR 1.02 1.09 **
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ POSSESSORLENGTH 1.23 1.64 *
PREVIOUS(S-G.) ∗ POSSESSUMLENGTH 1.52 1.67 *
POSSESSORID 0.00 *** 0.00 ***
POSSESSUMID ∞ *** ∞ ***
TEXTDIST-OF 0.80 0.87 *
model intercept 2.58 905.90 ***

N 295 1,654
model χ2 150.68 *** 1238.05
R2 0.534 0.711
% correct (baseline) 75.3 (53.6) 87.9 (59.2)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for the of -genitive.

4.2.1. α-persistence

The main effect of PREVIOUS – the α-persistence variable in this study – is
highly significant and extraordinarily sizable in both FRED and the CSAE.
This was to be expected, given that we had already seen in our discussion of
switch rates (Figure 9) that speakers are highly disinclined to switch between
the two genitives. In the CSAE, if an s-genitive was employed in the last
variable site in discourse (and conditioned on all other interactional factors
discussed below being zero), the odds for an of -genitive in CURRENT are re-
duced by a considerable 98% (exp(b) = 0.02). The corresponding main effect
of PREVIOUS on CURRENT in FRED is such that statistically, an s-genitive is
actually never followed by an of -genitive (exp(b) = 0.00) when interactional
factors are controlled for.
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I now discuss how the main effect of PREVIOUS changes when persist-
ence interacts with other variables. The interaction between α-persistence
and the two turn-taking variables (PREVIOUS ∗ SAMETURN and PREVIOUS ∗
SAMESPEAKER, respectively) did not turn out to be statistically significant in
logistic regression. In a similar vein – probably due to comparatively low Ns
– the interaction between PREVIOUS and TEXTDIST (the interaction between
persistence and recency of use of PREVIOUS) missed statistical significance.
Notice, however, that the (insignificant) odds ratios associated with that in-
teraction are greater than 1 (1.19 and 1.05, respectively), which shows the
theoretically expected effect.

Yet, Figure 10 demonstrates that there actually is a relationship between
the strength of α-persistence and textual distance between PREVIOUS and
CURRENT. When plotting the strength of persistence on the y-axis against
textual distance between two genitive choice contexts on the x-axis, it be-
comes apparent that at least in FRED (the data for the CSAE are more erratic,
presumably due to low Ns), the percentage of matched pairs (pairs where the
same genitive is employed in both CURRENT and PREVIOUS) clearly does
not bob around randomly. Instead, the more recently a genitive choice was
made, the more likely speakers are to go for the same genitive at the next
opportunity. A statistical analysis of the curve fits29 shows that the forgetting
function that describes this relationship is best described as logarithmic, at
least in FRED (in the CSAE, both fits are unacceptably bad).

FRED CSAE
adjusted R2 linear 0.20 * -0.04
adjusted R2 logarithmic 0.54 *** 0.00
df 17 17

POSSESSORID and POSSESSUMID appear to influence genitive choice in
a rather unanticipated way. Recall that we had initially assumed that if two
neighboring genitive variables involve the same possessor phrase (POSSESS-
ORID) or the same possessum phrase (POSSESSUMID), or both, α-persistence
between PREVIOUS and CURRENT would be even stronger than otherwise
(cf. Cleland and Pickering 2003). However, we actually obtained no such
interaction effect in logistic regression – the interaction terms PREVIOUS(S-
G.) ∗ POSSESSORID/POSSESSUMID were so insignificant that they had to be
dropped from analysis altogether. However, as it turns out, POSSESSORID

and POSSESSUMID are very highly significant predictors of genitive choice
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Figure 10. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same genitive type is used) as function of textual distance between
CURRENT and PREVIOUS. Heavy line represents logarithmic estimate of
the relationship, dotted line represents linear estimate of the relationship

on their own (note that because no interaction with PREVIOUS is involved
here, this is not really related to persistence). What does this mean? The only
way to make sense of this is to interpret these variables as tapping informa-
tion status (as might be remembered, we could not obtain evidence for any
relevance of information status to genitive choice from considering the vari-
ables POSSESSORGIV and POSSESSUMGIV): the odds ratio associated with
POSSESSORID is exactly 0, therefore if two neighboring genitive construc-
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tions command exactly the same possessor phrase, the second genitive, ac-
cording to the data, will be an s-genitive. As the possessor phrase is given,
the s-genitive establishes old-before-new order. The inverse holds for POS-
SESSUMID: if two neighboring genitives command exactly the same posses-
sum phrase, the odds for an of -genitive in the second slot increase manifold
(exp(b) = ∞), according to this study’s analysis. This means that when the
possessum is given, the second of two successive genitives will virtually al-
ways be an of -genitive. From a discourse flow perspective, the of -genitive is
optimal under such circumstances since it places the possessum before the
possessor.

The interaction between PREVIOUS and TTR returns exp(b) values greater
than 1 in both FRED (1.09; significant) and the CSAE (1.02; insignificant).
Because the main effect of PREVIOUS is smaller than 1, this means that α-
persistence actually weakens in lexically complex contexts. Given Tannen
(1987), we would have expected the inverse relationship.

4.2.2. β -persistence

The model also included one β -persistence predictor: TEXTDIST-OF. The
variable measures the ln of textual distance between the slot for which a gen-
itive choice has to be made, CURRENT, and the last generic occurrence of the
token of (for instance, as in stories of her travels). In logistic regression, the
predictor has the expected effect on genitive choice and returns remarkably
similar odds ratios in both FRED (where it is statistically significant) and the
CSAE (where with p = 0.09, it misses statistical significance narrowly). For
every one-unit increase in the ln of textual distance between CURRENT and
the last generic occurrence of the token of, the odds for the of -genitive de-
crease by between 20% (CSAE; exp(b) = 0.80) and 13% (FRED; exp(b) =
0.87). This is equivalent to saying that as recency of use of the token of in-
creases, the odds for the of genitive at the next opportunity rise, too. Figure
11 visualizes this relationship by plotting the relative frequency (in percent)
of the of -genitive against textual distance to the last generic occurrence of
the token of. In both corpora, this relationship is overall such that the relative
frequency of the of -genitive is higher when textual distance is smaller.30
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Figure 11. Share of the of -genitive (on y-axis) as a function of textual distance to the
last of trigger (on x-axis). Heavy line represents logarithmic estimate of
the relationship, dotted line represents linear estimate of the relationship

5. Summary

In conclusion, the analysis of variation in genitive choice in FRED and the
CSAE seems to suggest the following:

Almost all of the predictors traditionally discussed in the literature on
genitive choice turned out to have the expected effect in logistic regression.
First, the more animate the possessor, the more likely the s-genitive. Sec-
ond, the longer the possessor, the more likely the of -genitive. That both of
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these predictors turned out to be significant individually in FRED strongly
supports claims that animacy and weight are independent factors (cf. Rosen-
bach 2005). Along these lines, we also found that, interestingly, increasing
length of the possessum is positively correlated with the of -genitive (accord-
ing to the principle of end weight, it shouldn’t be). This essentially means
that long and heavy genitives (i.e. genitives with long possessor and/or pos-
sessum phrases) in general have a preference for the of -genitive. Presumably,
this is because the of -genitive is the more explicit option (cf. Biber et al.
1999: 300) and thus might help ease the processing load implicated by heavy
genitives. Third, if the possessor ends in the grapheme <s> (which almost
always means that it ends in a final sibilant), the of -genitive is preferred as
well, a finding once again which, given the literature, should surprise no one.
I moreover tested how SENTENCELENGTH (as a proxy for syntactic com-
plexity) and TTR (as a proxy for lexical complexity) impact genitive choice.
The results dovetailed nicely with this study’s working hypothesis: the more
explicit of -genitive is preferred when syntactic complexity is high (cf. Ro-
hdenburg 1996); it is dispreferred when lexical complexity is low.

Information status is an issue of its own. It is received wisdom that the of -
genitive is preferred with discourse-old possessums and the s-genitive with
discourse-old possessors (in both scenarios, given-before-new order is es-
tablished). Accordingly, an attempt was made to operationalize information
status through two variables (POSSESSORGIV and POSSESSUMGIV), which
checked whether the lemma of the head of the possessor/possessum phrase
were mentioned in the previous discourse – in other words, if they were given.
The two variables were not even remotely significant in regression. On the
other hand, the model included two variables (POSSESSORID and POSSES-
SUMID) that were supposed to interact with persistence. They did no such
thing. However, it turns out that these two variables unexpectedly tapped
information status: being sensitive to whether the whole possessor or pos-
sessum phrase was used previously, this study’s regression estimates sug-
gested that for a given slot in which the same possessor/possessum phrase
is repeated, that genitive type will be chosen which establishes old-before-
new order. Ergo, the findings suggest that the whole possessor or possessum
phrase (as operationalized through POSSESSORID and POSSESSUMID) is rel-
evant with regard to information status, but a single head noun (as opera-
tionalized though POSSESSORGIV and POSSESSUMGIV) is not.

We saw that persistence is an important determinant of genitive choice. I
demonstrated that if one only relied on baseline predictors of genitive choice,
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one would miss out between 4% (FRED) and even 20% (CSAE) of the vari-
ation, variation which persistence is responsible for – in other words, one
would erroneously assume that this variation is free. According to this study’s
analysis, it is highly patterned.

Four observations with regard to persistence in genitive choice strike me
as especially important. First, switch rates between the two genitives are ex-
ceedingly low, thus genitives are ‘sticky’ variables. By the same token, in lo-
gistic regression the main effect of a previous choice on an upcoming choice
(α-persistence) is huge: in FRED, usage of an s-genitive reduces the odds
that an of -genitive will be used next time by 98%; the corresponding figure
for the CSAE is 100%. This effect, however, weakens as textual distance be-
tween two genitive sites increases. The forgetting function that describes this
relationship is logarithmic. Furthermore, α-persistence is weaker in infor-
mationally dense environments (i.e. when TTR is high). This contradicts the
working hypothesis that parallel patterns are preferred in lexically dense con-
texts because of processing efficiency advantages (cf. Tannen 1987). There is
also evidence for β -persistence: the token of, used in non-genitive contexts
(e.g. stories of her travels) can trigger an of -genitive in choice contexts. This
effect becomes stronger as recency of use of a non-genitive of increases. Let
me also add that in genitive choice, α-persistence appears to be vastly more
powerful than β -persistence.





Chapter 6
Persistence in future marker choice

This chapter will investigate persistence effects in a comparatively neglected
grammatical alternation in the grammar of English, that is, in the choice
speakers have between the future marker families BE GOING TO and WILL

(/SHALL). Each of these highly grammaticalized options to overtly express
futurity in English has semi-institutionalized variant forms in transcribed cor-
pora: be going to, as in (1a), and gonna, as in (1b); will, as in (1c), cliticized
’ll, as in (1d), won’t, as in (1e), and shall/shan’t, as in (1f).

(1) a. Matt is going to go to London tomorrow.
b. Matt is gonna go to London tomorrow.
c. Matt will go to London tomorrow.
d. Matt’ll go to London tomorrow.
e. Matt won’t go to London tomorrow.
f. Matt shall/shan’t go to London tomorrow.

1. Background and previous research

Almost needless to say, the WILL/SHALL variants are the older forms. While
Danchev and Kytö (1994) have shown that BE GOING TO must have devel-
oped into a future marker prior to the middle of the 17th century, Mair (2004)
reports that “a marked rise in frequency did not occur until the end of the 19th
century, but continues unabated in the present.”

Previous research on the alternation between BE GOING TO and WILL/
SHALL has primarily dealt with the following issues: (i) alleged semantic
and/or pragmatic differences between BE GOING TO and WILL/SHALL, (ii)
stylistic, regional, or sociolinguistic variation, or (iii) text frequencies, both
synchronically and diachronically. In summary, WILL/SHALL is agreed to be
the unmarked or simplex future which is employed to make a “plain statement
about the future” (Close 1988: 51), with a possible overtone of obligation or
volition (Kytö 1990: 277 and Wekker 1976: 40). BE GOING TO, in contrast,
is generally assumed to suggest “prior intention, imminence, or inevitabil-
ity” (Nicolle 1997: 355), “dynamic current orientation” (Haegeman 1983:
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157), “future culmination of present intention or cause” (Haegeman 1989:
293; similarly, Nicolle 1997: 373), immediate or proximal futurity, incep-
tive present, and intentionality (Binnick 1971), or that there are “indications
in the present that something will happen” (Wekker 1976: 124). Whatever
the differences in meaning between the two options may be, it has proven
notoriously hard to pin them down: after all, the actual choice for one or
the other construction “has a scarcely perceptible effect on meaning” (Quirk
et al. 1985: 218), which is why “it is difficult to discover any simple sen-
tences in which either will yields a clearly definable sense which going to
does not” (Hall and Hall 1970: 138). Similarly, Danchev et al. (1965: 384) ar-
gue for overall synonymy, and Palmer (1974: 163) asserts that “in most cases,
there is no demonstrable difference between will and be going to.” Haegeman
(1989) has argued that whatever the difference is between BE GOING TO and
WILL, it must be pragmatic rather than truth-conditionally semantic. In sum,
the assumption of rough semantic equivalence between BE GOING TO and
WILL/SHALL can certainly be justified.31

The alternation between BE GOING TO and WILL/SHALL is for one thing a
syntactic one. The two markers differ in the complexity of the auxiliary node
and in the complementation of the auxiliary (bare infinitive vs. to-infinitive).
Additionally, the two constructions differ in the lexical and grammatical ma-
terial they are composed of: BE GOING TO necessarily involves the primary
verb to be, the verb to go (or a reduction thereof) and the infinitive marker to
(or a phonological reduction thereof). WILL/SHALL is clearly more economic
syntactically and lexically. Viewed from a production priming perspective,
this is an alternation where syntactic priming is most indistinguishable from
lexical priming.

2. Previously suggested factors

A couple of factors influencing the alternation between BE GOING TO and
WILL/SHALL have been identified in previous research.

Register. It has been shown that as the informality of the setting increases,
the contracted and/or cliticized variant forms such as won’t or ’ll gain in
frequency (see, among others, Close 1988). At the same time, BE GO-
ING TO is in general more widespread in informal settings (Berglund
1999b, 2000a, 2000b; Close 1988; Mair 1997a; Wekker 1976).32
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Variety of English. All other things being equal, BE GOING TO is demon-
strably more frequent in American English than in British English (see,
among others, Biber et al. 1999; Hundt 1997; Mair 1997b; Tottie 2002).

Type of syntactic environment. It is well known that in standard English,
WILL/SHALL is bad in some temporal and conditional subclauses, so
that BE GOING TO is sometimes the only option there (cf. Binnick
1971; Comrie 1982, 1985; Danchev et al. 1965; Declerck 1991; Hall
and Hall 1970; Wekker 1976). Szmrecsanyi (2003) found that in syn-
tactically dependent and syntactically complex environments in gen-
eral, there is a preference for BE GOING TO. Berglund (1999b),
Berglund (2000b), and Szmrecsanyi (2003), finally, report that BE GO-
ING TO is preferred over WILL in contexts of negation.

To my knowledge, no multifactorial analysis of these factors has been con-
ducted so far.

3. Method, data and independent variables

3.1. Method and data

The following variant forms of BE GOING TO and WILL will be considered in
this chapter’s analysis:

– be going to + inf.

– be gonna + inf.

– will + inf.

– ’ll + inf.

– won’t + inf

Due to exceedingly low frequencies and its marginal status in present-day
spoken English (cf. Kjellmer 1998; Tottie 2002; Trudgill 1984) shall (and
shan’t) will not be considered in this chapter. Also, past tense forms with
BE GOING TO (as in I’ve forgotten what I was gonna say, DS KB0) will be
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Table 14. Future marker choice: distributional variation across corpora

corpus N N BE GOING TO N WILL

CG 39,774 10,497 (26.4%) 29,277 (73.6%)
DS 39,640 11,223 (28.3%) 28,417 (71.7%)
CSPAE 18,377 5,332 (29.0%) 13,045 (71.0%)
CSAE 1,354 570 (42.1%) 784 (57.9%)
FRED 4,861 856 (17.6%) 4,005 (82.4%)
total 104,006 28,478 (27.4%) 75,528 (72.6%)

excluded from analysis since these are a priori not possible with WILL. The
condition of interchangeability underlying this study’s method would not be
satisfied had they been included (see Berglund 1999a for a similar coding
decision). As far as the analysis of the data is concerned, no difference will
be made between the individual variant forms. That is, be going to and gonna
on the one hand and will, ’ll and won’t on the other hand will be considered
true variant forms, with no distributional idiosyncracies of their own. This is
certainly an abstraction, but one that is justifiable.

Extraction of the above forms from the texts, and classification into one of
the two paradigms, was conducted automatically using Perl scripts. For the
POS tagged corpora, this method yielded an accuracy rate of 98% (the error
rate is mainly due to incorrect tagging of the corpora). For the corpora without
POS tagging, the accuracy rate was approximately 91%, since the script could
not identify and omit spatial forms of be going to (e.g. I am going to school).
These spatial occurrences were discarded from the database manually.33

Analysis of the corpora yielded a database of 104,006 future marker in-
stances. Table 14 gives a breakdown. As for the CG, DS, CSPAE, and CSAE,
the shares conform with what has been reported in previous research on
these corpora (cf. Berglund 1997, 1999a, 1999b, 2000a, 2000b; Szmrecsanyi
2003): BE GOING TO is more frequent in American English than in British
English, and more frequent in more informal speech than in more formal
speech. As for FRED, BE GOING TO is strikingly infrequent in this cor-
pus. Since the collection consists of material produced by comparatively old
speakers, this may be linked to the fact that BE GOING TO has been spreading
in apparent time during the past century (cf. Krug 2000; Mair 2004).
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3.2. Independent variables

In addition to the standard variables discussed in chapter 3 (TTR, SENTENCE-
LENGTH, PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER, AGE, SEX),
the following independents were included in the analysis.

3.2.1. Previously suggested and persistence-unrelated predictors

CONTEXTS OF NEGATION (henceforth: NEGATION). Is the future marker in
CURRENT negated by not, as in (2a), or by a not-contracted auxiliary,
as in (2b), or is the future marker variant won’t used, as in (2c) (coded
0 for affirmative contexts and 1 for negated contexts)?

(2) a. those ministers from the South will not be conducting
morning worship tomorrow (DS KBK)

b. cos the walls ain’t gonna be done (DS KB6)
c. cos you won’t be that late with Marge in bed (DS KBF)

Hypothesis: BE GOING TO is favored in contexts of negation.

FRED DIALECT AREA (henceforth: FRED-AREA). This variable is relevant
for FRED only and is sensitive to how future marker choice differs
across the dialect regions sampled in FRED.

3.2.2. Additional, persistence-related predictors

ALLITERATIONS to BE GOING TO and WILL (henceforth: G-ALLIT and W-
ALLIT), respectively. In a context of 50 words before and 50 words
after CURRENT, how many tokens are there that start in <g> (G-ALLIT)
or <w> (W-ALLIT), respectively? To illustrate: in (3), there are three
words that start in <w> (excluding, of course, the future marker will),
hence (3) would be coded ‘3’ with regard to W-ALLIT.

(3) Well, through the Fed, what I think what will happen . . . (CSAE
0906)
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For one thing, discourse analysts have argued that speakers often try to
use an option (if they have one) that is sound coordinated with things in
its neighborhood (cf., for instance, Sacks 1971; Tannen 1989). Second,
there is psycholinguistic evidence that the human speech production
system has a tendency for phoneme perseveration (cf., for instance,
Dell 1986; Cohen and Dehaene 1998), which is probably why allitera-
tion ‘sounds good,’ and can be exploited as a stylistic device. G-ALLIT

and W-ALLIT, then, clearly fall under the scope of β -persistence. Not
only the context before CURRENT, but also the context after CURRENT

will be considered because speakers, in all likelihood, also anticipate
upcoming speech while choosing what option to employ in CURRENT

(Dell 1986: 285).
Hypothesis: As G-ALLIT increases, the odds for BE GOING TO in-
crease; as W-ALLIT increases, so do the odds for WILL.

HORROR AEQUI contexts (henceforth: G-HORRORAEQUI and W-HORROR-
AEQUI). Here, I define a horror aequi context as a context where iden-
tical morpho-grammatical marking or identical phonological material
occur in a context of no more than 5 words prior to CURRENT. Thus,
G-HORRORAEQUI indicates whether an -ing form occurs in such a hori-
zon, as in (4a) where the ending in riding possibly encourages the non-
use of a BE GOING TO marker. W-HORRORAEQUI is about whether a
word ending in -ll occurs in such a context as in (4b) where the ending
in well possibly encourages the non-use of a WILL marker (coded 0
for such features not occurring, and 1 for such features occurring in a
context of 5 words prior to CURRENT):

(4) a. and that they’re riding a lot, they’ll just, let the college kids
do em (CSAE 0408)

b. well, we’re gonna have to find somewhere, to get, some-
thing (CSAE 0408)

Hypothesis: Horror aequi-contexts discourage usage of the future
marking options affected.

PRESENCE OF THE VERB to go in the preceding context (henceforth: G-
TRIGGER). Do the tokens go, goes, went, going, or gone occur in a
context of (a) 75 words, or (b) 25 words, or (c) 5 words prior to CUR-
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Table 15. Future marker choice: independent variables considered

variable type coding method

a. previously suggested and persistence-unrelated independents

SENTENCELENGTH* scalar software
TTR* scalar software
NEGATION two-way categorical software

b. persistence-related independents

PREVIOUS* two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST* scalar software
G-ALLIT scalar software
W-ALLIT scalar software
G-HORRORAEQUI two-way categorical software
W-HORRORAEQUI two-way categorical software
GO-TRIGGER four-way categorical software
SAMETURN* two-way categorical software
SAMESPEAKER* two-way categorical software

c. speaker characteristics

AGE* scalar software
SEX* two-way categorical software

* independent variable discussed in chapter 3, section 1.

RENT?34 (5) is an example of go occurring in a context of 25 words
prior to CURRENT:

(5) you go look, and every horse’s hoof is shaped different. . . . Every
horse is gonna have a little different shape. (CSAE 0408)

Hypothesis: The presence of the verb to go may trigger a BE GOING TO

based future marker in a nearby choice context through lexical priming
or similar mechanisms, a triggering effect which would qualify as β -
persistence in the present study.

Table 15 summarizes the independents considered in this chapter.
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4. Results

4.1. Baseline variation

In a first step, a logistic regression model was estimated on the basis of in-
dependents that have been discussed in previous research, and that are not
related to persistence: SENTENCELENGTH, TTR, and NEGATION. The model
is displayed in Table 16. Although model χ2 is often significant, explana-
tory power is generally poor: R2 values range between 0.001 (CSAE) and
0.04 (CSPAE), i.e. the models account for less than 5% of the observable
variance between GOING TO and WILL. Predictive efficiency is even more
disappointing: nowhere does consideration of SENTENCELENGTH, TTR, and
NEGATION even slightly enhance our ability to predict future marker choice
over and above the baseline prediction.

As for the individual independents, there appears to be a tendency (statis-
tically significant in the CSPAE only) for increased sentence length to neg-
atively affect the odds for usage of a WILL-based marker. In the CSPAE, as
sentence length increases by one word, the odds for WILL decrease by 1%.
This relationship is as expected given previous research. The picture with re-
gard to TTR is mixed: the variable is significant in the CG, CSPAE, and DS.
In the former two corpora (both of which are formal) as TTR increases by
one unit, the odds for WILL increase by 3–4%. Indicating that the lexically
more compact option is preferred in lexically more dense contexts, this rela-
tionship would be as hypothesized. In the DS, however, a one-point increase
in TTR actually decreases the odds for WILL; thus in the DS, WILL tends to
be dispreferred in lexically more dense contexts. Finally, the impact of con-
texts of negation (as in John will not marry Mary) on future marker choice
(NEGATION) is statistically significant in all corpora save the CSAE. In the
CG, CSPAE, and DS, a context of negation hugely increases the odds for
WILL. In FRED, by contrast, contexts of negation actually decrease the odds
for WILL by 32%. These differences are due to the different prominence of
won’t across corpora. If won’t is removed from the database, the following
odds ratios for NEGATION emerge:

CG 0.43
CSPAE 7.59
DS 0.08
CSAE 0.19
FRED 0.09
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This suggests that with intrinsically negated won’t excluded, a context of
negation increases the odds for BE GOING TO considerably, a finding which
is consonant with previous research. An exception is the CSPAE, where even
when won’t is excluded, contexts of negation increase the odds for WILL.
This anomaly is discussed in some detail in Szmrecsanyi (2003: 303–305);
suffice it to say here that speakers in the CSPAE have a marked preference
for the collocation will not.

In summary, these findings indicate that independents discussed in previ-
ous research, while demonstrably influencing the choice, do a rather inade-
quate job of explaining the observable variance between BE GOING TO and
WILL. Variation in future marker choice – unlike, say, variation in comparison
strategy choice – still is an alternation that is not very well understood.

A word is due on FRED: there is significant variation between dialect ar-
eas with regard to future marker choice. Taking the Southeast as statistical
baseline area (as before, in an entirely arbitrary fashion), this variation mani-
fests as follows in logistic regression:35

Hebrides 1.71
North 1.62
Wales 1.98

Thus, compared to the Southeast, WILL is significantly more frequent in the
Hebrides, in the North, and in Wales. Other regional differences are not sig-
nificant.

4.2. Persistence-induced variation

How does persistence affect future marker choice? I begin to show the im-
portance of α-persistence in the data by presenting the scatterplots in Figure
12. These graphs compare each speaker’s switching rate (BE GOING TO →
WILL or vice versa) to his or her overall usage proportion of the two marker
families. Had there been no persistence, dots would have clustered close to
the diagonal, dotted line – but clearly, this is not the case. The vast majority
of speakers are heavily clustered below the diagonal line. This means that
in most speakers’ production, there are considerably fewer switches from BE

GOING TO to WILL than pure chance would predict: once they have made
a marker choice, speakers actually tend to stick to that marker, a behavior
which I have termed α-persistence.
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Figure 12. Switches in future marker choice as a function of overall proportion of
markers (relative frequency of switches, in %, on y-axis; relative fre-
quency of the switched-to marker family, in %, on x-axis) in the entire
database under analysis. Each dot represents one speaker. Dotted diag-
onal line represents null hypothesis that switch rate is proportional to
variant proportions. Heavy line indicates linear trend (BE GOING TO →
WILL: y = 0.29x, WILL → BE GOING TO: y = 0.27x)

Table 17 provides the equations of the regression lines for BE GOING TO

→ WILL-switches (Figure 12) and for WILL → BE GOING TO-switches (not
displayed in Figure 12). The regression estimates in this table confirm that
speakers, on average, switch only about 30% of the time they would if there
were no persistence. There are differences between corpora with regard to the
strength of persistence exhibited: Overall, switch rates are lower (i.e. persist-
ence is more powerful) in the two corpora of British English than in the two
corpora of American English. Switch rates are highest in FRED. Differences
in switch rates between the two future marker forms are somewhat erratic
across corpora.36

Next, I estimated logistic regression models including persistence-related
independents. Inclusion of persistence-related independents is a huge leap
forward in terms of variance explained and predictive efficiency (albeit from,
as we have seen, an admittedly low level). Variance explained (R2) is now a
moderately satisfactory 45% in the CSPAE; in the two BNC-based corpora,
it is roughly half of that. Variance explained is still outright bad in the CSAE
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Table 17. Linear regression estimates of switch rates in future marker choice across
corpora (y is the relative frequency of A → B switches, in %; x is the
relative frequency of B forms, in %; the expected linear relationship, un-
influenced by persistence, is y = x)

corpus BE GOING TO → WILL WILL → BE GOING TO

CG y = 0.01x y = 0.25x

DS y = 0.26x y = 0.23x

CSPAE y = 0.35x y = 0.35x

CSAE y = 0.28x y = 0.39x

FRED y = 0.40x y = 0.55x

and especially in FRED, where it is only ca. 6%. In all, though, inclusion
of persistence-related independents yields a statistically significant model χ2

increase.37

4.2.1. α-persistence

As for α-persistence, consider PREVIOUS, which has a statistically signifi-
cant main effect on future marker choice throughout. The odds ratio asso-
ciated with the variable is generally smaller than 0.05, meaning that when
PREVIOUS is a BE GOING TO marker, the odds for WILL in CURRENT de-
crease by over 95%. In other words, it is unlikely that a BE GOING TO marker
is followed by a WILL marker in the following slot.

This claim, however, only holds conditioned on the interactional factors
discussed below being zero. If they are not, the following picture emerges: the
interaction term PREVIOUS ∗ TEXTDIST indicates how the effect of PREVI-
OUS actually depends, among other factors, on the textual distance between
PREVIOUS and CURRENT. Where this interactional term is significant, the
odds ratio associated with PREVIOUS change by a multiplicative factor of
between 1.20 and 1.36 for every one-unit increase in the ln of the textual
distance between PREVIOUS and CURRENT. This means that α-persistence
weakens as the textual distance between two successive future marker sites
in discourse increases. This is, after all, the hypothesized relationship be-
tween TEXTDIST and α-persistence. Figure 13 takes a closer look at the na-
ture of this relationship by plotting the percentage of PREVIOUS/CURRENT

matches as a function of non-logged textual distance (note that the intuitive
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Figure 13. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same future marker is used) as function of textual distance between
CURRENT and PREVIOUS. Heavy line represents logarithmic estimate of
the relationship, dotted line represents linear estimate of the relationship
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interpretation of the y-axis is that it indicates the strength of α-persistence).
As can be seen, this relationship is nicely logarithmic (or decreasing expo-
nential). While this impression is already quite clear visually, it is confirmed
statistically when comparing curve fits:38

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED
adj. R2 linear 0.30 ** 0.64 *** 0.34 ** 0.22 * 0.19 *
adj. R2 logarithmic 0.83 *** 0.96 *** 0.86 *** 0.71 *** 0.63 ***
df 17 17 17 17 17

So, in short, the strength of α-persistence depends on recency of use of PRE-
VIOUS, and the forgetting function that describes this relationship is logarith-
mic.

The term PREVIOUS ∗ TTR indicates how the effect of PREVIOUS depends
on the lexical complexity of the environment where CURRENT is embedded.
The value of PREVIOUS ∗ TTR is greater than 1 everywhere and often sta-
tistically significant. This means that as lexical complexity of CURRENT’s
environment increases, the odds ratio associated with PREVIOUS increases.
Hence (because exp(b) of the main effect of PREVIOUS is smaller than 1),
α-persistence is actually weakened in lexically more complex environments.

The effect of PREVIOUS ∗ SAMETURN is associated with an exp(b) value
of between 0.64 (CSPAE) and 0.91 (CG). The impact of PREVIOUS on CUR-
RENT, therefore, increases if PREVIOUS was in the same turn as CURRENT.
Similarly, the value of PREVIOUS ∗ SAMESPEAKER indicates that when PRE-
VIOUS was produced by the same speaker who produced CURRENT, the odds
ratio of PREVIOUS is multiplied by a factor between 0.64 (CSAE) and 0.83
(CG). As expected, therefore, α-persistence is stronger (i) when PREVIOUS

and CURRENT are located in the same conversational turn, and (ii) when PRE-
VIOUS and CURRENT are produced by the same speaker.

The interaction term PREVIOUS ∗ SENTENCELENGTH is not selected as
significant anywhere, therefore no interaction between persistence and syn-
tactic complexity can be observed.

4.2.2. β -persistence

G-ALLIT and W-ALLIT – variables measuring the number of words in CUR-
RENT’s environment that begin in <g> and <w>, respectively – turn out to
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behave almost utterly contrary to expectations. We had expected that con-
texts with lots of words starting in <g> (thus contexts where G-ALLIT is high)
would favor BE GOING TO markers, and contexts with lots of words start-
ing in <w> (and thus, contexts where W-ALLIT is high) would favor WILL

markers. It turns out that only in the CSAE is this the case. In this corpus,
an increasing number of words starting in <g> decreases the odds for usage
of WILL (by 6% per word that starts in <g>), and an increasing number of
words starting in <w> increases the odds for usage of WILL (by 5% per word
that starts in <w>). In the other corpora where the variable is significant, <g>-
alliterations not only seem to encourage usage of WILL, but they also do so
more strongly than do <w>-alliterations.

The effects of G-HORRORAEQUI and W-HORRORAEQUI are also unex-
pected, but their behavior has an explanation. We hypothesized that tokens
that have the same endings as the full forms of future marker paradigms in
CURRENT’s immediately preceding context would make speakers avoid iden-
tity effects by resorting to the alternative option. As can be seen, the oppo-
site is true. The presence of a token ending in -ing (G-HORRORAEQUI) in
CURRENT’s immediately preceding context actually decreases the odds for a
WILL-based marker in CURRENT by between 12% and 28%. In a similar vein,
the presence of a token ending in -ll in CURRENT’s immediately preceding
context actually increases the odds for a WILL-based marker in CURRENT.
This means that rather than avoiding identity effects, speakers actually seek
them.

Finally, let us look at the effect of the presence of the verb to go (or one
of its inflected forms) in CURRENT’s preceding context. Overall, the predic-
tor is significant throughout except in the CSAE. Individual threshold levels
(i.e. whether go was used in a context of 5, 25, or 75 words prior to CUR-
RENT) are selected as significant less often, but where they are, their effect
is as hypothesized:39 if the verb go has just been used, the odds for WILL

decrease. By implication, this means that the verb go triggers BE GOING TO

(β -persistence). Surprisingly, no substantially interesting differences can be
observed between the individual threshold levels of GO-TRIGGER.

4.3. Inter-speaker variation

The database available is large enough to conduct an analysis of how the
speaker variables AGE and SEX influence persistence in the DS and CSAE.
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Table 19. Future marker choice: odds ratios associated with speaker predictors in
logistic regression (baseline predictors and persistence-related predictors
are included, but not displayed)

DS CSAE

AGE 1.01 *** 1.03***
SEX(F) 1.04 1.13
AGE ∗ PREVIOUS(G) 1.01 1.05
AGE ∗ GO-TRIGGER(1) 1.01 1.01
SEX(F) ∗ PREVIOUS(G) 0.91 1.70
SEX(F) ∗ GO-TRIGGER(1) 1.00 0.95
AGE ∗ TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS(G) 0.99 0.99 *
model intercept 0.00 2.58

N 17.394 861
model χ2 2,461.01 *** 141.50 ***
R2 0.190 0.203
% correct (baseline) 74.0 (71.9) 67.5 (55.7)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for WILL future marking.

In this spirit, logistic regressions were run on these two corpora.40 As can
be seen from Table 19, inclusion of the speaker variables and terms results
in moderate increases in variance explained in the CSAE (from approxi-
mately 12% to 20%), while R2 remains virtually unchanged in the DS. In
the CSAE, predictive efficiency is enhanced slightly; in the DS, it is even
worsened somewhat. Overwhelmingly, odds ratios for individual variables
are statistically insignificant. What follows is thus a discussion of tendencies,
not necessarily of statistical facts. Some of these tendencies, however, appear
to be worth mentioning.

The main effect of AGE is that increasing age significantly favors usage
of WILL based markers in both the DS and the CSAE. This is obviously an
apparent time effect supporting claims that BE GOING TO is spreading. The
exp(b) values associated with SEX may hint that female speakers have a pref-
erence for WILL-based markers compared to male speakers. The interaction
term AGE ∗ PREVIOUS has values of greater than 1 in both corpora, a fact
which may justify a very tentative claim that the main effect of PREVIOUS in-
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Figure 14. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same future marker is used) as function of textual distance between
CURRENT and PREVIOUS in the DS. Heavy line represents logarithmic
estimate of the relationship in older speakers, dotted line represents log-
arithmic estimate of the relationship in younger speakers

creases as speakers’ age increase – in other words, persistence weakens with
increasing age. The term SEX ∗ PREVIOUS has contradicting values in the
two corpora and is thus not interpretable. SEX ∗ GO-TRIGGER is smaller than
1 in both corpora, suggesting that β -persistence may be slightly weaker in
women than in men.

The interactional term AGE ∗ TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS is associated with
exp(b) values slightly smaller than 1 in both corpora and is statistically signif-
icant in the CSAE. Three-way interactions are notoriously hard to interpret,
but what this one actually suggests is that as TEXTDIST increases, the main
effect of PREVIOUS decreases more slowly when subjects are older than when
speakers are younger. What does this mean?

α-persistence, according to these estimates, declines more slowly in older
speakers than in younger speakers. Figure 14 visualizes this finding by plot-
ting – much like Figure 13 (p. 122) – the percentage of matching PREVI-
OUS / CURRENT pairs in the DS (for which a sufficiently large number of
observations for such an analysis is available) against textual distance be-
tween them. At the same time, Figure 14 provides separate regressions for
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younger speakers (i.e. speakers who are younger than 35 years, which is the
mean age in the DS database on future marker choice) and for older speakers.
Observe, now, that the forgetting curve that describes the decline of persist-
ence in older speakers is slightly more level than the corresponding curve for
younger speakers. Take, for instance, a textual distance of approximately 400
words between PREVIOUS and CURRENT: while in the production of older
speakers, there is still a 53% likelihood that PREVIOUS and CURRENT match
(i.e. that they are persistent), the corresponding likelihood for younger speak-
ers is only 49%.

5. Summary

This chapter has reported the following observations with regard to the alter-
nation between BE GOING TO and WILL:

Intralinguistic factors that have previously been cited to (partially) explain
the variation between BE GOING TO and WILL – such as whether or not a fu-
ture marker is used in negated context, or the syntactic complexity of the
surrounding material – have a low explanatory yield. According to the re-
gression estimates, these factors explain 5% of the observable variation at
most. In a nutshell, sentence length, and thus increased syntactic complexity,
can favor application of a BE GOING TO marker, and contexts of negation in
general favor usage of BE GOING TO when won’t is controlled for. Increased
lexical complexity can have differing effects, depending on the data source.

How is persistence relevant to future marker choice? Switch rates between
BE GOING TO and WILL are, on average, only one third of what would be
the ‘natural’ switch rate (cf. Sankoff and Laberge 1978: 122 for a similar
observed switch rate with regard to switches from on to tu–vous). This means
that speakers have a very marked tendency to avoid switching between future
markers – in plain words, there is a good deal of persistence in the expression
of futurity.

In logistic regression, consideration of persistence-related variables en-
hances the quality of our modeling of speakers choices, but substantially
so only in the three major corpora, the CG, CSPAE, and DS. α-persistence
factors generally account for approximately 7–11% (though only for 4% in
FRED) of the observable variance. What marker was used in the preceding
future marker slot has, on the whole, a sizable impact on the marker that will
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be chosen for an upcoming future marker slot. The exact magnitude of this
impact depends, though, on several factors:

1. Recency of use (operationalized here as textual distance between two
successive marker slots) turned out to be a significant factor. A previ-
ous marker choice influences an upcoming choice to a greater extent if
the previous choice was recent. As hypothesized, α-persistence often de-
clines logarithmically.

2. My findings also indicated that increased lexical complexity of the envi-
ronment where a future marker is going to be used decreases the chance
that PREVIOUS will be used again. This finding is unexpected, and con-
tradicts Tannen (1987), who claimed that parallel patterns might be pre-
ferred in lexically dense contexts due to an advantage in processing effi-
ciency.

3. The effect of a previous choice on an upcoming choice is stronger when
(i) the previous future marker occurrence was in the same turn as the
upcoming choice, and when (ii) the previous future marker occurrence
was produced by the same speaker who is faced with the upcoming
choice. Therefore, persistence across turns is weaker than persistence
within turns, and intra-speaker persistence (‘self-repetition’) is stronger
than inter-speaker persistence (‘allo-repetition’), which once again dove-
tails nicely with previous studies (for instance, Gries 2005).

β -persistence is more powerful in the two formal corpora (CG and
CSPAE) than in the informal corpora. My analysis sought to measure β -
persistence through consideration of an amalgam of factors:

To start with, Sacks (1971) has argued that if speakers have a choice,
they go for an option that is sound coordinated with material in its neighbor-
hood; psycholinguists have argued that the human speech production system
is geared towards phoneme perseveration (for instance, Dell 1986). Opera-
tionalizing these notions as the number of words in a future marker slot’s
context that start in <g> or <w>, it emerged that this is only partially true:
In a given context, as the number of words beginning in <w> increases, so
do the odds for choice of a WILL-based marker. However, in general, an in-
creased number of tokens beginning in <g> does not increase the odds for BE

GOING TO, as it should if speakers also tried to sound coordinate BE GOING
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TO markers with their environment. Sound coordination, therefore, is a rather
weak predictor of future marker choice.

Secondly, the presence or absence of a form of the verb to go in a future
marker slot’s preceding context has the expected impact on future marker
choice: if go has been used recently, BE GOING TO is preferred over WILL.
This is a clear instance of β -persistence. However, it appears to make no
big difference if go has been used in a context of 5, 25, or 75 words before
CURRENT. Future research will have to use broader threshold levels, or oper-
ationalize the variable in a scalar fashion.

The analysis also considered a variable that was supposed to be sensitive
to horror aequi effects, namely, the presence or absence of tokens in a future
marker slot’s immediately preceding context that have endings identical to the
full forms of the two future marker families: -ing and -ll. The hypothesis was
that the presence of such identical material would make speakers resort to the
future marker option that would avoid an adjacent identity effect. As a matter
of fact, We could detect no such horror aequi effects: presence of material
ending in -ll actually encourages usage of WILL, and presence of material
ending in -ing encourages usage of BE GOING TO, according to the data. What
was thought to be horror aequi thus turned out to be β -persistence. With
hindsight, the variable name G/W-HORRORAEQUI is actually a misnomer.

Finally, the data seem to suggest that α-persistence appears to decline
more slowly in old speakers than in young speakers; this is another way of
saying that α-persistence is more long-lasting in older speakers. Moreover,
the analysis suggested – much as some previous studies did (for instance,
Mair 2004) – that BE GOING TO is spreading in apparent time.





Chapter 7
Persistence in particle placement

This chapter will research persistence in the word order alternation that can be
observed for transitive, separable phrasal verbs – “type II transitive phrasal
verbs” in Quirk et al.’s (1985:1153) diction. Consider (1a), where the verb
and its particle are separated (henceforth: V+NP+Part), and (1b), where they
are adjacent (henceforth: V+Part+NP):

(1) a. When you take the absolute value off (CSAE 0713)
b. What I have to do, is take off the distributor wire (CSAE 0593)

1. Background and previous research

While the above two word order patterns are certainly semantically equiv-
alent, they are different formally, and maybe pragmatically and discourse-
functionally. What exactly these differences are has been the subject of a
sizable body of research on particle placement41 in English. Fairly basic is
Bruce Fraser’s and Dwight Bolinger’s research on phrasal verbs (Fraser 1965,
1974; Bolinger 1971). For recent perspectives on particle placement, both
functional and generativist, see the monograph by Dehé et al. (2002). Also
interesting, particularly from a variationist and cognitive perspective, is Ste-
fan Th. Gries’ work on particle placement (Gries 1999, 2002, 2003a). For the
purposes of the present study, suffice it to point out that variation in particle
placement is a syntactic and positional alternation. Consider (2):42

(2) VP

V

look

NP

the word

Part

up

VP

V

V

look

Part

up

NP

the word

There is per se no lexical/functional material to be repeated (unlike with, for
instance, analytic and synthetic comparatives, two subsequent phrasal verbs
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do not necessarily have any lexical/functional material in common). There-
fore, if production priming is involved in how the alternation plays out in dis-
course, it is primarily syntactic priming: Konopka and Bock (in press) show
experimentally that the syntax of phrasal verbs can be primed, and that the
strength of the priming effect does not depend on whether the phrasal verb is
idiomatic or literal.

2. Previously suggested factors

A vast number of factors contributing to particle placement have been sug-
gested in the literature, mostly based on introspective evidence. The following
review will focus on factors that have been successfully backed up by at least
some empirical evidence.

Stress quality of the direct object. It has been argued that the V+Part+NP
pattern is preferred when the direct object is strongly stressed (for in-
stance, Van Dongen 1919; Kruisinga and Erades 1953).

Length and/or complexity of the direct object. The longer (in terms of pho-
netic material) and the more complex (in terms of the presence of
embedded clauses) the direct object is, the greater the preference for
V+Part+NP ordering (cf. Van Dongen 1919: 351; Kennedy 1920: 30;
Hawkins 1994; Biber et al. 1999: 932–933; Quirk et al. 1985: 1154).
Consider (3):

(3) a. Mary looked up the word which she had heard the other
day while talking to her neighbor.

b. ?Mary looked the word which she had heard the other day
while talking to her neighbor up.

Of course, this phenomenon is not restricted to particle placement, but
related to the more general notion of syntactic weight and end weight.
The literature on these phenomena is extensive, yet it essentially boils
down to Behaghel’s (1909/1910) principle of end weight (“Gesetz der
wachsenden Glieder”; cf. the discussion of end weight in chapter 5,
section 2).

Presence of a directional prepositional phrase after the verb phrase. The
V+NP+Part-pattern is preferred if the construction is followed by a
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directional prepositional phrase (Gries 1999; Biber et al. 1999; Gries
2002, 2003a). Consider (4):

(4) a. Mary put the cup back into the cupboard.
b. ?Mary put back the cup into the cupboard.

Idiomaticity of the construction. According to Gries (1999), Biber et al.
(1999: 933), and Quirk et al. (1985: 1155), phrasal verb constructions
with an idiomatic meaning, as in (5a), prefer the V+Part+NP pattern,
whereas phrasal verbs where the particle has literal – that is, spatial –
meaning, as in (5b), prefer the V+NP+Part pattern.

(5) a. I carry out my duties.
b. I carry my garbage out.

News value (topicality, givenness) of the direct object. If the direct object
is discourse-old, the V+NP+Part pattern is preferred; if it is discourse-
new, there is a preference for the V+Part+NP pattern (cf. Kruisinga and
Erades 1953, Bolinger 1971, Chen 1986). As Gries (1999: 111–112)
points out, this factor accounts for a number of further, more subtle
distributional differences between the two patterns, but these will be
omitted here.43

3. Method, data and independent variables

3.1. Method and data

This chapter will investigate particle placement with regard to 263 transi-
tive phrasal verbs, which are listed in Appendix D. The alternation in par-
ticle verbs is a relatively complex one which cannot be handled wholly by
software: while the V+NP+Part pattern is easy to identify automatically, the
V+Part+NP pattern is a major problem for two related reasons: first, auto-
matic identification of the object noun phrase would required syntax-tagged
data; second, because the object noun phrase cannot be identified, software
cannot distinguish between intransitive phrasal verb usages (e.g. I took over)
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Table 20. Particle placement: distributional variation across corpora

corpus N N (V+Part+NP) N (V+NP+Part)

CSAE 187 123 (65.8%) 64 (34.2%)
FRED 1,168 281 (24.1%) 887 (75.9%)
total 1,355 404 (29.8%) 951 (70.2%)

from transitive usages (e.g. I took over the chair) in data that is not syntax-
tagged. For this reason, the analysis in this chapter relies to a large extent on
manual coding of manageable datasets. The entire CSAE as well as a subset
of FRED44 was parsed manually to identify the above phrasal verbs in the
data.

Because the verb-particle order is virtually categorically V+NP+Part if
the direct object of transitive phrasal verbs is a pronoun (e.g. he looked it up;
see, for instance, Kennedy 1920; Quirk et al. 1985: 1154; Biber et al. 1999:
934), cases where the direct object was a pronoun were excluded from the
tally. Also, idiomatic conventions do not always allow an alternative posi-
tioning of the particle (e.g. I was crying my eyes out vs. ?I was crying out my
eyes), which is why such cases were also excluded from the tally.

A Perl script was then used to extract the variables and to code them for
the standard variables (e.g. SENTENCELENGTH, TTR, PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST,
SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER). In a second step, the database was then coded
manually for the variables specific to particle placement (see section 3.2).
This yielded a database of 1,355 alternating phrasal verbs (Table 20 gives an
overview). Unfortunately, this number of observations is too low to reliably
consider the speaker variables AGE and SEX in this chapter.

The proportions in Table 20 are interesting: the received wisdom is that
“conversation opts for a high frequency of mid-position because clauses are
generally short and because the connection between the verb and the ad-
verbial particle can be marked by intonation” (Biber et al. 1999: 934). The
numbers show that this is true for FRED, but not for the very conversational
CSAE: in the latter, V+Part+NP is more frequent than the alternative pattern.
Conceivably, Biber et al. (1999) included cases where the direct object was
a pronoun (these are not included in the tally). Because personal pronouns
are known to be particularly frequent in conversation, this could explain the
differential.
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3.2. Independent variables

In addition to the standard variables discussed in chapter 3 (TTR, SENTENCE-
LENGTH, PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER), the follow-
ing predictors will be included in the multivariate analysis. These have been
shown by previous research to discriminate sufficiently between the two
placement patterns (for instance, Gries 2003a: 165).

3.2.1. Previously suggested and persistence-unrelated predictors

DEFINITENESS OF THE DIRECT OBJECT (henceforth: DEFINITEDO). Does
the phrasal verb construction under analysis contain a direct object that
is determined by a definite determiner – i.e., the, this, that, these, them,
those, as in (6) (coded 1 for a definite determiner not present and 0
otherwise)?

(6) send the girl in first (FRED SAL26)

This variable is one way to check on the news value of the direct object.
A test of intercoder reliability of this coding, which was computed by
having a second scorer (a trained linguist) code a random subset of ca.
10% of the CSAE database (N = 102), yielded a simple agreement rate
of approximately 96% and an ‘excellent’ (cf. Orwin 1994) Cohen’s κ
value of 0.91. See Appendix C for the feature’s coding scheme.
Hypothesis: If the determiner of the direct object is definite, there is a
preference for the V+Part+NP pattern (cf. Gries 2003a: Table 2).

NEWS VALUE OF THE DIRECT OBJECT (henceforth: NEWSVALUEDO).
This variable is another, more direct way to assess the news value of the
direct object. It is coded 0 if the referent of the direct object is not men-
tioned in the preceding five sentences, and it is coded 1 if the referent
is mentioned in the preceding five sentences, as in (7):

(7) Well, make these little passes or something that say, one free
lunch with the teacher. Or one free lunch to sit with whoever
you want at lunchtime. I get to sit with my friends at lunch. Or,
what, think up whatever little privileges like that? Um if there’s
anything in the classroom that they really like to do, have that
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be a privilege, that nobody can do, unless they have this pass.
And then give those passes out for good behavior at the end of
the day. (CSAE 0523)

Hypothesis: If the direct object is mentioned in the preceding discourse,
the V+NP+Part pattern is more likely.

LENGTH OF THE DIRECT OBJECT in syllables (henceforth: SYLLABLES-
DO). For instance, the direct object in (8) contains 3 syllables:

(8) And of course they filled the bucket up (FRED SFK011)

Hypothesis: The longer the direct object, the greater the preference for
the V+Part+NP pattern due to the principle of end weight (cf. Behaghel
1909/1910).

COMPLEXITY of the direct object (henceforth: COMPLEXITYDO). Does the
direct object of the phrasal verb contain embedded clauses, as in (9)
(coded 0 for embedded clauses not present and 1 for embedded clauses
present)?

(9) pick out the ones that you are going to use for seed (FRED
HEB021)

Hypothesis: The presence of embedded clauses in the direct object will
make the V+Part+NP pattern more likely.

PRESENCE OF DIRECTIONAL PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES after the phrasal
verb construction (henceforth: DIRECTIONALPP). Is the phrasal verb
phrase followed by a directional prepositional phrase, as in (10) (coded
1 if one is following, and 0 otherwise)?

(10) We were sending cattle off to the mainland (FRED LAN012)

Hypothesis: The V+NP+Part-pattern will be more likely if there is a
directional prepositional phrase.

LITERALNESS of the phrasal verb (henceforth: LITERALNESS). Does the
phrasal verb have a rather literal/spatial meaning, as in (11a), or a rather
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idiomatic meaning, as in (11b) (coded 0 if the construction has a rather
idiomatic meaning and 1 if it has a rather literal meaning)?

(11) a. I’d have to get a step ladder out (CSAE 0514)
b. let us kind of figure out a classic um diet uh quota for

you (CSAE 1047)

All verb occurrences were coded individually, taking into account their
respective context. Because coding for this feature reliably can admit-
tedly be problematic, a test of intercoder reliability was, once again,
performed. After initially poor Cohen’s κ values in the 0.5 range, re-
coding by a trained linguist of a random sample of ca. 10% (N = 102)
of the FRED database yielded, after a good deal of training, a simple
agreement rate of approximately 87% and a moderately satisfactory
Cohen’s κ value of 0.74 (see Appendix (2) for the feature’s final cod-
ing scheme).
Hypothesis: Constructions with more literal or spatial meanings will
prefer the V+NP+Part pattern.

DISTINCTIVE COLLOSTRUCTION STRENGTH of the phrasal verb (hence-
forth: DISTINCTIVENESS). Biber et al. (1999: 933) point out that “there
is considerable variability among individual phrasal verbs in their pref-
erence for . . . particle placement.” In order to account for this variabil-
ity, the analysis in this chapter will, for every individual phrasal verb,
incorporate results from Gries and Stefanowitsch’s (2004) so-called
‘distinctive collexeme analysis.’ Gries and Stefanowitsch (2004) ex-
tracted 700 verbs from the ICE-GB corpus and determined the col-
lostructional strengths associated with them (i.e. basically whether and
to what extent each of these verbs prefers the V+Part+NP or
V+NP+Part pattern) by means of a statistical analysis.45 My analy-
sis will operationalize Gries and Stefanowitsch’s findings through the
scalar variable DISTINCTIVENESS, which can take values between 0
and 100. Low values close to 0 indicate that the verb under analysis
has a preference for the V+NP+Part pattern, and high values close
to 100 indicate that the verb under analysis has a preference for the
V+Part+NP pattern. To illustrate: find out has a fairly high distinc-
tiveness score (99.99) and is therefore strongly associated with the
V+NP+Part pattern (as in the examiner’d find these little faults out
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[FRED SAL030]). The inverse is true for the verb send back, which
has a comparatively low distinctiveness score (1.49).

FRED DIALECT AREA (henceforth: FRED-AREA). This variable is obviously
relevant for FRED only and is sensitive to how particle placement dif-
fers across the dialect regions (Hebrides, Midlands, North, and South-
east) sampled in the FRED corpus subset under analysis.

3.2.2. Additional, persistence-related predictors

TEXTUAL DISTANCE to the last generic non-separated pattern or to the last
generic separated pattern (henceforth: TEXTDIST-SEP and TEXTDIST-
NONSEP, respectively). The idea behind these two β -persistence pre-
dictors is that there exist phrasal or prepositional constructions where
the word order of object and particle is not optional (for instance, when
the object is a pronoun, or when a phrasal verb is used intransitively,
or when there is a prepositional verb), and that hence do not qualify
as dependent variables in the sense of this study. Nonetheless, these
non-optional patterns may influence optional orderings and help trig-
ger one or the other pattern. TEXTDIST-NONSEP and TEXTDIST-SEP

measure the textual distance (as with TEXTDIST, in the ln of interja-
cent words) between CURRENT and the last such trigger site in the dis-
course. By way of illustration, consider (12) which contains a potential
V+Part+NP trigger, that is, the prepositional verb to look at where the
preposition and the verb are not separated. This prepositional verb is
being used 47 words prior to where a phrasal verb with optional word
order, to send in, is being used (hence, the value of TEXTDIST-NONSEP

would be ln 47).

(12) I guess they just look at the quality of the facility. Not neces-
sarily the wiring plumbing and heating, but, is it clean, and is
it safe, and that sort of thing. They’re supposed to be there the
fifth, and he said, that the lady told him, that it usually takes a
week, for them to send a report in (CSAE 0906)

In (13), a phrasal verb with a non-optional pattern (put it on, where the
particle and the verb are separated by the pronoun) is being used three
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words prior to CURRENT (hence, the value of TEXTDIST-SEP would be
ln 3):

(13) LINDSEY: With the cast, to put it on.
MARCIA: To actually put the cast on (CSAE 0533)

Hypothesis: As the value of TEXTDIST-NONSEP decreases – and thus,
as the distance to a V+Part+NP trigger decreases, the odds for the
V+Part+NP pattern increase. The corresponding relationship is ex-
pected to hold for the relationship between TEXTDIST-SEP and the odds
for the V+NP+Part pattern. In sum, we expect generic non-separated
patterns to trigger V+Part+NP particle placement, and generic sepa-
rated patterns to trigger V+NP+Part particle placement.

SAME VERB LEMMA in both PREVIOUS and CURRENT (henceforth: VLEM-
MAID). This variable involves whether two successive transitive
phrasal verb constructions do in fact involve the same phrasal verb
(though not necessarily the same verb form; coded 1 if the lemma is
the same, and 0 if it is not). (14) illustrates the case where two succes-
sive transitive phrasal verb slots are in fact filled by the same phrasal
verb lemma:

(14) PETE: you wanna try on the men’s clothes?
JAMIE: the one suggested that, so you wouldn’t be so bored.
. . . so they tried on the men’s clothes, and they had a very small
selection of men’s clothes (CSAE 0513)

Hypothesis: Pickering and Branigan (1998) and Gries (2005) showed
that production priming is stronger when the priming verb lemma and
the target verb lemma are the same. This is why we conjecture that if
the verb lemma matches between two successive variables, α-persist-
ence is even stronger than it would be otherwise.

Table 21 gives an overview of the variables considered in this chapter.
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Table 21. Particle placement: independent variables considered

variable type coding method

a. previously suggested and persistence-unrelated independents

SENTENCELENGTH* scalar software
TTR* scalar software
DEFINITEDO two-way categorical manual
SYLLABLESDO scalar manual
LITERALNESS two-way categorical manual
COMPLEXITYDO two-way categorical manual
DIRECTIONALPP two-way categorical manual
NEWSVALUEDO two-way categorical manual
DISTINCTIVENESS scalar software
FRED-AREA four-way categorical software

b. persistence-related independents

PREVIOUS* two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST* scalar software
SAMETURN* two-way categorical software
SAMESPEAKER* two-way categorical software
VLEMMAID two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST-NONSEP scalar software
TEXTDIST-SEP scalar software

* independent variable discussed in chapter 3, section 1.

4. Results

4.1. Baseline variation

We begin by examining how good a job predictors hitherto discussed in the
literature do in predicting particle placement. Table 22 gives the correspond-
ing logistic regression estimates. In this study’s data, the baseline predictors
explain between 31–37% of the variance, hence variance explained is moder-
ate, and so is predictive efficiency.

To start with, dialect areas in FRED play a role in predicting particle place-
ment. The values for FRED-AREA in Table 22 take the Southeast as baseline
area (as before, in an entirely arbitrary fashion) and measure deviations in
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Table 22. Particle placement: odds ratios associated with baseline predictors in lo-
gistic regression

CSAE FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 1.00 1.02 ***
TTR 1.06 * 0.94 ***
DEFINITEDO 1.61 1.38 *
SYLLABLESDO 0.67 *** 0.68 ***
LITERALNESS 1.80 2.24 ***
DIRECTIONALPP 10.05 *** 3.42 *
COMPLEXITYDO 0.00 0.05 **
NEWSVALUEDO 3.05 ** 1.62 ***
DISTINCTIVENESS 0.99 * 0.99 ***
FRED-AREA n.a. – ***

FRED-AREA (Hebrides) n.a. 0.67 ***
FRED-AREA (Midlands) n.a. 0.76
FRED-AREA (North) n.a. 1.24

model intercept 0.06 424.3 ***

N 187 1,167
model χ2 48.14 *** 339.14 ***
R2 0.314 0.377
% correct (baseline) 73.8 (65.8) 82.2 (75.9)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for the V+NP+Part pattern.

the other dialect areas. Compared to the Southeast, then, there is a significant
dispreference for the V+NP+Part pattern in the Hebrides (0.67). A similar
effect, though insignificant, is shown in the Midlands. In the North of Eng-
land, finally, there is an (insignificant) tendency for the V+NP+Part pattern
to be preferred when compared to the Southeast.

The most potent among the independents is SYLLABLESDO, that is, the
length of the direct object in syllables. The odds ratio associated with the
variable is 0.7, hence for every one-syllable increase in length of the direct
object, the odds for the V+NP+Part pattern decrease by 30%. The related
variable, COMPLEXITYDO, has an even more sizable effect, but on a lower
significance level (it is even insignificant in the CSAE) due to a too small
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number of observations: When the direct object contains an embedded clause,
the odds for V+NP+Part decrease by approximately 95%.

LITERALNESS and NEWSVALUEDO are also potent predictors. If the
phrasal construction employed in CURRENT has a rather literal, spatial mean-
ing (as in John brings the garbage out), the odds for the V+NP+Part pattern
increase by up to 124% (significantly so in FRED only). NEWSVALUEDO –
whether or not the direct object is discourse-old – also has the hypothesized
effect: if the direct object is discourse-old, the odds for the V+NP+Part pat-
tern multiply by a factor of 1.62 in FRED and even 3.05 in the CSAE. DEFDO

– whether or not the object noun phrase contains a definite determiner, as in
John picks up the letter – is related to NEWSVALUEDO, but is a less powerful
predictor of particle placement (and a significant one in FRED only). If the
object noun phrase is indefinite, the odds for V+NP+Part are increased by
40% in FRED. Also favoring the V+NP+Part is the presence of a directional
prepositional phrase after the phrasal verb construction (as in Mary put the
cup back into the cupboard): this factor boosts the odds for the V+NP+Part
pattern more than threefold in FRED, and more than tenfold in the CSAE –
in both cases, significantly so.

In FRED, increased sentence length (SENTENCELENGTH) significantly
favors the V+NP+Part pattern. I will venture a tentative explanation for this
finding in the conclusion of this chapter. TTR turns out to be a significant
predictor in both corpora, though it has opposite effects: in FRED, increased
lexical density favors usage of the V+Part+NP pattern, while in the CSAE
it favors usage of the V+NP+Part pattern. Therefore, this variable is not in-
terpretable. Anyway, there is no logical way in which lexical density could
interact with a word order alternation such as particle placement.

Gries and Stefanowitsch’s collostruction strength scale (DISTINCTIVE-
NESS), finally, also turns out to be a significant predictor of particle place-
ment. For each 1-unit increase in the scalar variable DISTINCTIVENESS, the
odds for the V+NP+Part pattern decrease by 1%. This is the expected rela-
tionship. On the whole, the predictor DISTINCTIVENESS accounts for 5% of
the observable variance in particle placement in this study’s data. Along these
lines, it is important to note that Gries and Stefanowitsch’s ‘distinctive collex-
eme’ scores were derived from the ICE-GB, a corpus of spoken and written
Standard British English. Given that these scores were applied to a corpus
of conversational American English and to a corpus of English dialects, the
share of variance accounted for by the variable is actually considerable.
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V+NP+Part → V+Part+NP V+Part+NP → V+NP+Part

Figure 15. Switches in particle placement as a function of overall proportion of
placement strategy (relative frequency of switches, in %, on y-axis; rel-
ative frequency of the switched-to placement strategy, in %, on x-axis)
in both FRED and the CSAE. Each dot represents one speaker. Dotted
diagonal line represents null hypothesis that switch rate is proportional
to variant proportions. Heavy line indicates linear trend (V+NP+Part →
V+Part+NP: y = 0.28x, V+Part+NP → V+NP+Part: y = 0.41x)

In sum, there are no surprises with regard to the predictors discussed
above: they are well behaved findings consistent with previous research. The
relative effect sizes obtained are roughly comparable to those reported by
Gries (2003a, 2003b), as is the predictive efficiency of the model.

4.2. Persistence-induced variation

This section will discuss how persistence affects particle placement choice.
Consider first Figure 15, which sums up switching rates in the corpora an-
alyzed in this chapter. Again, it is evident that speakers switch far less be-
tween the two particle placement strategies than pure chance would predict:
with coefficients of the trend lines ranging between 0.27 and 0.40, speakers
switch only about one third of the time they should if the null hypothesis (i.e.
that there was no persistence) held. Saying that switch rates are lower than
predicted by the null hypothesis is another way of saying there is more per-
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Table 23. Linear regression estimates of switch rates in particle placement across
corpora (y is the relative frequency of A → B switches, in %; x is the
relative frequency of B forms, in %; the expected linear relationship, un-
influenced by persistence, is y = x)

corpus V+NP+Part → V+Part+NP V+Part+NP → V+NP+Part

CSAE y = 0.16x y = 0.41x

FRED y = 0.50x y = 0.41x

sistence (more α-persistence, to be precise) in speakers’ production than is
expected given the null hypothesis.

At the same time, Table 23 suggests that there are differences between the
CSAE and FRED with regard to switch rates: switch rates from V+Part+NP
→ V+NP+Part are exactly the same in both corpora (0.41), but V+NP+Part
→ V+Part+NP switch rates are different. In the CSAE, there are considerably
fewer V+NP+Part → V+Part+NP switches than in FRED. This means that
in the CSAE, the pattern V+NP+Part pattern is more ‘sticky’ than in FRED.

To further examine the magnitude of persistence in the data, the variables
pertaining to the domain of persistence (PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, TEXTDIST-
NOSEP, TEXTDIST-SEP, SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER) were entered into lo-
gistic regression (Table 24). In both FRED and the CSAE, this step improved
the model significantly.46 As a result, consideration of persistence-related in-
dependents improves variance explained (R2 is now approximately 0.44 in
both corpora) and predictive efficiency in both corpora.

4.2.1. α-persistence

The main effect associated with PREVIOUS, the primary α-persistence vari-
able, has somewhat different effect sizes in the CSAE and in FRED. In the
CSAE, the odds ratio of 0.78 indicates that if a phrasal verb with variable
object-particle patterning takes the V+Part+NP pattern, the odds that the
other pattern (V+NP+Part) will be used next time decrease by 22%. This
effect is not statistically significant, however. The corresponding decrease
in FRED is 99% and statistically significant. These percentages hold con-
ditioned that the interactional factors in the regression model are zero. If they
are not, the impact of PREVIOUS on CURRENT is modulated in the following
ways:
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Table 24. Particle placement: odds ratios associated with persistence-related predic-
tors in logistic regression (baseline predictors are included, but not dis-
played)

CSAE FRED

PREVIOUS(V+Part+NP) 0.78 0.01 ***
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ TEXTDIST 1.00 1.00
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ SENTENCELENGTH 0.96 1.02 *
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ TTR 1.01 1.01 *
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ SAMETURN(1) 0.59 1.02
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ SAMESPEAKER(1) 1.67 0.65
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ VLEMMAID 0.07 ** 0.41
TEXTDIST-NONSEP 1.01 * 1.01
TEXTDIST-SEP 1.00 1.00
PREV.(V+Part+NP) ∗ LITERALNESS(1) 2.02 2.63 *
model intercept 0.83 ∞ ***

N 152 1,048
model χ2 57.97 *** 367.38 ***
R2 0.434 0.445
% correct (baseline) 77.0 (63.8) 85.2 (76.3)

* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.
Predicted odds are for the V+NP+Part pattern.

In FRED, there is a significant interaction (1.02) between PREVIOUS and
SENTENCELENGTH such that as sentence length increases – and hence, as
syntactic complexity of the environment surrounding CURRENT increases –
the impact of PREVIOUS on CURRENT decreases. This finding is not expected
in that it implies that α-persistence is actually weakened in syntactically com-
plex environments, which is contrary to this study’s working hypothesis.

Second, and again in FRED, TTR significantly interacts with PREVIOUS

(1.01) such that as TTR increases – and hence, as lexical density of the en-
vironment surrounding CURRENT increases – the impact of PREVIOUS on
CURRENT decreases. Again, this finding contradicts this study’s working hy-
pothesis that persistence is stronger in lexically complex environments be-
cause it is supposed to relax informationally dense contexts.
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Third, we obtain a somewhat surprising interaction (significant in FRED
only, but leaning in the same direction in the CSAE) between PREVIOUS

and LITERALNESS: if the phrasal verb employed in CURRENT has a rather
literal meaning, the odds ratio associated with PREVIOUS increases by a mul-
tiplicative factor of between 2.0 (CSAE) and 2.6 (FRED). In plain words,
α-persistence is apparently weaker if the phrasal verb has a more literal
meaning. In this case, the semantics of the target slot seems to override α-
persistence.

Lastly, the CSAE exhibits a significant interaction such that the strength
of α-persistence is also dependent on whether the same verb lemma is em-
ployed in both PREVIOUS and CURRENT. If it is not, the odds ratio associ-
ated with the main effect of PREVIOUS is 0.78, as we have seen before. If the
verb lemma is identical, however, the odds ratio associated with PREVIOUS

is 0.78× 0.07 = 0.05. This means that α-persistence in the CSAE is much
stronger if PREVIOUS and CURRENT share the same verb lemma. For some
reason, α-persistence is not modulated this way in FRED.

No significant interaction between the two turn-by-turn variables (SAME-
TURN and SAMESPEAKER) and α-persistence could be obtained in logis-
tic regression. Likewise, there was no significant interaction effect between
PREVIOUS and TEXTDIST – that is, between the strength of α-persistence
and textual distance between two subsequent variables. This is very likely
to be a consequence of the overall comparatively low number of observa-
tions on which the regression estimates are based. Notwithstanding lacking
significance in logistic regression, Figure 16 illustrates that in fact there is
a relationship between PREVIOUS and TEXTDIST by plotting the strength of
persistence, on the y-axis, against textual distance between two successive
choice contexts on the x-axis. In FRED, the proportion of identical particle
placement choices in PREVIOUS and CURRENT decreases as (non-logged)
textual distance between PREVIOUS and CURRENT increases, as expected.
In FRED at least, this relationship is best described as logarithmic, as the
following curve fits47 demonstrate:

FRED CSAE
adjusted R2 linear 0.04 -0.02
adjusted R2 logarithmic 0.33 ** -0.03
df 17 17
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Figure 16. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same particle placement strategy is used) as function of textual dis-
tance (in words) between CURRENT and PREVIOUS. Heavy line repre-
sents logarithmic estimate of the relationship, dotted line represents lin-
ear estimate of the relationship

In the CSAE, the fit of both curves is rather unacceptably bad. This is very
likely due to low Ns, which make the elimination of statistical outliers harder.
Even so, it is clear that α-persistence in particle placement declines with
increasing textual distance between two successive variable slots, as it should
given our working hypothesis.
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4.2.2. β -persistence

In logistic regression, I included two variables that were hypothesized to be
sensitive to β -persistence, TEXTDIST-NONSEP, and TEXTDIST-SEP.

TEXTDIST-SEP does not nearly reach significance in either of the two cor-
pora; moreover, the odds ratio associated with the variable (1.00) suggests
that it would not matter even if it was significant. In contrast, TEXTDIST-
NONSEP – the textual distance between CURRENT and the last generic non-
separated pattern, such as a prepositional verb (e.g. I look at the house) – is
significant in CSAE, and has the same effect in both corpora (1.01): as the ln
of textual distance between CURRENT and the last generic non-separated pat-
tern increases by one unit, the odds for V+NP+Part pattern, i.e. the separated
pattern in CURRENT, increase by 1%. In a nutshell, this means the closer a
generic non-separated pattern is to the variable site, the greater the odds for
the V+Part+NP pattern, i.e. the non-separated pattern. This is β -persistence:
a non-variable pattern can trigger a certain pattern in a slot when there is a
choice.

5. Summary

The factors argued in previous research to influence particle placement do a
decent job in explaining the alternation – they account for about one third
of the observable variance. As for predictive efficiency, Gries (2003b: 130)
notes that his discriminant analyses of spoken data correctly predicted 79.5%
of the outcomes. My models including traditional predictors predict between
74% and 82% of the outcomes correctly (cf. Table 22). Thus, it seems that
this study’s findings are roughly consonant with the previous multivariate
literature on particle placement.48

Given this literature, there were also no surprises with regard to the effects
of individual predictors. In sum, the length of the direct object, in syllables,
is the most potent predictor of particle placement. Next is whether or not the
phrasal construction has a rather literal meaning – a semantic factor – and
whether or not the referent of the object noun phrase is discourse-old, which
is a discourse-functional variable. The presence of a directional prepositional
phrase after the direct object and the presence of a definite determiner in the
direct object phrase also have the expected effect on particle placement.

Increased sentence length – hence, by inference, increased syntactic com-
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plexity – appears to slightly favor usage of the V+NP+Part pattern, at least in
FRED. This is rather puzzling: Hawkins (1994) has demonstrated that if the
direct object of a transitive phrasal verb is longer than one word, V+Part+NP
is always easier to parse than V+NP+Part. To ease the processing load in syn-
tactically complex environments, one would actually expect language users
to favor the V+Part+NP pattern in syntactically complex environments. Note
now, however, that the V+NP+Part pattern has one advantage over its alter-
native: it more clearly delimits the direct object phrase from the syntagmatic
environment because the ‘moved’ particle serves as a verb bracket. In this
respect, the V+NP+Part pattern might help to ease the processing load in
syntactically complex environments. The interplay between parsing ease of
the phrasal verb and its direct object, syntactic complexity of the syntagm
where the phrasal verb is embedded (conceptualized here through the vari-
able SENTENCELENGTH), and the length of the direct object is most likely a
very complex one. In the configuration of the research design used to analyze
FRED, at any rate, increased complexity of the embedding syntagm seems to
favor the V+NP+Part pattern.

We obtained contradictory effects for increased lexical density. Finally,
consideration of idiosyncratic collostructional preferences of individual
phrasal verbs for one or the other particle placement pattern – Gries and Ste-
fanowitsch’s ‘distinctive collexeme’ score – yields an increase in explained
variance of approximately 5 percent points, which is considerable. As for
FRED specifically, it emerged that compared to the Southeast, the V+NP+Part
pattern is dispreferred in the Hebrides and in the Midlands, but slightly pre-
ferred in the North of England.

Next, we saw that speakers switch between the two particle placement
strategies a good deal less than we would expect if usage of the two pat-
terns was unaffected by persistence; the lower the switch rates, the greater α-
persistence. Switch rates in the direction V+Part+NP → V+NP+Part were
the same in both FRED and the CSAE (0.41). Switch rates in the other direc-
tion (V+NP+Part → V+Part+NP) differed between FRED and the CSAE;
the average switch rate in this direction was 0.28. This suggests that the
V+NP+Part pattern may be more ‘sticky’ than the V+Part+NP pattern.

Logistic regression also provided evidence for both α and β -persistence.
Compared to a model including persistence-related variables, a model not
including such variables misses some 4–14% of the observable variance.
A good deal of this extra explanatory power is due to α-persistence: as a
main effect, usage of the V+Part+NP pattern decreases the odds that the
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rival pattern will be used at the next possible opportunity by between 22%
and 90%, depending on the corpus. However, a number of factors interact
and interfere with this main effect, thus modulating α-persistence. To begin
with, α-persistence is comparatively stronger in syntactically more complex
environments (of which increased sentence length was taken as a proxy).
This is unexpected, given that we assumed persistence to ease production
as well as comprehension, and that this facilitative effect should be espe-
cially important in syntactically complex environments. Relatedly, as lexical
density increases, α-persistence weakens. Again, this is surprising since we
assumed repetitive, persistent production to relax informationally dense dis-
course. Again, with regard to particle placement, the opposite seems to be
true, according to the data. Moreover, persistence in particle placement is
weaker when the phrasal verb has a more literal, spatial meaning. It seems
that this is a case where semantics can override sequential dependencies. We
also saw that in the CSAE, α-persistence between two subsequent phrasal
verb constructions is considerably stronger when the same verb lemma is
employed in both constructions (cf. Pickering and Branigan 1998 and Gries
2005). A possible psycholinguistic account for this finding is that if the same
lemma is used, there is also repetition or lexical priming between two sub-
sequent tokens, which may amplify syntactic priming in particle placement.
Last but not least, the interaction effect between recency of use of a pattern
and α-persistence turned out to be insignificant in logistic regression; yet,
plotting the percentage of persistent pairs against textual distance between the
pair (Figure 16) indicated that there is such a relationship, at least in FRED:
α-persistence between two phrasal verb constructions is stronger when pre-
vious usage was recent. The decline function that describes this relationship
is best described as logarithmic, rather than linear.

The importance of β -persistence varies between FRED and the CSAE:
while virtually non-existent in FRED, it accounts for 4–5% of the observ-
able variance in particle placement in the CSAE. β -persistence manifests as
follows: given a phrasal verb construction, the more recent a generic non-
separated pattern – for instance, a transitive prepositional verb (I look at the
house) – was used, the more likely it is that the non-separated V+Part+NP
pattern will be used in the variable slot. Thus, generic non-separated patterns
– although not variable themselves – trigger the V+Part+NP pattern when
there is a particle placement choice. This is true for production in the CSAE,
but for some reason not in FRED.
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In sum, the analysis presented here demonstrated that more variation in
particle placement can be accounted for and that speakers’ choices can be
predicted substantially more accurately if persistence-related factors are con-
sidered.





Chapter 8
Persistence in complementation strategy choice

This chapter will investigate persistence in the choice of nonfinite verbal con-
structions, that is, in the binary variation after a number of head verbs be-
tween infinitival complementation (henceforth: V+inf.) as in (1a), and gerun-
dial complementation (henceforth: V+ger.) as in (1b):

(1) a. By giving 4 or 5 of those, then the intelligent adult will start to
think about this. (CSPAE Comm597)

b. We have to start thinking creatively . . . (CSPAE Facmt97)

1. Background and previous research

There appears to be more or less of a consensus that the complementation
patterns themselves have semantic content. In this spirit, Quirk et al. (1985)
state that

where both constructions . . . are admitted, there is usually felt to be a differ-
ence of aspect or mood which influences the choice. As a rule, the infinitive
gives a mere ‘potentiality’ for action, as in She hoped to learn French, while
the participle gives a sense of the actual ‘performance’ of the action itself, as
in She enjoyed learning French. (Quirk et al. 1985: 1191)

Yet, it has proven to be notoriously hard to pin down these differences (cf.
Quirk 1974: 66–67: “There ought to be a big award for anyone who can de-
scribe exactly what makes him say ‘I started to work’ on one occasion and ‘I
started working’ on another”). There is a voluminous literature on semantic
or pragmatic differences between the two complementation types, a survey
of which would go beyond the brief of this book – and be that as it may, Mair
(2003: 329) submits that “this particular fragment of English grammar is in
a state of flux diachronically, with -ing-forms gradually encroaching on the
infinitive,” which “bedevils any attempt at an ‘exact’ synchronic description.”
Suffice it, then, to point out here that according to the literature (Fanego 1997;
Quirk et al. 1985: 1192–1193; Řeřicha 1987: 30), four classes of verbs – of
which the first two classes will be investigated here – can potentially take
both complementation types:
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– emotive verbs (dread, hate, like, loathe, love, prefer);

– aspectual verbs of beginning, continuing, and ending (start, begin, con-
tinue, cease, etc.);

– retrospective verbs (forget, remember, regret);

– some verbs of effort (try, intend, attempt).

Of these four classes, verbs of beginning, continuing, and ending seem to
have been the focus of interest of most researchers (for instance, Duffley
1999; Mair 2002, 2003; Řeřicha 1987). After such head verbs, it is generally
agreed that despite structural and semantic constraints, there is a consider-
able range of variation in which the two complementation patterns compete.
In contrast, the classes of retrospective verbs and verbs of effort are somewhat
problematic from a variationist perspective since these verbs are strongly se-
mantically conditioned; this is why the latter two classes of verbs, except for
intend (where the choice between infinitival and gerundial complementation
is sufficiently optional), will not be considered in this chapter.

There are two ways in which persistence can influence the alternation be-
tween V+inf. and V+ger. complementation. For one thing, the two comple-
mentation patterns are of course different syntactically, so psycholinguisti-
cally any given complementation site can be a target for syntactic priming.
On the other hand, the two complementation patterns differ in the lexical and
morphological material with which they are coded. Infinitival complementa-
tion involves the infinitive marker to, which gerundial complementation does
not. Gerundial complementation is thus more compact lexically, although it
affixes the complement with the morpheme {ing}. Therefore, both lexical
priming and morphological priming are potentially relevant to the alterna-
tion.

2. Previously suggested factors

With the exception of horror aequi contexts, infinitival complementation is
generally always possible, while there are some constraints on the syntactic
environments where gerundial complementation can occur (cf. Mair 2003:
333). These constraints are the following:
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Horror aequi contexts. V+ger. tends to be avoided when the head verb it-
self is used in the progressive or as a participle (e.g. ?I was starting
wondering) (cf. Mair 2003: 333). In a similar vein, V+inf. tends to be
avoided if the head verb is itself in the infinitive (e.g. ?to start to won-
der; cf. Vosberg 2003: 322; Fanego 1997). Horror aequi comes pretty
close to being a knock-out factor, but since it is predominantly referred
to as a stylistic constraint in the literature, it will be considered a non-
categorical constraint in this chapter.

Adverbials between the head verb and complement. V+ger. is avoided when
an adverbial is placed between the head verb and its verbal complement
(cf. Dixon 1991: 178). Thus, according to Mair (2003: 333), they began
in the following years to sell the product is preferred to they began in
the following years selling the product. Note that this factor is going to
be omitted in this chapter’s analysis for lack of relevance. Examination
of a sample of 100 start + ger. and 100 start + inf. forms in the CSPAE
revealed that there was not a single intervening adverbial in this sam-
ple. Presumably, the factor is more relevant in written language than in
spoken language.

Hypothetical meaning. Biber et al. (1999: 757–758) produce evidence that
“75% of the occurrences of like + to-clause . . . are preceded by would
. . . In contrast, -ing-clauses rarely occur with a hypothetical meaning.”
Thus, V+inf. is preferred in hypothetical contexts.

Stative complements. According to Řeřicha (1987: 130), V+ger. is avoided
after the verbs begin and start when the following verb is stative. Pre-
sumably, this constraint also applies to all other verbs where the com-
plementation pattern is variable. This is because the constraint has
probably less to do with the head verb, but with the fact that the -ing
form is related to the progressive construction (cf. Freed 1979: 72–73;
Palmer 1974: 171), which is also impossible with stative verbs.

3. Method, data and independent variables

3.1. Method and data

Loci of variation in the sense of the present study are verbs whose com-
plementation behavior is maximally unconditioned by semantic factors, viz.
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emotive verbs and aspectual verbs. This means that this chapter will analyze
the complementation patterns of the following 11 verbs: begin, cease, con-
tinue, dread, hate, intend, like, loathe, love, prefer, and start.

3.1.1. Data extraction

Identifying V+inf. and V+ger. patterns requires manual disambiguation, un-
less the data source is POS tagged.49 Because not all of the corpora subject
to analysis in this chapter are POS tagged, I used two different methods to
extract the relevant alternation sites from the data:

– POS tagged corpora (DS, CG, CSPAE): for these corpora, extraction was
performed automatically. A Perl script identified all instances of the above
head verbs that were followed by either a gerund or an infinitive phrase and
extracted them. This method yielded an accuracy rate of 96–97%; errors
were largely due to incorrect POS tagging in the data source(s).

– Non-tagged corpora (FRED, CSAE): for these corpora, the data were first
parsed manually to identify the relevant alternation sites. The datasets an-
alyzed were the CSAE in its entirety and a manageable subset of FRED.50

The alternation sites (i.e. all occurrences of the above head verbs that were
either followed by a gerund or an infinitive phrase) were manually tagged,
so that a Perl script could then retrieve and extract them.

3.1.2. Data coding

Another Perl script then coded the extracted sites for the standard independent
variables (see chapter 3, section 1.2) as well as for those independents spe-
cific to complementation choice (see section 3.2 below). This method yielded
a total of 9,520 tokens, a breakdown of which is presented in Table 25. Two
things about this table strike me as noteworthy: first, the proportion of V+inf.
to V+ger. is roughly 50:50 in the less formal corpora (DS, CSAE, FRED),
while it is approximately 80:20 in the more formal corpora. Clearly, V+ger.
is more common in more informal registers. Second, there is really no clear
way in which American English differs from British English with regard to
complementation strategy choice: it is true that in the CSAE (informal Amer-
ican English), V+ger. has the highest text frequency (52.0%) in the dataset,
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Table 25. Complementation strategy choice: distributional variation across corpora

corpus N N infinitival N gerundial

CG 4,551 3,554 (78.1%) 997 (21.9%)
DS 2,027 1,011 (49.9%) 1,016 (50.1%)
CSPAE 2,135 1,837 (86.0%) 298 (14.0%)
CSAE 102 49 (48.0%) 53 (52.0)%)
FRED 705 325 (46.1%) 380 (53.9%)
total 9,520 6,776 (71.2%) 2,744 (28.8%)

yet in the CSPAE (formal American English), V+ger. has actually the lowest
text frequency (14.0%). Judging from these numbers, it appears that stylistic
stratification is stronger in American English than in British English.

3.2. Independent variables

The following predictors, which are tailored to the alternation between V+ger.
and V+inf., will be considered in addition to the standard variables discussed
in chapter 3:

3.2.1. Previously suggested and persistence-unrelated predictors

STATIVE COMPLEMENTS (henceforth: STATIVE-COMPL). Is the comple-
ment one of the following stative verbs51, as in (2)?

abhor, adore, astonish, be, believe, concern, contain, cost, deserve, de-
sire, detest, dislike, doubt, equal, feel, fit, forgive, guess, hate, imagine,
impress, include, intend, involve, know, lack, like, love, matter, mean,
need, owe, own, perceive, please, possess, prefer, presuppose, realize,
recall, recognize, regard, remember, require, require, resemble, satisfy,
seem, smell, sound, suppose, taste, understand, want, wish

(2) So, I would like to know who the enemy is. (CSPAE Comm897)

(coded 1 if the complement is stative, and 0 otherwise)
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Hypothesis: Following Řeřicha (1987: 130), we expect that V+ger. is
avoided when the complement is stative.

HYPOTHETICAL MEANING (henceforth: HYPOTHETICAL). Is the VP used
in a hypothetical context, i.e. is the head verb preceded by would, would
not, wouldn’t, or ’d not, as in (3)?

(3) . . . he voiced an opinion he would not like to be put to sleep if
at all possible. (CSPAE Wh97a)

(coded 1 if the context is hypothetical, and 0 otherwise)
Hypothesis: According to Biber et al. (1999: 757–758), V+ger. is un-
likely in hypothetical contexts.

HORROR AEQUI (henceforth: TO-HORRORAEQUI and ING-HORRORAE-
QUI). Is the head verb itself an infinitive, as in (4), or is it an -ing form,
as in (5)?

(4) The President has indicated that he was going to start using a
cane Monday. (CSPAE Wh97a)

(5) The states are just starting to test that idea. (CSPAE Wh97a)

(coded 1 if the head verb is an infinitive/-ing form, and 0 otherwise)
Hypothesis: If the head verb itself is an -ing form, we expect a horror
aequi effect such that V+ger. is then avoided (cf. Mair 2003: 333). By
the same token, we expect that V+inf. is avoided when the head verb is
itself used in the infinitive.

TYPE OF THE HEAD VERB (henceforth: VERB). It is likely that the 11 head
verbs under analysis in this chapter differ in their collostructional pref-
erences. As leaving this verbal variation unaccounted would cause un-
necessary statistical noise, the 11-way categorical variable VERB will
control for this variation.

MORPHOLOGICAL FORM of the head verb (henceforth: MORPHOLOGY).
Morphologically, is the head verb used

1. in its base form (e.g. we start wondering; note that the base form
is not necessarily an infinitive),
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2. in the 3rd person singular (he starts wondering),

3. in its past or past participle form (he started wondering)?52

Though not discussed in the literature (except for horror aequi effects),
it may be that the morphological form of the head verb has an impact
on which complementation type is chosen.

FRED DIALECT AREA (henceforth: FRED-AREA). This variable is relevant
for FRED only and is sensitive to how complementation choice differs
across the dialect regions (Hebrides, Midlands, North, and Southeast)
sampled in the FRED subset under analysis.

3.2.2. Additional, persistence-related predictors

SAME VERB LEMMA in PREVIOUS and CURRENT (henceforth: VLEMMA-
ID). This predictor concerns whether two successive complementation
slots involve the same head verb lemma (though not necessarily the
same head verb form – coded 1 if the lemma is the same, and 0 if it is
not).
Hypothesis: Pickering and Branigan (1998) and Gries (2005) showed
that production priming is stronger when the priming verb lemma and
the target verb lemma are the same. Thus, when the head verb lemma
is the same in two successive complementation slots, α-persistence be-
tween these sites is even stronger than it would be otherwise.

SAME VERB MORPHOLOGY in PREVIOUS and CURRENT (henceforth:
VMORPHID). Complementing VLEMMAID, this predictor shows
whether two successive variable complementation slots do in fact have
the same morphological verb form (though not necessarily the same
head verb lemma, see below – coded 1 if the verb morphology is the
same, and 0 if it is not). For example, in (6) two complementation sites
(start seeing and start having) occur in proximity. They involve the
same verb lemma (start) as well as the same head verb morphology
(the base from of the verb start). In addition, of course, they also in-
volve the same complementation pattern, V+ger.
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(6) I think it may be 10 years from now when people start seeing the
long-term effects from it, and you start having problems with it.
(CSPAE Comm 8a97)

Hypothesis: In analogy to VLEMMAID, it is to be expected that α-
persistence between two slots is stronger than it would be otherwise if
the two head verbs have the same morphological form (cf., for instance,
Gries 2005).

TEXTUAL DISTANCE to last occurrence of the token to or to the last infini-
tive VP (henceforth: TEXTDIST-INF). This is a β -persistence variable.
For the POS tagged corpora (DS, CG, CSPAE), this variable measures
the ln of the textual distance between CURRENT and the last generic
infinitive phrase (as in he stopped the car to smoke a cigarette); for
FRED and the CSAE, it measures the ln of the textual distance be-
tween CURRENT and the last generic occurrence of the token to (as in
he went to the store).
Hypothesis: Infinitive phrases or to tokens can trigger V+inf. Thus, if
textual distance between CURRENT and an infinitival trigger is small,
the odds for V+inf. in CURRENT should increase.

TEXTUAL DISTANCE to last word ending in -ing or to the last gerund (hen-
ceforth: TEXTDIST-ING). This is the gerundial counterpart to TEXT-
DIST-INF. For the POS tagged corpora, it measures the ln of the textual
distance between CURRENT and the last generic gerund form (as in
working usually tired him); for FRED and the CSAE, it measures the
ln of the textual distance between CURRENT and the last token ending
in -ing (as in he was fighting many battles).
Hypothesis: The odds for V+ger. in CURRENT increase when a gerun-
dial trigger has been used recently – i.e. when TEXTDIST-ING is small.

NUMBER OF WORDS STARTING IN <t> in the discourse preceding CUR-
RENT (henceforth: T-ALLIT). In a context of 50 words before CUR-
RENT, how many tokens are there that – like to – start in <t>?53 T-ALLIT

is yet another β -persistence predictor. There is both discourse analytic
evidence (cf. Sacks 1971; Tannen 1989 on ‘sound coordination’) and
psycholinguistic evidence (cf. Dell 1986; Cohen and Dehaene 1998 on
‘phoneme perseveration’) that speakers prefer alliterating options.
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Table 26. Complementation strategy choice: independent variables considered

variable type coding method

a. previously suggested and persistence-unrelated independents

SENTENCELENGTH* scalar software
TTR* scalar software
STATIVE-COMPL two-way categorical software
HYPOTHETICAL two-way categorical software
TO-HORRORAEQUI two-way categorical software
ING-HORRORAEQUI two-way categorical software
VERB 11-way categorical software
MORPHOLOGY three-way categorical software
FRED-AREA five-way categorical software

b. persistence-related independents

PREVIOUS* two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST* scalar software
SAMETURN* two-way categorical software
SAMESPEAKER* two-way categorical software
VLEMMAID two-way categorical software
VMORPHID two-way categorical software
TEXTDIST-INF scalar software
TEXTDIST-ING scalar software
T-ALLIT scalar software

c. speaker characteristics

AGE* scalar software
SEX* two-way categorical software

* independent variable discussed in chapter 3, section 1.

Hypothesis: Infinitival complementation categorically involves the to-
ken to; speakers are more likely to use the infinitival option when T-
ALLIT is high – in other words, when there are many words in CUR-
RENT’s context that start in <t>, as does infinitival to.

Table 26 summarizes the independent variables considered in this chapter.
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4. Results

4.1. Baseline variation

As usual, I begin by reviewing how well persistence-unrelated factors – espe-
cially those discussed in previous research – actually account for the observ-
able variation in the present study’s database. I estimated logistic regression
models for every individual corpus, the parameters of which are displayed in
Table 27.

As for the overall quality of these models, variance explained (R2) encom-
passes a surprisingly narrow 54–56% range in the three major corpora (the
CG, CSPAE, and the DS), which is a decent level of explanatory power. In
the CSAE, the model explains a much better 77% of the observable variance
in complement choice, while in FRED, the figure is 32% only. The picture
with regard to predictive efficiency is similar: in the CG, CSPAE, the DS,
and the CSAE, the model gets between roughly 80–90% of speakers’ actual
choices right, while the figure is only 72% in FRED. In sum, the model works
best for the CSAE, decently for the three major corpora, and not so well for
FRED.

With regard to the individual predictors, SENTENCELENGTH (and, by im-
plication, syntactic complexity) is significant in the CSAE and FRED only
and has opposed effects in the two corpora. Therefore, the effect of the pre-
dictor is unclear. By contrast, increased TTR values (thus, increased lexical
density) favors the V+ger. pattern across all corpora under analysis, albeit
significantly so only in the CSPAE and DS. Therefore, speakers appear to
resort to the option that is more economic lexically (V+ger.) in contexts that
are lexically dense anyway.

Given the literature, there was good reason to believe that V+ger. would
be avoided with stative complement verbs. This expectation is indeed borne
out in the CSPAE and CSAE: in the former, a stative complement verb sig-
nificantly reduces the odds for V+ger. by 90% (exp(b) = 0.10); the corre-
sponding figure for the CSAE is even a categorical – and highly significant –
100% (exp(b) = 0.00). However, the effect of the predictor is just the reverse
in the other corpora. In the CG, a stative complement significantly increases
the odds for V+ger. by 65%; in the DS by a highly significant 143%; and
in FRED by 60% (though insignificantly). This means that we are dealing
with a very clear pattern of regional stratification here: in the two American
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English corpora, the predictor has the expected effect, while in the three cor-
pora sampling English spoken in the British Isles, it has not.

Note, now, that Řeřicha’s (1987) original hypothesis was that gerundial
complementation is avoided after the verbs begin and start only, not after
verbs whose complementation pattern is variable in general. Some readers
may object that Řeřicha (1987) was right, and that the reason for the mixed
picture is that I did not restrict my analysis of the effect of stative comple-
ments to begin and start only. To deal with this, I conducted another logistic
regression run on the CG and DS database that included begin and start ob-
servations only. This resulted in the following odds ratios54 for the effect of
stative complements:

CG DS
STATIVE-COMPL 0.28 *** 0.22 ***

Thus, much as originally claimed by Řeřicha, stative complements after be-
gin and start do indeed reduce the odds for V+ger., also in the British English
corpora. In the American English corpora, stative complements have this ef-
fect even with other head verbs; in the British English corpora, they do not.

The predictor HYPOTHETICAL has the same effect across the board. If
the head verb is used in a hypothetical context (as in I would start to won-
der), the odds for V+ger. are reduced substantially, as expected (though in
the CSAE, the predictor is not significant). The effect size is such that a hy-
pothetical context reduces the odds for V+ger. by between 51% (FRED) and
97% (DS). Again, there is a moderate pattern of stylistic and regional stratifi-
cation: the predictor appears to have (i) a stronger effect in the two informal
standard corpora (exp(b) = 0.03 / 0.07) than in the two formal standard cor-
pora (exp(b) = 0.05 / 0.10), and (ii) it seems to be slightly more influential in
the two Standard British English corpora (exp(b) = 0.05/0.03) than in the two
standard American English corpora (exp(b) = 0.10 / 0.07).

The two horror aequi predictors also dovetail nicely with our expecta-
tions. TO-HORRORAEQUI (i.e. whether the head verb itself is an infinitive, as
in John had to start wondering) turns out to be significant in the CG, CSPAE,
and CSAE. In these corpora, if the head verb itself is an infinitive, the odds for
V+ger. increase manifold. This is evidence for horror aequi: speakers avoid
two infinitives in adjacency when they can. Much the same goes for ING-
HORRORAEQUI – when the head verb itself is an -ing-form, as in John was
starting to wonder. This is the only predictor that is selected as significant
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throughout. It is also the predictor that is associated with the biggest effect
sizes throughout. More specifically, if the head verb itself is an -ing form, the
odds for V+ger. decrease by between 92% (FRED) and a categorical 100%
(CSAE). Thus, horror aequi strongly discourages speakers from using two
adjacent -ing forms if they can avoid it.

The variable VERB is sensitive to how the eleven head verbs lumped to-
gether in the analysis differ in their preferences for V+ger. or V+inf. The
following tabular displays odds ratios for every individual head verb except
begin, which is, entirely arbitrarily, taken as the statistical baseline verb:55

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED
cease 3.66 (n.s.) ∞ – (n.s.)
continue (n.s.) 0.23 (n.s.) (n.s.) (n.s.)
dread 5.79 – (n.s.) – –
hate 9.74 (n.s.) 6.82 (n.s.) (n.s.)
help (n.s.) 0.00 3.75 0.00 (n.s.)
like 2.17 (n.s.) 3.99 (n.s.) (n.s.)
loathe 0.00 0.00 – – –
love 8.09 (n.s.) 8.38 (n.s.) (n.s.)
prefer (n.s.) (n.s.) (n.s.) (n.s.) (n.s.)
start 21.74 10.24 31.29 98.12 16.49

This means that compared to begin,

– cease has a marked preference for V+ger.;

– continue has a preference for V+inf. in the CSPAE;

– dread and hate have a preference for V+ger. in the CG;

– help has a strong preference for V+inf. in the two corpora of American
English, but a preference for V+ger. in the DS;

– like prefers the V+ger. pattern, at least in the two British English corpora;

– loathe is only observed with V+inf. (moreover, loathe is only attested in
the two formal corpora);

– love, in the two British English corpora, has a strong preference for V+ger.;

– prefer does not differ significantly from begin;
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– start has an exceedingly strong association with V+ger. throughout (i.e. I
began to wonder and I started wondering are typical). While this finding
is consonant with Biber, Conrad, and Reppen’s (1998, 99) claim that “rel-
ative to start, begin has a greater preference for the to-clause pattern,” the
strength of the skewing is somewhat surprising, given that begin and start
are regularly lumped together analytically.

I also suggested that the morphological shape of the head verb might in-
fluence complementation preferences. Below I give odds ratios associated
with the 3rd person singular and the past/past participle form (recall that the
impact of the infinitive form and the -ing form are covered by the variables
TO-HORRORAEQUI and ING-HORRORAEQUI already). The base form of the
head verb (as in we start wondering) serves as the statistical baseline form.56

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED
3rd person sg. 0.42 0.29 0.44 (n.s.) 0.21
past/past participle 0.71 2.15 0.36 (n.s.) 0.39

For one thing, compared to the base form, the 3rd person singular form seems
to consistently discourage use of the V+ger. pattern; thus, Jim starts to won-
der is somehow more typical than Jim starts wondering. Second, the past/past
participle form also discourages the use of the V+ger. pattern, with one excep-
tion: in the CSPAE, it increases the odds for V+ger. Therefore, in the CSPAE,
I started wondering is more typical than I started to wonder; in most of the
other corpora, the relationship is the other way round.

Finally, in FRED there is variation between dialect areas with regard to
complementation preferences. Taking the Southeast as the statistical baseline
area (as before, in an entirely arbitrary fashion), this variation manifests as
follows in logistic regression:57

Hebrides 1.76
Midlands 0.37
North 2.72
Southwest 0.53
Wales 1.52 (n.s.)

Therefore, compared to the Southeast, V+ger. is significantly more frequent
in the Hebrides, and a lot more frequent in the North of England. In the Mid-
lands and in the Southwest, by contrast, V+ger. is less likely to occur than
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Figure 17. Switches in complementation strategy choice as a function of overall
proportion of complementation strategy (relative frequency of switches,
in %, on y-axis; relative frequency of the switched-to complementation
strategy, in %, on x-axis) in the dataset under analysis. Each dot repre-
sents one speaker. Dotted diagonal line represents null hypothesis that
switch rate is proportional to variant proportions. Heavy line indicates
linear trend (V+inf. → V+ger.: y = 0.19x, V+ger. → V+inf.: y = 0.10x)

in the Southeast. There is no significant difference between Wales and the
Southeast.

4.2. Persistence-induced variation

How readily do speakers switch between infinitival and gerundial comple-
mentation? Consider Figure 17, which plots, in the dataset under analysis in
this chapter, each individual speaker’s switching rate (V+inf. → V+ger. and
vice versa) against his or her overall usage proportion of the two complemen-
tation strategies. Were there no persistence, dots should cluster close to the
diagonal, dotted line, which indicates a hypothetical, persistence-unaffected
‘natural’ switch rate. Actually, however, most speakers switch less than that:
in both switching directions, the dots clearly cluster below the diagonal line,
but especially so for V+ger. → V+inf., where the dots nicely scatter all
over the lower right half of the graph. Observe, therefore, that switch rates
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Table 28. Linear regression estimates of switch rates in complementation strategy
choice across corpora (y is the relative frequency of A → B switches,
in %; x is the relative frequency of B forms, in %; the expected linear
relationship, uninfluenced by persistence, is y = x)

corpus V+inf. → V+ger. V+ger. → V+inf.

CG y = 0.18x y = 0.08x

DS y = 0.14x y = 0.11x

CSPAE y = 0.35x y = 0.09x

CSAE y = 0.18x y = 0.09x

FRED y = 0.33x y = 0.40x

from V+ger. → V+inf. are lower than those from V+inf. → V+ger., both
intuitively and statistically (the regression line on V+inf. → V+ger. is twice
as steep as the one on V+ger. → V+inf.). This observation also plays out
in Table 28, which displays regression estimates of switch rates on a per-
corpus basis. Switch rates are overall highest (thus, persistence is weakest)
in FRED. Switch rates are a good deal lower in the other corpora. Also, in
all corpora except FRED, V+ger. is more ‘sticky’ than V+inf. It is more-
over worth mention that while switch rates from V+ger. → V+inf. are re-
markably homogeneous in the four non-dialect corpora, switch rates from
V+inf. → V+ger. appear to be higher in the formal corpora (CG: y = 0.18×x;
CSPAE: y = 0.35×x) than in the informal corpora (DS: y = 0.14×x; CSAE:
y = 0.18× x). If this is statistically real, it would mean that infinitival com-
plementation – while less sticky than gerundial complementation – is less
persistent in formal, more carefully planned speech than in conversation.

Table 29 shows how persistence-related predictors (i.e. PREVIOUS, TEXT-
DIST, VLEMMAID, VMORPHID, SAMETURN, SAMESPEAKER) behave in
logistic regression. First of all, compared to the model displayed in Table 27,
inclusion of the above predictors significantly enhances our understanding of
how speakers select complementation strategies; the increase in model χ2 is
statistically significant throughout.58 The increases in explanatory power (R2)
and predictive efficiency are as follows:

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED
explanatory power (R2) + 4.5% + 3.8% + 5.5% + 23.5% + 10.6%
predictive efficiency + 1.7% + 1.0% + 2.3% + 11.9% + 2.6%
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So, the contribution of persistence to observed variance in complementation
choice is approximately 4% in the two formal corpora, the CG and CSPAE.
It is slightly bigger in the informal DS (5.5%), considerable in FRED (11%),
and huge in the CSAE (24%). Overall, variance explained is now approxi-
mately 43% in FRED, and ca. 60% in the CG, DS, and CSPAE. The model
for the CSAE accounts for all of the observable variation between infinitival
and gerundial complementation in the corpus (R2 = 100%), which may sound
more impressive than it actually is: the regression on the CSAE is based on
71 observations only, and although the model still is highly significant, one
should proceed with caution when interpreting results based on such small
case numbers. In all, it seems safe to say that persistence is clearly less in-
fluential in more formal registers than in more informal ones, as was to be
expected.

4.2.1. α-persistence

What role does α-persistence play in complementation strategy choice? In
order to answer this question, consider the impact of PREVIOUS, as well as
the several interaction terms including PREVIOUS. To begin with, PREVIOUS

is significant in three of the five corpora under analysis. The main effect of
the predictor boils down to this: given two successive head verbs whose com-
plementation type is optional, if V +inf. was used for the first head verb, the
odds that V+ger. will be used for the second head verb decrease by

– 99.9% in the CSPAE;

– 99% in the DS;

– a categorical 100% in the CSAE (i.e. if the interactional factors are con-
trolled for, V+ger. is never followed by V+inf. in the CSAE).

compared to if V+inf. had been used for the first head verb.
These percentages are controlled for the interactional factors in Table 29;

let us now sort out the impact of each of these interactional factors on the
strength of persistence between two successive variable sites. First, the inter-
action term with PREVIOUS and TEXTDIST is selected as significant in three
of the five corpora and interacts with PREVIOUS in the hypothesized way: for
each one-unit increase in the ln of textual distance between PREVIOUS and
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CURRENT, the main effect of PREVIOUS is changed by a multiplicative factor
of 1.31 (CG), 1.47 (DS), or 1.32 (FRED). In plain English, this means that
α-persistence is stronger when textual distance between two complementa-
tion sites is small. Figure 18 visualizes this relationship by plotting, for every
individual corpus except the CSAE (for which the number of observations is
too low), the strength of persistence (on the y-axis) against the non-logged
textual distance between the members of the pairs. Clearly, the likelihood
that the complementation strategy in PREVIOUS and CURRENT matches is
greater when PREVIOUS and CURRENT are textually close. And throughout,
a logarithmic estimate of the relationship fits the data better59 than a linear
estimate:

CG CSPAE DS FRED
adjusted R2 linear 0.47 *** 0.16 0.26 * 0.03
adjusted R2 logarithmic 0.84 *** 0.62 *** 0.74 *** 0.38 ***
df 17 17 17 17

Thus, there is a forgetting function such that speakers ‘forget’ about previ-
ous choices as the discourse proceeds. This forgetting function appears to be
logarithmic.

VLEMMAID determines whether two successive head verbs with optional
complementation patterns involve the same head verb lemma. Although the
interaction between PREVIOUS and VLEMMAID is significant only in the
CSPAE, the fact that the exp(b) value associated with the interaction is smaller
than 1 throughout leaves us good reason to believe that there is sufficient sub-
stance to the interaction between PREVIOUS and VLEMMAID to be interest-
ing. In a nutshell, α-persistence is even stronger when the lemmas of two
successive head verbs match (as in I think it may be 10 years from now when
people start seeing the long-term effects from it, and you start having prob-
lems with it [CSPAE Comm8a97]) than it would be otherwise. In the CG,
for instance, if there is a verb lemma match between PREVIOUS and CUR-
RENT, α-persistence is 42% stronger than if the verb lemmas do not match.
By parallel logic, VMORPHID indicates whether the morphological makeup
of two successive head verbs with optional complementation patterns match
(i.e. whether, for instance, both head verbs are affixed with 3rd person sg. -s).
In analogy to VLEMMAID, I had expected that if the morphology is identi-
cal, persistence would be stronger than otherwise. VMORPHID is significant
in FRED and the CSAE only. In the CSAE, the variable has the expected ef-
fect, though recall that due to low case numbers, results from the CSAE are
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Figure 18. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where the
same complementation strategy is used) as function of textual distance
between CURRENT and PREVIOUS. Heavy line represents logarithmic
estimate of the relationship, dotted line represents linear estimate of the
relationship
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not overly reliable. In FRED, the effect of VMORPHID is at odds with this
study’s hypothesis: matching morphology here weakens persistence.

What, we may now ask, happens when both the verb lemma and the verb
morphology of PREVIOUS and CURRENT correspond? This condition is cap-
tured in the three-way interaction PREVIOUS ∗ VMORPHID ∗ VLEMMAID.
This interaction turns out to be significant in the CG only, yet it is associated
with similar exp(b) values throughout. For illustration, consider the facts in
the CG:

– as a main effect, if V+inf. was used in PREVIOUS, the odds for V+ger. in
CURRENT decrease by 87%;

– if V+inf. was used in PREVIOUS and if PREVIOUS’s and CURRENT’s verb
lemma match, the odds for V+ger. in CURRENT decrease by 90%;

– if V+inf. was used in PREVIOUS and if PREVIOUS’s and CURRENT’s verb
morphology match, the odds for V+ger. in CURRENT decrease by 88%;

– if V+inf. was used in PREVIOUS and if PREVIOUS’s and CURRENT’s verb
lemma and verb morphology match, the odds for V+ger. in CURRENT de-
crease by 93%.

With the situation being similar statistically in the other corpora, the conclu-
sion is that α-persistence is more powerful than otherwise if PREVIOUS’s and
CURRENT’s verb lemma and/or verb morphology are identical.

Persistence in complementation strategy choice appears to only weakly
interact with turn-taking. SAMETURN is significant only in the DS: given two
successive head verbs with optional complementation, if V+inf. is used for
the first head verb and if the second head verb is in the same conversational
turn as the first one, α-persistence is 83% stronger compared to when there
was a trade of turns in between. As for speaker change (SAMESPEAKER), no
statistically significant findings are obtained. Note though that with exp(b)
values consistently being smaller than 1, there is some reason to assume that
persistence is stronger when PREVIOUS and CURRENT are produced by the
same speaker compared to when they are not.

Lexical complexity (TTR) and syntactic complexity (SENTENCELENGTH)
also turn out to be only moderately associated with persistence strength. In
the DS, increasing syntactic complexity significantly weakens persistence
(exp(b) = 1.01), and so does increased lexical complexity in the CSPAE
(exp(b) = 1.12).
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4.2.2. β -persistence

We sought to conceptualize β -persistence through three predictors, TEXT-
DIST-ING, TEXTDIST-INF, and T-ALLIT. TEXTDIST-INF is never significant,
hence the hypothesized ability of generic infinitives or of generic occurrences
of the token to to trigger infinitival complementation cannot be confirmed by
this study’s analysis.

The idea behind TEXTDIST-ING was that a generic gerund or -ing form
(as in I was out teaching this afternoon [DS KBW]) might trigger V+ger. af-
ter a nearby head verb whose complementation is optional. This hypothesis
is indeed borne out by this study’s analysis of the CSPAE and DS, where
TEXTDIST-ING is associated with statistically significant exp(b) values of
0.85 and 0.90, respectively. Hence, for every one-unit increase in the ln of
textual distance between CURRENT and the last generic gerund or -ing form,
the odds for V+ger. in CURRENT decrease by 10–15%. This is tantamount to
saying that the more recent a generic -ing form was used, the greater the odds
for V+ger. Figure 19 visualizes this relationship in the two corpora where the
interaction was selected as significant by plotting the share of V+ger. against
textual distance to the last generic -ing form. As can be seen, from the sec-
ond measuring point onwards, the share of V+ger. decreases quite steadily as
textual distance to the last -ing trigger increases; this is as expected. Why is
it, though, that in both graphs, V+ger. is so rare at the first measuring point?
This is, of course, horror aequi: if an ing-form has just been used, the like-
lihood that it will be used again in CURRENT is much lower than otherwise.
Thus, to be precise, -ing forms trigger V+ger. in nearby slots unless they are
immediately adjacent to such a slot.

V+inf. necessarily involves the token to, which starts in <t>. T-ALLIT mea-
sures the number of other tokens in PREVIOUS’s preceding phonetic environ-
ment which also start in <t>. It turns out that in all corpora except the CSAE,
there is a statistically significant tendency for increasing values of T-ALLIT

to be negatively correlated with V+ger. In a remarkably uniform fashion, T-
ALLIT is associated with an exp(b) value of between 0.86 and 0.88. This
means that for every additional item in PREVIOUS’s context that starts in <t>,
the odds for V+ger. decrease by between 11–14%. Another way of saying
this is that when the V+inf. option – by virtue of containing the token to – is
better sound coordinated with its environment, it is preferred over V+ger.
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Figure 19. Share of gerundial complementation (on y-axis) as a function of textual
distance to the last -ing trigger (on x-axis)

4.3. Inter-speaker variation

How are AGE and SEX relevant to persistence in complementation strategy
choice? Table 30 presents a model where these two predictors were addi-
tionally regressed against CURRENT in the DS database. This step improves
model χ2 significantly (step χ2 = 12.59, df = 6, p = 0.05). Overall, this model
accounts for 67% of the observable variation between infinitival and gerun-
dial complementation, which is a gain of 5.5% vis-à-vis a DS model not con-
sidering speaker variables (cf. Table 29).
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Table 30. Complementation strategy choice: odds ratios associated with speaker
predictors in logistic regression in the DS (baseline predictors and
persistence-related predictors are included, but not displayed)

AGE 1.01
AGE ∗ PREVIOUS(V+inf.) 1.07 +

AGE ∗ PREVIOUS(V+inf.) ∗ TEXTDIST 0.99 *
SEX(MALE) 1.23
SEX(MALE) ∗ PREVIOUS(V+inf.) 0.08
SEX(MALE) ∗ PREVIOUS(V+inf.) ∗ TEXTDIST 1.53
model intercept 0.12

N 902
model χ2 558.72***
R2 0.669
% correct (baseline) 84.4 (50.6)
+ marginally significant at p < .10, * significant at p < .05, ** significant at
p < .01, *** significant at p < .005. Predicted odds are for V+ger.

The main effect of SEX is not significant, nor is any interaction term in-
cluding SEX. The main effect of AGE is not significant either, although the
variable misses the cut-off level for statistical significance narrowly. How-
ever, two interaction terms with AGE were significant or marginally signifi-
cant:

– AGE ∗ PREVIOUS: the term is associated with a marginally significant
exp(b) value of 1.07. This means that for every one-year increase in speak-
ers’ age, the effect PREVIOUS has on CURRENT decreases by 7%. In other
words, the main effect of α-persistence is weaker in older speakers than it
is in younger speakers.

– AGE ∗ PREVIOUS ∗ TEXTDIST: This three-way interaction indicates that
for every one-year increase in speakers’ age, the multiplicative factor de-
scribing how persistence declines with increasing textual distance between
PREVIOUS and CURRENT decreases by 1 percent point. This is another
way of saying that the effect of textual distance, or recency of use, on per-
sistence is different for older speakers than it is for younger speakers.
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Figure 20. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where
the same complementation strategy is used) as function of textual dis-
tance between CURRENT and PREVIOUS in the DS. Heavy line represents
logarithmic estimate of the relationship in older speakers, dotted line rep-
resents logarithmic estimate of the relationship in younger speakers

This means that while α-persistence is per se weaker in older speakers, this
study’s analysis, once again, finds that it declines more slowly in old speak-
ers than in young speakers. Figure 20 is an attempt to shed light on this rela-
tionship: the graph plots separate forgetting functions for older speakers (i.e.
for speakers that are older than 36 years, which is the mean age in the DS
dataset on V+ger. vs. V+inf.), and for younger speakers (i.e. speakers that are
younger than 37 years). What can be seen is that initially, younger speakers
start off with a 95% match between PREVIOUS and CURRENT when PRE-
VIOUS and CURRENT are textually very close; the corresponding match for
older speakers is only ca. 90%. However, the initially higher level of persist-
ence in younger speakers declines faster, while the curve is somewhat more
level for older speakers.

No statistically or substantially significant interaction between AGE and
any of the β -persistence predictors (TEXTDIST-ING, TEXTDIST-INF, T-
ALLIT) could be obtained.
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5. Summary

The analysis in this chapter has investigated the alternation between infini-
tival and gerundial complementation with regard to persistence on the basis
of eleven head verbs whose complementation is roughly optional. My core
findings are the following.

A model not including persistence factors accounts for 55% of the ob-
servable variance between V+ger. and V+inf. in the three major corpora. In
FRED, variance explained is considerably lower, in the CSAE, considerably
higher. Such a non-persistence model can be summarized as follows:

1. V+ger., which is arguably the more compact option, is preferred in lexi-
cally complex/dense contexts.

2. In the corpora of American English, stative complements generally re-
duce the odds for V+ger. In the corpora of British English, stative com-
plements have this effect after the head verbs begin and start only.

3. Throughout, V+ger. is significantly less likely than V+inf. in hypothetical
contexts.

4. Horror aequi is an important determinant of complementation choice:
if the head verb is an infinitive, V+inf. is dispreferred, and – even more
clearly – if the head verb is an -ing form itself, V+ger. is dispreferred.

5. The eleven head verbs analyzed differ in their individual preferences for
either V+ger. or V+inf. Moreover, their morphological shape also seems
to manipulate the likelihood that either V+ger. or V+inf. will be used.

Persistence appears to be a major determinant of the alternation between
V+ger. and V+inf. For one thing, I demonstrated that speakers are signifi-
cantly disinclined to switch between V+ger. and V+inf. when they can avoid
it (Figure 17 presented evidence on this point). At the same time, it appears
that V+ger. is ‘stickier’ than V+inf . Also, V+ger. is stickier in formal, more
carefully planned speech than in conversational speech.

In a similar vein, the logistic regression estimates showed that both α-
persistence and β -persistence are an integral part of a statistical model seek-
ing to predict complementation choice accurately. A model heeding persist-
ence explains up to 24% more of the observable variance than a model that
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does not, though I found that persistence is responsible for more variance in
the informal corpora than in the more formal corpora.

On the whole, the main effect of α-persistence is such that when a speaker
used V+inf. last time there was a choice, the odds that he or she will use the
other complementation type next time are 99% lower than the odds that he
or she will use V+inf. again. This overall α-persistence effect is modulated,
however, by a number of secondary factors. First, α-persistence weakens
with increasing distance between two successive head verb slots; the function
that describes this decline appears to be logarithmic. Second, as expected, α-
persistence is even stronger when two successive head verbs’ lemmas match
(cf. Pickering and Branigan 1998 and Gries 2005). We obtained somewhat
mixed results with regard to verb morphology identity (which fails to repli-
cate Gries 2005 but is consonant with Pickering and Branigan 1998 inso-
far as Pickering and Branigan did not obtain evidence that matching mor-
phosyntax enhanced syntactic priming). Third, there is a tendency for α-
persistence between two successive head verbs to be weaker when a trade
of turns has occurred in between them, or when speaker change has been ef-
fected in the meantime (cf. Gries 2005). This is also in accordance with this
study’s hypotheses, though both of these turn-taking factors are rather weak
determinants of α-persistence in complementation strategy choice. Finally,
there is some evidence that both increased lexical complexity and syntactic
complexity work against α-persistence. This last finding is at odds with this
study’s initial hypothesis that higher lexical and syntactic complexity would
strengthen persistence for functional reasons.

What about β -persistence? The analysis in this chapter was unable to
confirm the suspicion that infinitives in general can trigger V+inf. comple-
mentation. However, we saw that generic gerunds or -ing forms can trigger
V+ger.: the more recently an -ing-form was used, the greater – on aggregate
– the odds are for V+ger. in CURRENT. This statement, however, must be
qualified in one important way: if an -ing-form has been used extremely re-
cently, V+ger. complementation is markedly less likely than otherwise. This
is the well-known horror aequi effect already discussed above. Furthermore,
I showed that the odds for V+inf. increase in contexts where a lot of tokens
start in alveolar stops, presumably because the infinitive marker to is better
sound coordinated in and alliterates with such linguistic environments. This
finding confirms that both sound coordination (for instance, Sacks 1971) and
phoneme perseveration (for instance, Dell 1986) are relevant to complemen-
tation strategy choice.
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Finally, I was also able to show that speaker age is a determinant of the
strength of persistence. On the one hand, I submitted that as speakers’ age
increases, the level of persistence their speech exhibits decreases, i.e. persist-
ence is, on the whole, weaker in old speakers than in young speakers. On
the other hand, however, I showed that persistence declines at a faster rate
in younger speakers (despite the fact that persistence starts off from a higher
level in younger speakers) than it does in older speakers. In short: speech pro-
duced by older speakers is less persistent and less inertial on the whole, but it
is persistent over a longer time span.



Chapter 9
Discussion of findings

The overall picture produced by an analysis that
pays attention to all the relevant factors is, ad-
mittedly, complex and intricate . . . but it is, I be-
lieve, the only kind of analysis that can achieve
descriptive adequacy and explanatory power. It
is language itself that is immensely complex.
(Wierzbicka 1998: 151)

This chapter is an attempt at generalization. By adopting a bird’s eye view
on the findings reported in the five preceding empirical chapters, it will pick
out and discuss salient patterns relating to persistence. Issues that will be ad-
dressed include the following: How, and how much, does persistence con-
tribute to linguistic variation (section 1)? What are the parameters of α-
persistence (section 2)? How does β -persistence show in the data (section
3)? Do speaker characteristics interact with persistence (section 4), and – in
a similar vein – are register and regional differences relevant (section 5)?
Methodologically, this chapter’s focus on findings that have turned out to be
statistically significant in the empirical chapters of this study.

1. The contribution of persistence to linguistic variation

As pointed out in the Introduction, this study’s main motivation for investi-
gating persistence was to examine, in the spirit of Labov (1969), how much
persistence helps us explain – that is, understand – linguistic variation. Figure
21 is a somewhat impressionistic attempt to provide a partial answer to this
question in one single graph, which plots average share of variance explained
(for an explanation of this term, see Table 1 [p. 58]) by core persistence pre-
dictors across the alternations analyzed in the present study.60 The bigger this
share, the more powerful is persistence (more precisely, α-persistence) in the
respective alternation.61

With respect to the percentages in Figure 21, the five alternations in-
vestigated fall into three groups. The share of variance accounted for by
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Figure 21. How much variance is caused by persistence? Nagelkerke R2 (variance
explained) in persistence-only models predicting CURRENT on the basis
of PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, and TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS across alterna-
tions. Figures are averages across all corpora studied for each individual
alternation

PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, and TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS is most substantial (ap-
proximately 21%) in comparison strategy choice; it is smallest in particle
placement (7%). Genitive choice, future marker choice, and complementation
strategy choice cover quantitatively the middle ground (12–14%). I would
like to submit that this ordering is not entirely accidental. Comparison strat-
egy choice is an alternation where a good deal of lexical and morphological
material – primarily -er and more – is subject to repetition. By contrast, there
is no substance to be entrenched in particle placement, which is a purely po-
sitional alternation. This reading of Figure 21 dovetails nicely with the fact
that even in particle placement and complementation strategy choice, persist-
ence effects are strengthened when there is a verb lemma match (cf. below,
section 2.3), and hence, when substance is involved. Given this line of rea-
soning, it is indeed a bit surprising that future marker choice is, according to
Figure 21, only moderately affected by persistence: this is, after all, the alter-
nation where most lexical and morphological material is subject to repetition.
In psycholinguistic terms, it is the alternation where syntactic priming is most
indistinguishable from lexical priming. Still, there seems to be a relationship
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such that as the extent of linguistic substance which is subject to persistence
increases, the effect size of persistence observable in corpus data increases as
well.

At this point, it will be instructive to put the present study’s findings into
perspective quantitatively with psycholinguistic investigations of priming.
Recall that Bock (1986) – which is the seminal study on syntactic priming
(see chapter 2, section 1.4.2 for a review) – examined to what extent prepo-
sitional datives, as in (1a), or double-object datives, as in (1b), are subject to
syntactic priming.

(1) a. A rock star sold some cocaine to an undercover agent
b. A rock star sold an undercover agent some cocaine (Bock 1986:

361)

Bock (1986: Table 1) found, among other things, that prepositional primes
or double objects primes increased the probability of corresponding targets
by between 22–23%. These probabilities can be translated into an odds ratio
of approximately 0.31, such that if the prime was a prepositional dative, the
odds that subjects would produce a double-object dative decreased by 69%.
Apart from the fact that it is problematic to compare experimental findings
to corpus findings, this odds ratio is not directly comparable to the odds ra-
tios obtained in the course of the present study for methodological reasons.
What is crucial is that Bock’s design did not take into account factors such
as syntactic or lexical complexity, so it would be distorting to compare es-
timates including these factors to the effect obtained by Bock (1986). This
is why the logistic regression models presented earlier were, once again, re-
estimated under inclusion of (i) all of the baseline predictors, which, much
like Bock’s set up, control for persistence-unrelated intralinguistic factors and
(ii) PREVIOUS (the ‘prime’ – the ‘target’, in psycholinguistic parlance, would
be CURRENT) as the only persistence-related predictor.

The resulting recalculated odds ratios associated with PREVIOUS are dis-
played in Table 31. As can be seen, except for comparison strategy choice, the
odds ratios obtained through corpus study are, on average, somewhat larger
than Bock’s odds ratio of 0.31. This means that on aggregate, Bock obtained
a more sizable (though really not a dramatically more sizable) effect than did
the present study. It is worth noticing that the two alternations in the present
study which are most similar (in terms of, e.g. the amount of morpho-lexical
material repeated) to the alternation between double-object and prepositional
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Table 31. Odds ratios associated with PREVIOUS in logistic regression. Underlying
models were estimated using baseline predictors and PREVIOUS as the
only persistence-related predictor

CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED avg.
comparison 0.20*** 0.25* 0.35* – 0.36* 0.29

genitive – – – 0.24*** 0.51*** 0.38
future 0.30*** 0.32*** 0.40*** 0.33*** 0.43*** 0.36

part. placement – – – (n.s.) 0.49*** 0.49
complementation 0.38*** 0.47*** 0.46*** (n.s.) 0.46*** 0.44
* significant at p < .05, ** significant at p < .01, *** significant at p < .005.

datives are probably particle placement and genitive choice. The average odds
ratios of 0.49 and 0.38, respectively, associated with these alternations clearly
exceed Bock’s 0.31 value. What is the significance of this discrepancy? That
the present study obtained a smaller effect than Bock (1986) should, as a mat-
ter of fact, not be too surprising: corpus study cannot control for various in-
tralinguistic and extralinguistic factors the way a carefully set-up experiment
can (as might be recalled, this is one of the reasons the present study never
pretended to research priming). Given this inherent disadvantage of corpus
study in comparison to experimental research designs, the fact that Bock’s
(1986) priming effect is not dramatically bigger than this study’s persistence
effect is, in fact, reassuring.

2. The parameters of α-persistence

Let us now pull together the core findings of this study with regard to α-
persistence, i.e. the tendency for two successive choice contexts to influence
each other. For one thing, the discussion of switch rates demonstrated that
in every alternation studied, speakers switch markedly less between two op-
tions than pure chance would predict. We obtained the highest switch rate for
switches from WILL to BE GOING TO in FRED, where speakers switch ap-
proximately 55% of the time they would if their choices were governed by
chance. The overall lowest switch rate obtained for switches from the of -
genitive to the s-genitive in the CSAE, where speakers only switch approxi-
mately 1% of the time they would if their behavior were governed by chance
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alone. On aggregate, switch rates were highest in particle placement, and
lowest in genitive choice.

Second, in logistic regression, α-persistence accounted for between 1.8%
(CSPAE, comparison strategy choice) and 20% (CSAE, genitive choice) of
the observable variation. The key predictor utilized to tap the main effect of
α-persistence (i.e. the effect of α-persistence when secondary factors, such
as textual distance, are controlled for) was PREVIOUS. In all, 18 logistic re-
gression runs62 including this predictor were conducted, and in 10 of these
the predictor was significant. Where significant, the exp(b) value associated
with PREVIOUS ranged between 0 (FRED, genitive choice) and 0.05 (CSAE,
future marker choice). This means that given two successive choice contexts,
if option A was used in the first one, the odds that speakers would switch to
option B in the second one were between 95–100% lower than the odds that
speakers would stick to option A. The effect of PREVIOUS was generally a
bit weaker in FRED than in the other corpora.

However this may be, this study’s analyses have recurrently demonstrated
that the main effect of α-persistence, as conceptualized through PREVIOUS,
interacts with several secondary factors. These will be discussed below.

2.1. Textual distance

We had noted in chapter 2 that the persistence of syntactic priming is a rather
controversial topic in the current psycholinguistic literature. Can the present
study shed some light on this issue? Textual distance between two successive
choice context slots turned out to be an important – perhaps the most impor-
tant – determinant of α-persistence. In 8 out of 18 logistic regression runs,
the predictor TEXTDIST interacted significantly with PREVIOUS such that as
textual distance between two slots increased, the magnitude of α-persistence
decreased. In other words, α-persistence turned out to be stronger when PRE-
VIOUS and CURRENT were textually close than when they were textually dis-
tant.

Given the psycholinguistic literature (for instance, Cohen and Dehaene
1998; McKone 1995; Gries 2005), we had assumed a priori that persistence
would decline comparatively faster immediately after a choice has been made
than when the choice was made a longer time ago. Thus, in logistic regres-
sion, TEXTDIST was modeled logarithmically, i.e. such that very small textual
distances between two slots would have more weight than larger distances.
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The subsequent analyses provided independent evidence that this assumption
was justified: even in those datasets where the interaction between PREVIOUS

and TEXTDIST was not selected as significant in logistic regression (due to
low Ns, for instance), a logarithmic forgetting function described the decline
of persistence best. This is strong evidence for the important role priming
plays in persistence: whatever the contribution of discourse-functional fac-
tors to persistence, this kind of logarithmic decline cannot be explained by
functional factors. It must be due to the design of the human speech process-
ing and production system.

The logarithmic nature of the decline of α-persistence begs the question
how long-lived α-persistence actually is. There are different ways to answer
this question on the basis of naturalistic data. The one that will be used here
relies on the forgetting functions that have been presented throughout this
study. For instance, the way α-persistence in future marker choice declines
in the DS corpus can be described mathematically by equation 9.1, which is
the formal statement of the logarithmic estimate presented in Figure 13 (p.
122):

p = −6.82× ln(x)+93.11 (9.1)

where p is the probability (in percent) that the same future marker is em-
ployed in two successive slots, and x is the textual distance (in words) be-
tween these two slots. p can be straightforwardly interpreted to be indicative
of the strength of α-persistence: the larger p, the stronger α-persistence.

Observe now that there exists a ‘natural’ probability P (in percent) that the
options (in this case, future markers) employed in two successive slots match.
This probability follows from the relative frequency of two binary options in
a given dataset and would obtain if there were no persistence effects. P can
be approximatively stated as 9.2:

P =

[( a
N

)2
+

(
b
N

)2
]
×100 (9.2)

where N is the total number of relevant slots in the dataset, a is the number
of slots where option A has been employed, and b is the number of slots in
which option B has been employed. 9.2 can be derived as follows: the prob-
ability that option A is chosen in one single trial is a/N; the probability that
option A is chosen in two successive trials is a/N × a/N, hence (a/N)2; the cor-
responding probability for option B is (b/N)2. The accumulated probability,
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then, that either option A or option B is chosen in two successive trials is
(a/N)2 +(b/N)2. By multiplying this probability by 100, we obtain the corre-
sponding probability in percent terms. To illustrate: according to Table 14,
the DS dataset on future marker choice analyzed in chapter 6 is based on N
= 39,640 relevant slots, in 11,223 of which a BE GOING TO marker has been
employed (a), and in 28,417 of which a WILL marker has been employed (b).
Therefore, equation 9.3 yields P in the DS dataset on future marker choice:

P =

[(
11,223
39,640

)2

+
(

28,417
39,640

)2
]
×100 ≈ 59.4 (9.3)

Hence, the ‘natural’ probability that one will get the same future marker in
two successive slots in the DS is 59.4%. I now define that persistence is neu-
tralized at a given textual threshold z when the corresponding forgetting func-
tion returns the ‘natural’ match probability P. Thus, taking the DS dataset on
future marker choice as an example again,

p = −6.82× ln(z)+93.11
!= P

!= 59.4 (9.4)

Solving for z leaves us with z ≈ 140. Hence, 140 words between PREVIOUS

and CURRENT is the textual threshold in this dataset after which persistence
is completely neutralized because the probability that there is a future marker
match ceases to be greater than it would be if there were no persistence effect.
Given an average speech rate of 120 words per minute (Biber et al. 1999: 27),
this is equivalent to a bit more than 1 minute of talk. This train of thought is
visualized in Figure 22, which plots the forgetting function in future marker
choice in the DS (heavy line) and the ‘natural’ probability of a match in two
successive slots (dotted horizontal line). The threshold where α-persistence
is neutralized is where the two lines intersect (z = 140).

Analogous forgetting functions, ‘natural’ match probabilities, and thresh-
old levels for all those datasets which have been analyzed in the course of
the present study and for which Ns are sufficiently large63 are displayed in
Table 32. There are some noteworthy differences between corpora and al-
ternations with respect to the longevity of persistence. Persistence is most
short-lived in the DS dataset on future marker choice (Table 32c), where it
disappears entirely after a bit more than 1 minute. It is most long-lived in the
CG dataset on comparison strategy choice (Table 32e),64 where persistence
does not entirely dissipate until 110 minutes after a choice has been made.
The other alternations cover the middle ground. It is quite remarkable that
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Figure 22. The longevity of α-persistence in future marker choice in the DS: forget-
ting function, ‘natural’ match probability, and textual threshold z

persistence in future marker choice is the most short-lived, for it means that
in future marker choice, persistence is most potent initially (cf. also section
1), but apparently evaporates quickly. It is also noteworthy that Table 32 ex-
hibits a slight tendency (comparison strategy choice is an exception here) for
persistence to decline more quickly in datasets containing informal registers
than in datasets sampling formal speech.

The thresholds in Table 32 notwithstanding, it should be kept in mind
that due to the logarithmic nature of the forgetting functions, most of the ef-
fect of α-persistence declines in a comparatively brief interval just after a
choice has been made. How brief, we may now ask, is ‘brief’? One possi-
ble answer to this question is to define that most α-persistence has declined
when the forgetting function becomes more level than it is steep, i.e. when its
mathematical derivative becomes smaller than −1 (this means that a tangent
on the forgetting function would have an angle to the abscissa of less than
45◦). Conveniently, the textual thresholds are equivalent to the coefficients
of the ln(x) terms in the forgetting functions in Table 32: thus, in compari-
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Table 32. The longevity of α-persistence: forgetting functions across corpora

corpus forgetting function ‘natural’ match threshold
probability P words minutes

a. comparison strategy choice

CG −6.28× ln(x)+110.3 50.6 13,000 110
DS −6.02× ln(x)+116.0 68.0 3,000 24

b. genitive choice

FRED −5.78× ln(x)+96.5 51.8 2,300 19
CSAE −2.29× ln(x)+77.3 50.0 ∞ ∞

c. future marker choice

CG −5.79× ln(x)+94.57 61.1 300 3
CSPAE −6.38× ln(x)+95.17 58.8 300 2 1/2
DS −6.82× ln(x)+93.11 59.4 150 1
CSAE −8.03× ln(x)+93.45 51.2 200 1 1/2
FRED −3.35× ln(x)+91.85 71.0 500 4 1/2

d. particle placement

FRED −2.99× ln(x)+90.62 63.4 9,000 75
CSAE −2.60× ln(x)+73.03 55.0 1,000 9

e. complementation strategy choice

CG −3.64× ln(x)+97.70 65.8 6,400 53
CSPAE −2.93× ln(x)+96.57 75.9 1,200 10
DS −5.97× ln(x)+100.89 50.0 5,000 42
FRED −4.46× ln(x)+87.96 50.3 4,600 29

NOTE: the time estimates assume a speech rate of 120 words per minute (cf. Biber
et al. 1999: 27).

son choice, most α-persistence will have declined after about six words after
PREVIOUS, in particle placement after about three words, etc. In all, it can be
seen that no matter which grammatical alternation is examined, most of the
α-persistence effect declines within an interval of 10 words after PREVIOUS.
This is equivalent to ca. 5 seconds of speech.
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Some readers might wonder whether persistence isn’t either incredibly
long-lived, given some of the thresholds in Table 32, or, alternately, incred-
ibly short-lived, given the second criterion that we have just established. As
a matter of fact, from a psycholinguistic perspective, these thresholds are not
entirely implausible (discourse analysts have not explicitly addressed the is-
sue, but they appear to view repetitiveness as a rather local phenomenon). The
discussion in chapter 2, section 1.4.2 (p. 17) has demonstrated that the time
course of (syntactic) priming is a somewhat confused issue in the psycholin-
guistic literature – findings range from extremely short durations (e.g. Brani-
gan, Pickering, and Cleland 1999) to a longevity of over a week in aphasic
patients (Saffran and Martin 1997). As a matter of fact, it has been suggested
that experimental research may actually be ill-equipped to settle this issue
(cf. Bock and Griffin 2000: 179: “with existing [i.e., experimental/laboratory,
BS] data . . . it is impossible to assess the normal time course of priming un-
der carefully controlled conditions”). Given these claims, the corpus findings
presented here suggest the following: persistence declines significantly after
a relatively short period after a choice has been made (10 words, or 5 seconds
of talk), but on the whole it is fairly long-lived before the effect dissipates
entirely.

2.2. Turn-taking

Logistic regression showed that both turn-taking and speaker change interact
with α-persistence. More specifically, according to the data, both of these
discourse mechanisms appear to weaken persistence.

Turn trading (SAMETURN) was significant determinant of persistence in
5 out of 14 regression runs.65 With the exception of the CSAE dataset on
genitive choice, α-persistence was consistently stronger when two succes-
sive choice context slots were located in the same conversational turn. More
precisely, given two successive slots and given (i) that option A was used in
the first slot and (ii) that both slots were located in the same turn, the odds
that a speaker would switch to option B were between 83% (DS, comple-
mentation strategy choice) and 33% (DS, future marker choice) lower than
when both slots were located in different conversational turns. Interestingly,
in the CSAE dataset on genitive choice, a trade of turns seemed to actually
strengthen persistence; on a rather speculative note, this finding might be due
to the strongly conversational nature of the data sampled in the CSAE, which
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possibly renders dialogue in the corpus especially amenable to inter-speaker
involvement and allo-repetition.

Speaker change necessarily implies trading turns, but two successive slots
may be produced by the same speaker with a trade of turns having, or having
not, occurred in the meantime. On these grounds, this study has distinguished
analytically between SAMETURN and SAMESPEAKER. Speaker change, too,
clearly weakens persistence. SAMESPEAKER was selected as significant in 4
out of 14 regression runs. In summary, given two successive slots and given
(i) that option A was used in the first slot and (ii) that both slots are produced
by the same speaker, the odds that the speaker would switch to option B were
between 83% (DS, complementation strategy choice) and 17% (CG, future
marker choice) lower than when the two slots, though successive in discourse,
were produced by different speakers.

In most general terms, then, this is robust evidence that both cross-speaker
persistence and same-speaker persistence can be empirically observed. My
results more specifically indicate that persistence is weaker across turns than
within turns, and that comprehension-to-production priming is weaker than
production-to-production priming, which means – in short – that speakers
prefer repeating themselves over repeating what others have said. This find-
ing is consonant with previous research (for instance, Gries 2005). It is also
worth pointing out that speaker change and turn-taking cannot be epiphenom-
enal in that they are really other ways of measuring textual distance between
two slots (for instance, it might be argued that if two subsequent variables
are located in different turns, they will be textually less close than two vari-
ables in the same turn): consider that more often than not, logistic regression
selected textual distance in addition to SAMETURN and SAMESPEAKER as
statistically significant. Thus, statistically speaking, SAMETURN and SAME-
SPEAKER have an effect on the strength of persistence over and above the ef-
fect of textual distance. Therefore, the empirical significance of SAMETURN

and SAMESPEAKER is evidence that discourse factors do interfere with per-
sistence.

2.3. Matching lemmas and matching morphology

Pickering and Branigan (1998) and Gries (2005) have claimed that syntac-
tic priming is stronger if the priming verb lemma and the target verb lemma
is identical. Thus, a corresponding variable (VLEMMAID) was included in
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the logistic regression estimates on particle placement and complementation
strategy choice. VLEMMAID checked whether PREVIOUS and CURRENT in-
volve the same verb lemma. In 2 out of 7 relevant regression runs, VLEM-
MAID was significant. In the CSAE database on particle placement, the odds
for a particle placement strategy switch between two successive phrasal verb
slots were 93% lower if the two slots had been filled by the same phrasal
verb. The corresponding figure for the CSPAE database on complementation
strategy choice is still a considerable 42%. Thus, the present study of per-
sistence replicates the findings of both Pickering and Branigan (1998) and
Gries (2005): matching verb lemmas provide an extra stimulus to reuse the
linguistic strategy that had been used before.

In analogy to matching verb lemmas, we also hypothesized that match-
ing verb morphologies would strengthen α-persistence (cf. Gries 2005) and
tested this study’s databases on complementation strategy choice to that effect
(predictor VMORPHID). The results were mixed: in the CSAE database on
complementation strategy choice, matching morphology indeed significantly
strengthened persistence; in the FRED database though, it significantly weak-
ened persistence. Finally, it is worth mentioning that there was a significant
three-way interaction in the CG dataset on complementation strategy choice:
if both the head verb lemma and morphology match between two succes-
sive complementation slots, α-persistence was substantially stronger than it
would have been otherwise.

2.4. Syntactic and lexical complexity

One of this study’s initial working hypotheses was that increased syntactic
complexity (operationalized as sentence length, in words [SENTENCELENG-
TH]) and increased lexical complexity (operationalized as the type-token ratio
of the lexical context where CURRENT is embedded [TTR]) would intensify
persistence. The idea was that in cognitively complex environments, speak-
ers would economize by functionally exploiting the pay-offs that persistence
affords according to previous scholarship: persistence provides for planning
time (e.g. Tannen 1987), increases fluency (e.g. Levelt and Kelter 1982), and
can, by virtue of the redundancy that it is associated with, reduce processing
load (e.g. Tannen 1987; Branigan, Pickering, and Cleland 2000).

Indeed, SENTENCELENGTH was selected as a significant moderator vari-
able of PREVIOUS in 2, TTR in 6 out of 18 regression runs. However, when-
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ever these terms turned out to be significant, their effect was precisely con-
trary to this study’s hypothesis: according to the data, both increased lexical
and syntactic complexity have a weakening effect on persistence. For every
one-word increase in length of the sentence where a choice context slot is
embedded, the effect of α-persistence between that slot and the last choice
context slot weakens by between 1% (DS, complementation strategy choice)
and 2% (FRED, particle placement). Correspondingly, for every one unit-
increase in type-token ratio, the effect size of α-persistence is reduced by
between 1% (FRED, particle placement) and 12% (CSPAE, complementa-
tion strategy choice).66 How come increased lexical or syntactic complexity
has this unanticipated effect on persistence? With hindsight, I submit that
increased lexical and syntactic complexity might be indicative not only of
increased lexical or syntactic complexity, but of better monitored and better
planned speech as well. It is a well-known fact that speakers parse their inner
speech and inspect their speech programs prior to articulation (Postma 2000:
105; Levelt 1983: 96). Crucially, monitoring depends “on the level of formal-
ity required by the context of discourse” (Levelt 1989: 461), which means
that “contextual factors determine which aspects of speech will be given most
scrutiny by the speaker” (Levelt 1989: 463). My claim, then, is that speakers
try to deal with the increased computational load that comes with a syntac-
tically/lexically complex environment by increasingly planning and monitor-
ing their production. Apparently, this side-effect of increased complexity is
more dominant than the potential other effect – that is, trying to deal with
the increased cognitive load by exploiting the pay-offs of persistence. If this
argument is correct, it is actually to be expected that better monitoring and
planning have a weakening effect on persistence, a phenomenon which is
at least partly a matter of the subconscious and whose surface manifestation
(repetitiveness) is frowned upon by most prescriptivist traditions. Once again,
it should be clarified that increased sentence length cannot be a mere epiphe-
nomenon of increased textual distance between two variables – note that the
predictor TEXTDIST always controlled for textual distance in regression, over
and above the effect of increased sentence length.

3. β -persistence

β -persistence is the tendency of speakers to use a given linguistic option
in a choice context when they have recently produced or were recently ex-
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posed to some not necessarily variable linguistic pattern that shares one or
more lexical, morphological, phonological, or structural characteristics with
a variable option. To recapitulate, the difference between α-persistence and
β -persistence is that if both the ‘prime’ and the ‘target’, in psycholinguis-
tic parlance, are variants of the same linguistic variable, we are dealing with
α-persistence. If they are not, the relationship between prime and target by
definition falls under the scope of β -persistence (cf. chapter 1, section 1.1).
The distinction between α-persistence and β -persistence is methodologically
indispensable for operating the variationist machinery that has been utilized
throughout this study.

This study has sought to tap β -persistence through consideration of two
major factor groups: triggers, which may be lexical or morphosyntactic in
nature, and sound coordination variables, i.e. variables checking whether a
specific option would be better integrated phonologically into its environ-
ment.

Two research questions guided this study’s investigation of β -persistence
in comparison strategy choice: first, can the presence of items ending in -er
trigger synthetic comparison (which would also affix an adjective with -er)
in a choice context nearby? And second, can the presence of the lexical item
more trigger analytic comparison in a close-by choice context? While we
found no proof that -er can trigger synthetic comparison, the analysis uncov-
ered significant evidence that the token more can trigger analytic comparison:
for instance, in the DS database, if more was used up to 25 words prior to
CURRENT, the odds for analytic comparison increase by 84%; if more was
used up to 5 words prior to CURRENT, the odds for analytic comparison in-
crease by even 98%.

In genitive choice, it turned out that the more recently the token of was
used, the greater the odds for the of -genitive. In FRED, for every one-unit
decrease in the ln of textual distance between a choice context and an occur-
rence of of, the odds for the of -genitive increase by 13%.

As for future marker choice, I tested what effect a nearby occurrence of
the verb go has on choice contexts. On the whole, the verb go helps trigger
BE GOING TO in a close-by future marker slot. In the CG, for example, if a
form of the verb go was used up to 25 words prior to CURRENT, the odds for
WILL decrease by 46%.

We tested for two purely syntactic or positional triggers in this study’s
analysis of particle placement: textual distance to the last generic pattern
where a particle or preposition either preceded a direct object (e.g. I look
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at the waiter), or did not (e.g. I brought it out). The hypothesis was that these
patterns would trigger the corresponding separated or non-separated particle
placement in transitive phrasal verbs. In summary, a generic non-separated
pattern can indeed trigger V+Part+NP in a nearby choice context (signifi-
cantly so in the CSAE), but there was no evidence that a generic separated
pattern can trigger V+NP+Part.

As for complementation strategy choice, this study investigated whether a
generic -ing form makes V+ger. more likely, and, correspondingly, whether
a generic infinitive increases the odds for V+inf. While (somewhat surpris-
ingly) it did not appear that infinitives can trigger V+inf., I showed that -ing
forms seem to be able to trigger V+ger. In the CSPAE, for instance, for ev-
ery one-unit decrease in the ln of textual distance between a generic -ing form
and a choice context, the odds for V+ger. increase by 15%; the corresponding
figure in the DS is 10%.

What impact does sound coordination have on speakers’ linguistic
choices? For one thing, I tested whether in future marker choice, an increas-
ing number of words that start in <w> in a future marker slot’s immediate
environment favor usage of WILL in that slot. The answer is yes: for every
additional context word that starts in <w>, the odds for WILL increase by
2% (DS), 5% (CSAE), or even 6% (CSPAE). There was no corresponding
evidence that an increased number of words starting in <g> can trigger BE

GOING TO. Second, in complementation strategy choice, I checked whether
an increased number of words starting in <t> in a slots’s contextual environ-
ment would make the V+inf. option more likely (this would be the case by
virtue of the infinitive marker to, which would then be better sound coor-
dinated with its context). In four of the five corpora studied, this hypothesis
was borne out: for every additional word in a slot’s context starting in <t>, the
odds for V+inf. increase by between 14% (CG) and 11% (FRED). My find-
ings support discourse-analytic claims that speakers prefer options which are
sound coordinated with their neighborhood (cf. Sacks 1971; Tannen 1989)
and psycholinguistic assertions that the human speech production system has
a tendency for phoneme perseveration (cf. Dell 1986; Cohen and Dehaene
1998).

In sum, there is a broad variety of ways (possibly an infinite variety) how
β -persistence can interfere with linguistic choices that speakers make, and
I have no intention of conveying the impression that I have researched and
discussed these ways exhaustively. Of the two factor groups, triggers and
sound coordination, triggers however appear to be empirically more impor-
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tant. Still, some readers might wonder whether β -persistence does not go
against some previous psycholinguistic findings, particularly against Bock
and Loebell (1990). Bock and Loebell (1990: Experiment 3) found that the
infinitive phrase in Susan brought a book to study did not appreciably prime
the prepositional phrase in Susan brought a book to Stella when compared to
a double-object control such as Susan brought the student a book. It is true
that certain kinds of β -persistence are indeed not predicted, given this partic-
ular experiment. Yet, it is important to bear in mind that the present study is
a study of naturalistic corpus data, not a carefully controlled experiment. In
summary, the crux of the matter appears to be the following: β -persistence is
a rather robust effect that is observable in corpus data, and its existence calls
for further – possibly experimental – research to elucidate its exact nature.

4. Inter-speaker variation

Except for particle placement and genitive choice (alternations for which the
available database was too small for reliable statistical analysis), we also in-
vestigated how persistence effects differ among different groups of speak-
ers. The predictors that were analyzed were AGE and SEX. In logistic regres-
sion, inclusion of these predictors often increased predictive efficiency and
explanatory power.

4.1. Age

My core findings with respect to how AGE interacts with persistence can be
summarized as follows:

– In comparison strategy choice, increasing age weakens the influence of
triggers (β -persistence) on any given choice context by 9% for every one-
year increase in age.

– In future marker choice and especially complementation strategy choice,
there is a tendency for α-persistence to weaken with increasing age. For
instance, in complementation strategy choice, we observed that for every
one-year increase in the speaker’s age, the effect PREVIOUS has on CUR-
RENT decreases by 6%.
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– In comparison strategy choice, future marker choice, and complementation
strategy choice, the forgetting function that describes the decline of α-
persistence is more level and less elastic in older speakers than in younger
speakers.

– More often than not, FRED exhibited the lowest level of persistence (for
an overview, consider, for instance, Table 31). It is very likely that this has
less to do with the data sampled (dialect speech), but rather with the much
higher mean age of speakers in the corpus.

On aggregate, age seems to have a weakening effect on persistence. There
is a twist to this statement, however, which boils down to this: in younger
speakers, α-persistence tends to be stronger when textual distance between
two slots is small, but it declines faster than in older speakers. In turn, the
speech produced by older speakers is per se less persistent, but it is persistent
at this lower level over a longer time span.

Now, do these findings make sense given what is known about the effects
of age on speech production, especially priming? The psycholinguistic litera-
ture offers somewhat conflicting views: according to Rastle and Burke (1996:
586), repetition priming shows little variation with age, but Laver and Burke
(1993) found that elderly adults produce overall bigger semantic priming ef-
fects than younger adults. Likewise, Friederici, Schriefers, and Lindenberger
(1998) – a study of syntactic priming, type I – observed larger priming effects
for elderly adults than for young adults. The empirical majority view seems
to be that if anything, priming effects are stronger in older adults. It is fair to
say that my results are at odds with this view.

Recall, however, that according to the data, older speakers show reduced
persistence effects initially, but that in the long run, persistence declines more
slowly than in younger speakers. That persistence starts off from a lower level
in older speakers might have to do with memory limitations, which have been
implicated in numerous studies of elderly adults’ speech processing (for in-
stance, Zurif et al. 1995; see Kemper 1992: 222–225 for a review). The reason
for the slower, more inertial decline of persistence in older speakers, in turn,
may be due to an amalgam of factors. For one thing, elderly adults have an
overall lower propensity for implicit learning (cf. Bock and Griffin 2000),
which may imply that their speech is less sensitive to contextual influences.
On the other hand, it is known that elderly adults have a reduced ability to in-
hibit irrelevant information (Hasher and Zacks 1988) – and arguably, previous
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linguistic choices become increasingly irrelevant as time passes by. Younger
speakers may be better able to delete data about previous choices from their
memory after a certain time span. Finally, and maybe most generally, old
age slows down reaction times and processing rates (for instance, Hertzog
1991). Thus, the decline of persistence, and the adaptation of speech to new
contextual environments, may simply be slowed down in older speakers. The
present study cannot settle this issue conclusively; future research may want
to further investigate the question of how age impacts persistence or priming.

In sum, the clear empirical impact of age on persistence is further proof
that persistence is to a high degree due to properties of the human speech
production system, which is subject to change over a lifetime. At any rate,
no interaction between age and persistence would follow from functional ac-
counts of repetitiveness.

4.2. Sex

The variable SEX did not make a strong showing in this study’s analyses.
Among the only noteworthy effects is that in comparison strategy choice,
there is a tendency for β -persistence to be more influential in female than
in male speakers, though this relationship is exactly the reverse in future
marker choice. Could it be that the difference SEX may make is too subtle
to be detected in logistic regression (for instance, because of too low Ns)? To
look into that question, I conducted some further analyses. Figure 23 plots
different forgetting functions for male and female speakers in the DS for
comparison strategy choice and complementation strategy choice (in future
marker choice, there was no difference whatsoever between male and female
forgetting functions). According to Figure 23, the forgetting functions that
describe the decline of persistence in female speakers are more level than
the corresponding functions for male speakers. Hence, on a very specula-
tive note (without having much hard evidence except for Figure 23), it might
be the case that persistence declines differently in female speakers than in
male speakers. As far as I know, in the literature on priming no such claim is
on record, though more generally it is known that psycholinguistically, there
are some differences between the sexes (for instance, men are slightly more
disfluent than women (cf. Bortfeld et al. 2001). Be that as it may, SEX was
certainly one of the weakest predictors included in this study’s investigation.
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Figure 23. Percentage of persistent pairs (i.e. PREVIOUS / CURRENT pairs where the
same option is used) as function of textual distance between CURRENT

and PREVIOUS in the DS. Heavy line represents logarithmic estimate of
the relationship in female speakers, dotted line represents logarithmic
estimate of the relationship in male speakers

5. Register and regional variation

The selection of data analyzed in the present study (five corpora sampling
different spoken registers and varieties) was at least partly motivated by the
intention to determine whether persistence effects differ (i) depending on the
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formality of the speech situation and (ii) depending on the specific variety
studied (American English, Standard British English, or English dialects).

The most comprehensive result in this respect is that register and variety
seem to have less influence on persistence than one might think. Especially
with regard to differences between varieties, hardly any substantially or sta-
tistically significant variation was evident. Most noteworthy, perhaps, was
that for every alternation under analysis, switch rates were slightly higher in
the American English corpora than in the British English corpora (recall that
higher switch rates mean a lower level of persistence); switch rates tended
to be highest in FRED, and also in FRED, the impact of textual distance on
persistence tended to be lowest. With respect to FRED it should be reiterated,
however, that the reason that this corpus often behaved differently than the
other corpora probably has less to do with the kind of English sampled in this
corpus (dialect speech) than the fact that speakers in FRED are, on average,
much older (and, perhaps, male to a higher extent) than in the other corpora.
As we have seen in section 4, age is a speaker characteristic that does have an
impact on how persistence plays out – not only in FRED, but in general. The
observation, then, that persistence has a quite uniform effect across varieties
may be seen as evidence that persistence is an universal tendency which is
not restricted to any particular variety.

What about register? It was generally conspicuous that in the formal cor-
pora (CG and CSPAE), the persistence-related predictors were significant less
often significant than in the informal corpora (DS and CSAE). While, for in-
stance, it was to be expected that the turn-taking variables SAMETURN and
SAMESPEAKER would be less relevant in more formal settings due this regis-
ter’s less interactional, dialogic nature, it is not self-obvious that, for instance,
textual distance between two slots should be less relevant to persistence in
formal settings than in informal settings. On the whole, it seems that in more
formal settings, persistence is sensitive to fewer determining factors than in
less formal settings. A notable exception to this tendency is that lexical com-
plexity – as operationalized through the predictor TTR – turned out to be
significant more often in the formal corpora than in the informal corpora,
which is why lexical complexity seems to be a more powerful determinant
in more planned speech. The following register differences also strike me as
interesting:

– α-persistence accounts for less variance in the more formal corpora than
in the less formal corpora (5.4% vs. 7.6% on average);
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– β -persistence accounts for more variance in the more formal corpora than
in the less formal corpora (10.5% vs. 7.3% on average);

– there appear to be no substantial differences as to the overall extent of
variance caused by persistence between more formal and more informal
corpora;

– there is a slight tendency for persistence to be more long-lived in more
formal speech.

In other words, while the absolute proportion of variance for which persist-
ence is responsible is approximately the same in more formal and in more
informal settings, α-persistence is comparatively more important in informal
settings, and β -persistence in more formal settings.

Let me suggest a theory to account for this difference. Once again, I would
like to venture a tentative explanation in terms of self-monitoring and speech
planning (cf. Levelt 1989): more formal speech (speech in settings such as
press conferences, committee meetings, lectures, etc.) is in all likelihood bet-
ter planned and monitored than more casual speech. For one thing, this in-
creased planning and monitoring may include intentional stylistic efforts to
avoid repetitiveness. Second, it stands to reason that more conscious speech
planning should weaken an (at least partially) implicit phenomenon such as
persistence. These two factors might explain why α-persistence is weaker in
more formal registers. But why does β -persistence appear to be stronger in
more formal settings? My claim is that it may be easier to avoid (if such an ef-
fort is at all possible) repetitiveness between a manageable number of choice
contexts (α-persistence) than within a potentially infinite number of ties be-
tween a choice context and its linguistic context (β -persistence). It may be
that speakers just “cannot help” being β -persistent, and they might be even
more β -persistent than otherwise when they try to avoid being α-persistent.
What is more, some manifestations of β -persistence – for example, alliterat-
ing speech – are stylistically even welcome and not stigmatized by prescrip-
tivist traditions.

If we take the kind of speech sampled in the informal DS and CSAE as the
casual end of a continuum spanning from informal to formal data, the kind
of formal spoken language contained in the CG and CSPAE is far from being
as formal as it could get. Given this, it will be worthwhile to digress briefly
in order to determine – rudimentarily, at least – to what extent persistence
manifests itself in written data, i.e. data that tends toward the formal end of
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Figure 24. Switches in future marker choice (above) and complementation strategy
choice (below) as a function of overall proportion of a given strategy
(relative frequency of switches, in %, on y-axis; relative frequency of the
switched-to complementation strategy, in %, on x-axis) in a random sam-
ple of the BNCwri (left) and in spoken data (right). Each dot represents
one speaker or author. Dotted diagonal line represents null hypothesis
that switch rate is proportional to variant proportions

the aforementioned continuum. To this purpose, two of the alternations in-
vestigated in the present study, future marker choice and complementation
strategy choice, were also studied in a random sample of the written section
of the BNC (BNCwri). To provide a rough impression of the relevance of
persistence in written data, Figure 24 compares selected switch rates in this
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written data source (left graphs) to the corresponding switch rates that were
presented already in the scatterplots in figures 12 (p. 119) and 17 (p. 167). Re-
call, now, that the more the dots (which, in the case of the BNCwri, represent
individual authors and which in spoken data represent individual speakers)
are clustered below the diagonal line, the lower is the authors’ or speakers’
propensity to switch between alternative options to say the same thing. This
is another way of saying that the more the dots are clustered below the diago-
nal line, the stronger α-persistence is. What can clearly be seen is that in the
written data source, the dots do not really cluster below the diagonal line, as
they do in the spoken data sources – rather, they actually cluster close to the
diagonal line. In other words, authors, unlike speakers, are not particularly
disinclined to switch between two options of saying the same thing (but, true
enough, they do not have a marked inclination for switching either). What we
see in the two scatterplots on written data instead is actually a distribution
which one should expect to obtain given a pure chance distribution. Thus, I
would like to submit that persistence is what makes a basic difference be-
tween spoken and written language, a good deal of which is presumably due
to the nature of online production and processing.

6. Summary

By way of summary, Figure 25 decomposes the different factor groups that
impact on speakers’ linguistic choices among alternatives. These choices are,
for one thing, influenced by ‘conventional’ (or baseline) intralinguistic fac-
tors, such as parsing factors (for instance, end weight in particle placement) or
information status (for instance, given vs. new ordering in genitive choice or
particle placement). But, on the other hand, any given linguistic choice is also
impacted by persistence, which may – to reiterate – manifest itself in two va-
rieties: α-persistence, which is the effect previous choices have on upcoming
choices, and β -persistence, which is the effect of (not necessarily optional)
characteristics of the contextual environment on a given choice slot. Further,
we have seen that persistence itself is moderated by an amalgam of factors
such as textual distance between two slots, turn-taking, matching lemmas and
matching morphology of two choice contexts, and syntactic and lexical com-
plexity of the surrounding linguistic material. These secondary factors do not
exert a direct influence on what option speakers choose – instead, their lever-
age interacts with persistence only. A third factor group that the present study
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Figure 25. Predicting linguistic choices: ‘conventional’ intralinguistic predictors,
extralinguistic predictors, and persistence predictors

considered were extralinguistic variables (more specifically, sex and age). On
the one hand, these factors impact linguistic variation as primary factors – for
example, think of the apparent time variation which we observed in compar-
ison strategy choice and future marker choice. Intriguingly, however, age in
particular simultaneously moderates persistence as a secondary factor (recall
that we have obtained different forgetting functions for older and younger
speakers). This makes persistence an unique factor since, to the best of my
knowledge, it has hitherto not been observed that, for instance, information
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status factors have differential effects in older and in younger speakers. Fi-
nally, while there is a clear (but not overpowering) tendency that persistence
effects differ across spoken registers, there was hardly any evidence that there
are differences in persistence along variety lines. It seems to be the case, how-
ever, that persistence is a characteristic of spoken language in particular.





Chapter 10
Conclusion

Analyzing five classical alternations in the grammar of English on the basis of
a sizable and diverse database, I believe that I have demonstrated empirically
that speakers are, indeed, creatures of habit who tend to reuse linguistic pat-
terns from previous discourse. At a minimum, the present study would seem
to have shown that repetitiveness is sufficiently patterned to serve as an ex-
planatory factor in empirical approaches to linguistic variation, and that (nat-
uralistic) corpus data can match (experimental) psycholinguistic data. The
specific variationist approach I have suggested indicated that consideration
of the factor can enhance the explanatory power of linguistic model building
sizably.

More specifically, I hope that my analysis has provided substance to the
following claims. First, successive variable sites in discourse are not statisti-
cally independent of each other. For one thing, we saw that switch rates be-
tween two alternative linguistic options are considerably lower than chance
switch rates. Also, logistic regression clearly showed that given option A was
used in the first of two successive variable sites in discourse, the odds that op-
tion B would be used in the second site are reduced substantially. I termed this
instantiation of persistence α-persistence. At the same time, the magnitude
of α-persistence is itself a function of several determinants such as, among
other things, textual distance between two successive variable sites (persist-
ence declines logarithmically with increasing textual distance), whether two
successive variable sites involve the same verb lemma (if they do, persistence
is stronger), whether two successive variable sites are in the same conversa-
tional turn, and whether they are produced by the same conversational party
(in both cases, persistence is more powerful if the answer is yes).

A second way in which persistence impacts speakers’ choices is the fol-
lowing: given a variable site where speakers have a choice between two or
more options, that choice is not only influenced by other variable sites; rather,
it is also affected by non-variable linguistic patterns that share structural or
lexical characteristics with one of the options. This instantiation of persist-
ence is what I have called β -persistence. We have seen, for instance, that a
non-comparative occurrence of the token more (as in I would like more soup)
can help trigger an analytic comparative in a variable slot nearby. Finally, the
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analysis has suggested that extralinguistic factors such as speaker age (and
possibly speaker sex) can interact in a somewhat complex fashion with per-
sistence.

Needless to say, the present study has had to leave several potentially in-
teresting questions unanswered. For instance, I wish to stress that the present
study certainly did not offer an exhaustive account of all the (possibly infi-
nite) ways in which β -persistence may manifest itself. Future research should
empirically test further factors for their explanatory power. By virtue of its
corpus-based method, the present study also had to leave open the question
of precisely to what extent persistence is due to hard wiring (i.e. properties
of the human speech production and processing system), and how much of
the effect is due to soft wiring (i.e. social technology to manage discourse,
especially conversation, and functional factors such as speaker-hearer econ-
omy). This is an issue that, I believe, only experimental research can attempt
to settle satisfactorily, though this study’s results suggest that both realms are
involved in the phenomenon. For instance, there is no way that the logarith-
mic shape of the forgetting functions could follow from discourse-analytic
accounts of repetitiveness; instead, this kind of logarithmic decline strongly
hints that decaying energy and activation levels in the speech production sys-
tem are at issue here. By the same token, that age seems to impact the magni-
tude of persistence likewise indicates that the phenomenon is to some degree
due to the human speech processing system, which, as human ‘hardware’,
is subject to aging. On the other hand, the observation that turn-taking, for
instance, moderates the magnitude of persistence implicates that persistence
may simultaneously be a functional phenomenon which is involved in how
speakers manage the business of conversation. A related issue (which, truth
be told, the present study has carefully avoided so far) is whether persistence
is actually an intralinguistic or extralinguistic factor. In my view, persistence
is extralinguistic inasmuch as is due to psycholinguistic mechanisms relating
to the human speech production and processing system. At the same time, it
is intralinguistic to the extent that it serves functions in discourse. Thus, for
the same reason that the present study cannot disentangle the psycholinguis-
tic and discourse-functional root causes of the phenomenon, it cannot at this
point give a more satisfying answer than that persistence is both extralinguis-
tic and intralinguistic.

I should now also add a word about horror aequi, the principle stating
that speakers tend to “avoid the use of formally (near-) identical and (near-)
adjacent (non-coordinate) grammatical elements or structures” (Rohdenburg
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2003: 236). As I have set forth in chapter 2, persistence and horror aequi may
at first glance appear to be two diametrically opposed and empirically incom-
patible tendencies. Note though that this study’s subsequent analyses have
demonstrated that they actually are not, for two reasons. First, while testing
for a handful of potential horror aequi effects, the only relatively strong one
corroborated empirically in the present study was the dispreference of V+ger.
+ V+ger. and V+inf. + V+inf. in complementation strategy choice (which is
the textbook example of horror aequi). Thus, although it is fair to say that the
present study did not look as hard for horror aequi effects as it did for persist-
ence effects, the latter seem to be the empirically more relevant ones. Second,
horror aequi has an exceedingly limited textual scope, both according to the
literature and according to my analysis – in complementation strategy choice,
for instance, the horror aequi effect only stretches over a couple of interjacent
tokens at maximum. By stark contrast, we saw that persistence effects may
not dissipate before tens of minutes of talk. In a very real sense, then, horror
aequi and persistence play in different leagues, both empirically and – in all
likelihood – psycholinguistically.

How are the present study’s results relevant to linguistic practice? As has
been set forth in the Introduction already, the strong empirical showing of per-
sistence plays methodological havoc with a standard assumption underlying
most empirical linguistic research: namely, that an occurrence of a linguistic
pattern can and should be considered the result of a new throw of the dice, and
that it can be investigated in isolation and out of the wider discourse context.
This is, first, a problem for qualitative linguistic inquiry where, often, a data
fragment is investigated asking, ‘why did the speaker use this specific option,
instead of the alternative one, here?’ The present study leaves us good reason
to believe that the answer might often be as simple as ‘because the speaker
had just used that option – or some trigger – before.’ What does this mean?
To illustrate, consider the data fragment in (1):

(1) And that then starts to provide some feedback for our contractor.
(CSPAE Comm597)

Why did the speaker use infinitival complementation in (1)? How does the
(semantic) context in (1) license this kind of complementation? A qualitative
analysis would probably point out that start to provide feedback “implies only
an entry into the initial phase of an activity” and not “the initial phase of a
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repeated activity” (Řeřicha 1987: 130) – hence infinitival complementation.
However, the action referred to in (1) does not seem to give a mere potentiality
for action but rather a sense of the actual performance of providing feedback,
so following Quirk et al. (1985: 1191) the analyst might conclude that there
is actually no good reason to use infinitival complementation. In other words,
a qualitative analysis would be challenged to offer a conclusive account for
(1). The present study, by contrast, would seem to have suggested that, first
of all, more context67 needs to be considered, as in (2):

(2) Then, I think the thing would be is to start to move to take a look at

how we would start to put some specifics, especially those ones that

we want to sample on a regular basis. And that then starts to provide
some feedback for our contractor. (CSPAE Comm597)

Crucially, (2) elucidates that gerundial complementation had just been used
immediately before (start to move and start to put), with the analyses in this
study having demonstrated that under such circumstances, the odds for in-
finitival complementation in the choice context under analysis increase by
more than 90% (cf. Table 29; in addition, note that there is an infinitive trig-
ger [to sample] in immediate adjacency). This kind of argument should, at a
minimum, complement a qualitative analysis: given two or more conflicting
factors, as seems to be the case in (1), persistence may tip the balance in favor
of either factor, which seems to be exactly what is happening in (2).

Secondly (and maybe more importantly), persistence also poses a problem
to quantitative linguistic studies (i.e. studies that seek to identify text frequen-
cies of some morpheme, lexeme, or construction) in that text frequencies may
be misleading unless, among other things, textual distances between the in-
dividual hits are factored in. An example will illustrate: Szmrecsanyi (2003:
Table 2) (cf. Berglund 1999b for similar figures) claimed that in the DS, the
distribution of BE GOING TO and WILL/SHALL is roughly 28:72. This figure,
of course, does not take persistence into account. If the researcher chooses
to exclude, for instance, all cases where two successive future marker slots
are located in the same turn (because, as we have seen, persistence is power-
ful in such contexts), the distribution changes to roughly 30:70, a difference
which is highly significant.68 Further, if the researcher opts to exclude all
cases where textual distance between two future marker hits is less than 150
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words (recall that according to Table 32, this is the textual threshold after
which persistence dissipates entirely), the ratio changes to 32:68, which is,
again, a significant difference.69 For a similar skewing, take the distribution
of BE GOING TO and WILL in the CSAE: according to Table 14 (p. 112), this
distribution is roughly 42:58; however, this figure does not control for persist-
ence either. If the analyst controls for persistence by excluding all occurrences
that are closer than 200 words to a previous occurrence (again, it should be
kept in mind that according to Table 32, this is the textual threshold after
which persistence dissipates entirely in the CSAE), the distribution changes
to roughly 55:45 – meaning that all of a sudden, BE GOING TO turns out to be
the actually dominant future marking strategy.70 In other words, accounting
for persistence in the domain of future marker reference yields distributions
where BE GOING TO is really more frequent than has hitherto been thought.
While it is possible to construct even more extreme examples, the above case
studies go to show that text frequencies may be distorted (or at least influ-
enced) by persistence, with persistence – much like restarts, for instance –
ordinarily not being a factor that researchers interested in text frequencies
would like to have in their statistics. It may therefore be a worthwhile aim for
future research to develop a comprehensive algorithm to control text frequen-
cies for the distorting effect of persistence.

On a more general, theoretical level, persistence has the potential to be
of theoretical interest to linguists engaged in very diverse research programs.
First of all, behaviourists – had they not disappeared from the linguistic scene
long ago – would find the stimulus-response pattern of persistence, repeti-
tiveness, and prime-target pairs absolutely intriguing. Certainly however, the
present study seems to have demonstrated that persistence, as an explanatory
factor, is immediately relevant to all those who seek to account for the choices
speakers make in the spirit of variationism or probabilistic grammar. Along
somewhat different lines, persistence may alternatively be thought of as a type
of short-term entrenchment. ‘Entrenchment’ (originally a Cognitive Gram-
mar term) is a mechanism due to which the effect of discourse frequency
on mental representations is such that these representations are strengthened
through their activation in use (cf. Langacker 1987: 59–60; Hudson 1997:
82–83). It is true that entrenchment is understood to be a mechanism operat-
ing over longer intervals of time, possibly a speaker’s lifespan – in contrast,
persistence is a phenomenon that dissipates after minute intervals (cf. chapter
9, section 2.1). Yet, persistence, too, is due to linguistic patterns, or represen-
tations thereof, being activated through use. I suggest, then, that the cognitive
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mechanism of entrenchment is one long-term manifestation of persistence,
and that persistence is among one of the short-term mechanisms which re-
late to entrenchment in the long run; in a nutshell, it may make sense to re-
fer to persistence as “micro-entrenchment,” and to entrenchment as “macro-
persistence.”

Cognitive grammar aside, persistence is obviously interesting to main-
stream functionalists since issues such as online processing constraints, econ-
omy, and discourse management are, as we have seen, involved in motivating
surface structure. But also for less mainstream, more extreme functionalists
who view grammar as an emergent system of meaningful repetition and as
a “vast collection of hand-me-downs that reaches back in time to the be-
ginnings of time” (Hopper 1998: 150), persistence should be a worthwhile
phenomenon to consider.

Maybe surprisingly, the existence of the phenomenon can even be seen as
underlining the validity of the generative enterprise, for two reasons. First,
persistence or parallelism in surface structure can potentially yield linguistic
outcomes that are dysfunctional: Scherre and Naro (1991: 30), for instance,
have noted that due to speakers’ inclination to maintain surface parallelism,
morphological “markers tend to occur precisely when they are not needed
and tend not to occur when they would be useful”. Thus, persistence and func-
tional factors can very well work against each other – for instance, in contexts
where functional factors would license some option A, but due to persist-
ence it is option B that is actually used. Ex negativo, this can be interpreted
as evidence that grammar cannot be motivated functionally alone, hence the
need for formal analysis. Second (and relatedly), the fact that speech gen-
eration is sometimes heavily inertial and mechanical (insofar as the human
speech processing system is skewed toward repetition) can be construed as
evidence (albeit somewhat indirect) for the Autonomy of Syntax Hypothe-
sis. The point is that if speakers cannot help being persistent and repetitive (a
claim that the present study certainly has not contradicted empirically), the
cognitive module which is responsible for syntax must be, to some extent at
least, self-contained.

Last but not least, persistence could also have implications for historical
linguistics: the multiplicative and self-enforcing effect of persistence, coupled
with logarithmic forgetting functions, might very well be involved in the s-
curve patterns so often observable in language change. This is an intriguing
issue which, needless to say, would be worth exploring in future research.
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Sample coding

To illustrate the coding of the factors discussed in chapter 3, section 1, consider the
following chunk of conversation (Corpus of Spoken American English, text 0906):

1 JIM: <<POUND +five +five +five, 
2  ... +five +five .. +five +five POUND>>. 
3  ... Is what the phone number will be. 
4  (H) .. But, 
5  .. this is .. things that, 
6  (H) I'm I'm .. anxious for Matt to get here, 
7  because I'm getting, 
8  (H) .. I'm getting tuckered out, 
9  [trying to] .. get all these nitty-gritty things,
10 JIM: It's not tough to get the phone number. 
11  (H) But see they need the phone number in order  
12  to order letterhead, 
13 JOE: [Mhm]. 
14 JIM: [(H)] in order to or- .. % have business cards. 
15  (H) .. LCL in [2..2] in Chicago needs that, 
16 JIM: .. to get that process [3going3]. 
17 JOE:                        [3Hm3]. 
18 JIM: [4Uh, 
19 JOE: [4(TSK) (H) Uh is there LCL4] accounts gonna  
20  be maintained here, 
21 JIM: cause cause actually4] -- 
22 JOE: I mean, 
23  or .. is there gonna be a separate, 
24  (H) They're gonna have an account in Chicago, 
25  for the funds to pass through? 

 →→→→ 26  Or is it gonna be passthrough funds  
27  here at the bank? Or, 
28  (H) is that %= -- 
29 JIM: ... Well, 
30  .. w- .. what we'll do is, 
31  ... those'll probably  
32  wire transfer [out]. 
33 JOE:               [Through Bolt]mans or something, 
34 JIM: Well, 
35  .. through the Fed, 
36  what -- 
37  (H) I think what will happen, 
38  (H) but we -- 
39  .. Matt'll find this out, 
40  and, I mean, we'll get involved in it  
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In this passage, there is a good deal of variation between the future marker paradigms
BE GOING TO (gonna) and WILL (will and ’ll). There are in all 10 variables, in 4
of which a BE GOING TO marker and in 6 of which a WILL marker is used. Let
us suppose, now, that the independent variable to be analyzed, CURRENT, is the
variable in line 26, where JOE uses the BE GOING TO variant gonna (Or is it gonna
be passthrough funds here at the bank?), instead of some WILL marker:

– the value of PREVIOUS, then, is BE GOING TO as well, since the last future marker
slot – the discourse-preceding variable – in line 24 (. . . they’re gonna have . . . ) is
also realized by the BE GOING TO variant gonna;

– TEXTDIST is ln 15 (≈ 2.7), since the textual distance between the last future
marker slot (gonna in line 24) and the variable under analysis is 15 words;

– the sentence in which CURRENT is embedded (Or is it gonna be passthrough funds
here at the bank?) contains 9 words (excluding the future marker gonna itself and
its auxiliary is), thus SENTENCELENGTH is assigned a value of 9;

– TTR ranges somewhere between 1 and 100, depending on the wider lexical con-
text;

– the value of SAMETURN is 1 (‘yes’) since the discourse-preceding future marker
variable slot, in line 24, is located in the same turn as the variable under analysis;

– the value of SAMESPEAKER is 1 (‘yes’) as well since the discourse-preceding
future marker variable slot, in line 24, is produced by the same speaker – JOE –
who produces CURRENT;

– according to the speaker table accompanying the CSAE, speaker JOE is male and
45 years old, thus SEX is ‘male’, and AGE is ‘41.’

All of the above coding would have been conducted automatically using Perl scripts.
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Multicollinearity statistics

The following tables report Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) for all variables that
were entered into logistic regression. Variance Inflation Factors are familiar from
multiple regression, but are applicable to logistic regression too; they measure the
strength of inter-relationships among explanatory variables in a multivariate model.
Increasing Variance Inflation Factors indicate increasing regression coefficients,
which may result in more unstable estimates. Variance Inflation Factors exceeding a
value of 10 are commonly considered to indicate multicollinearity, but values above
2.5 may already be a cause for concern.

VIFs in comparison strategy choice
DS CG CSPAE FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 1.086 1.172 1.084 1.133

TTR 1.081 1.287 1.145 1.131

LENGTH 2.269 3.070 4.728 2.211

MORPH 2.401 4.265 3.702 2.010

STRESS 1.207 1.560 3.088 1.428

FREQUENCY 1.042 1.180 1.399 1.151

SYNFUN 1.123 1.619 1.251 1.168

DEGREE 1.064 1.496 1.084 1.143

COMPLEMENT 1.331 2.080 1.211 1.437

PREVIOUS 1.115 1.575 1.058 1.110

TEXTDIST 1.931 1.547 1.169 1.401

ATRIGGER 1.924 1.372 1.131 1.411

STRIGGER 1.180 1.690 1.078 1.250

AGE 1.059 1.163 – 1.173

SEX 1.028 1.448 – 1.598

VIFs in genitive choice
FRED CSAE

SENTENCELENGTH 1.048 1.137

TTR 1.104 1.147

LEXCLASS 1.249 1.174

POSSESSORLENGTH 1.080 1.157
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POSSESSUMLENGTH 1.016 1.054

FINALSIB 1.026 1.038

POSSESSORGIV 1.096 1.095

POSSESSUMGIV 1.081 1.210

FREDAREA 1.025 –

PREVIOUS 1.138 1.228

TEXTDIST 1.366 2.005

TEXTDIST-OF 1.068 1.179

SAMETURN 1.428 2.171

SAMESPEAKER 1.274 1.323

POSSESSORID 1.177 1.114

POSSESSUMID 1.170 1.246

VIFs in future marker choice
CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 1.012 1.036 1.025 1.109 1.029

TTR 1.042 1.038 1.016 1.136 1.048

NEGATION 1.008 1.004 1.016 1.019 1.005

PREVIOUS 1.045 1.174 1.032 1.123 1.025

TEXTDIST 1.577 1.670 1.524 1.486 1.619

G-ALLIT 1.177 1.082 1.088 1.125 1.074

W-ALLIT 1.010 1.030 1.022 1.058 1.033

G-HORRORAEQUI 1.012 1.024 1.023 1.029 1.009

VIFs in particle placement
FRED CSAE

SENTENCELENGTH 1.077 1.121

TTR 1.087 1.136

DEFINITEDO 1.022 1.145

SYLLABLESDO 1.044 1.186

LITERALNESS 1.107 1.153

COMPLEXITYDO 1.047 1.109
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DIRECTIONALPP 1.036 1.115

NEWSVALUEDO 1.087 1.093

DISTINCTIVENESS 1.073 1.194

FRED-AREA 1.212 –

PREVIOUS 1.107 1.115

TEXTDIST 1.492 1.814

SAMETURN 1.589 1.435

SAMESPEAKER 1.143 1.247

VLEMMAID 1.126 1.509

TEXTDIST-NONSEP 1.030 1.128

TEXTDIST-SEP 1.129 1.145

VIFs in complementation strategy choice
CG CSPAE DS CSAE FRED

SENTENCELENGTH 1.087 1.049 1.045 1.500 1.060

TTR 1.146 1.032 1.054 1.312 1.106

STATIVE-COMPL 1.055 1.011 1.044 1.249 1.064

HYPOTHETICAL 1.636 1.417 1.225 1.378 1.247

TO-HORRORAEQUI 1.672 2.443 1.533 1.351 1.858

ING-HORRORAEQUI 1.879 2.332 1.540 1.223 1.172

VERB 1.239 1.116 1.225 1.798 1.421

MORPHOLOGY 1.240 1.268 1.151 1.548 1.436

FRED-AREA – – – – 1.118

PREVIOUS 1.136 1.030 1.087 1.339 1.069

TEXTDIST 1.742 1.887 1.524 2.114 1.377

SAMETURN 1.745 2.041 1.419 1.413 1.417

SAMESPEAKER 1.377 1.534 1.155 1.384 1.202

VLEMMAID 1.475 1.227 1.149 1.674 1.395

VMORPHID 1.656 1.306 1.199 1.472 1.125

TEXTDIST-TO 1.703 2.430 1.496 1.697 1.864

TEXTDIST-ING 1.721 2.112 1.525 1.179 1.058

T-ALLIT 1.181 1.099 1.082 1.681 1.096

AGE 1.053 – 1.048 – –

SEX 1.105 – 1.034 – –
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Coding schemes in particle placement

The author and the second coder followed the following coding schemes:

Syntactic function (attributive vs. predicative) of adjectives

Code ‘0’ for attributive function (e.g. the green house is there, I like red cars). Code
‘1’ for predicative function (e.g. the house is green, the car seems nice, Jim became
angry).

Definiteness of the direct object of transitive phrasal verbs

Code definite direct objects of phrasal verbs as ‘0’ (e.g. Jim looked up the word).
Direct objects tend to be preceded by a definite article, or by some kind of genitive
or possessive pronoun. Code indefinite direct objects of phrasal verbs as ‘1’ (e.g. Jim
looked up a word). Indefinite objects tend to be preceded by an indefinite article, or
by no article at all.

Literal vs. idiomatic phrasal verbs

If the phrasal verb is literal, code ‘1’. Literal phrasal verbs are verbs where the mean-
ing of the whole verb is more or less the semantic sum of the verb and the particle.
Often, literal phrasal verbs are phrasal verbs where some spatial movement is in-
volved (for instance, to bring in is the semantic sum of to bring and in; also, some
spatial movement is involved). If the phrasal verb is idiomatic, code ‘0’. A phrasal
verb is idiomatic if the meaning is more than the semantic sum of verb and particle
(if one needs to have learned its idiomatic meaning, therefore). Most often, idiomatic
phrasal verbs are not spatial (for instance, to figure out means something else than the
semantic sum of to figure and out, and also, there is no spatial movement involved).
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Phrasal verbs analyzed

NOTE: absolute frequencies in the dataset in brackets.

back up (1)

beat up (1)

bellow out (1)

blow out (3)

blow up (5)

boil up (2)

break apart (1)

break down (3)

break off (1)

break up (3)

breed off (1)

brick up (1)

bring back (18)

bring down (6)

bring in (17)

bring out (5)

bring over (5)

bring up (28)

brush off (1)

build up (2)

buy up (2)

call out (2)

call up (5)

calm down (1)

carry away (1)

carry back (1)

carry down (2)

carry in (3)

carry on (1)

carry out (4)

carry up (3)

chalk on (1)

chew up (2)

chop off (1)

chop up (5)

chuck in (3)

chuck out (4)

chuck over (1)

chuck up (1)

chuckle up (1)

clean down (1)

clean off (5)

clean out (18)

clean up (4)

clear away (1)

clear out (1)

clear up (5)

close down (7)

close up (1)

cock up (1)

coil up (1)

coke up (1)

count out (3)

cry out (1)

cut down (2)

cut off (10)

cut out (8)

cut up (8)

dig in (1)

dig out (1)

dish out (2)

do up (1)

drag off (1)

drain off (1)

draw out (1)

draw up (2)

dress up (3)

drive down (2)

drive in (2)

drop in (4)

drop off (4)

eat up (1)

edge up (1)

fetch in (1)

figure out (3)

fill in (9)

fill out (6)

fill up (25)

find out (2)

finish up (2)

fire down (1)

fix up (2)

flip over (5)

get back (8)

get down (2)

get in (21)

get off (4)

get on (1)

get out (10)

get up (3)

give away (2)

give back (2)

give out (4)

give up (9)

grind up (1)

grow up (1)

hand back (1)

hand off (1)

hand over (1)

hang out (1)

hang up (3)

haul up (1)

have on (2)

heave in (1)

heave out (1)

help out (1)

hold back (1)

hold out (4)

hold up (7)

hook up (1)

keep away (1)

keep down (1)

keep in (1)

keep out (2)

keep up (16)

kick out (5)

kick up (2)

kill off (1)

knock out (1)

knock down (1)

lace up (1)

lay on (1)

lay up (1)

leave out (2)
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let down (4)

let in (1)

let off (2)

let out (11)

lift out (1)

lift up (17)

light up (2)

load up (1)

lock up (1)

look up (2)

lower down (5)

lug down (2)

make out (5)

make up (17)

mix up (1)

mop up (1)

move up (1)

open up (1)

partition off (1)

pass away (2)

pass down (1)

patch up (1)

pay back (2)

pay in (1)

pay off (3)

pay up (1)

phone up (3)

pick out (22)

pick up (83)

play up (2)

polish up (1)

pour in (1)

pour out (1)

pull away (2)

pull back (1)

pull down (11)

pull in (9)

pull off (6)

pull out (24)

pull together (1)

pull up (29)

pump up (2)

push away (2)

push up (3)

put away (3)

put back (2)

put down (11)

put in (16)

put off (5)

put on (75)

put out (17)

put up (36)

raise up (1)

read out (3)

reckon out (1)

reckon up (1)

regurgitate up (1)

rent off (1)

rig up (2)

ring up (2)

roll over (1)

roll up (1)

root up (1)

run down (3)

save up (5)

scrape off (1)

screw up (1)

sell off (1)

sell out (1)

send away (5)

send back (1)

send down (5)

send in (5)

send off (2)

send up (3)

serve out (1)

serve up (1)

set down (1)

set up (13)

shoot out (4)

shout out (1)

shove down (1)

shove in (1)

shut off (1)

slip off (1)

smuggle in (1)

sort out (3)

spit out (1)

stack up (1)

start off (1)

start up (5)

stem up (1)

stick in (1)

stick up (2)

sweep out (1)

sweep up (1)

swill round (1)

take away (15)

take back (14)

take down (18)

take in (35)

take off (57)

take on (8)

take out (66)

take over (23)

take up (28)

throw away (1)

throw down (4)

throw in (1)

throw on (1)

throw out (6)

throw up (2)

tie in (2)

tie up (7)

tighten up (1)

tip up (3)

total up (1)

trim up (1)

try on (4)

try out (4)

turn down (2)

turn in (3)

turn off (2)

turn on (13)

turn out (5)

turn up (5)

wake up (1)

wash out (5)

wash up (1)

wear out (2)

wear up (1)

weigh out (1)

weigh up (1)

wind up (5)

wipe out (2)

work back (1)

work out (2)

write down (10)

write out (2)



Notes

1. Consider, along these lines, the recent monograph on “Determinants of Grammatical
Variation in English” by Rohdenburg and Mondorf (2003). This is a collection of state-
of-the-art variationist research papers dealing with numerous alternation phenomena in
English and focussing on “major extra-semantic and largely neglected factors determin-
ing grammatical variation” (Rohdenburg and Mondorf 2003: 1). Yet while horror aequi
receives ample attention in the volume, persistence – as a phenomenon that from a psy-
cholinguistic perspective is comparatively better documented – is not referred to even
once as an explanatory factor.

2. See Tannen (1987: 577–579) for a comprehensive overview. To cite just some studies:
Keenan (1977: 125) notes that “one of the most commonplace observations in the psy-
cholinguistic literature is that many young children often repeat utterances addressed to
them.” Merritt (1982) shows that children in primary school use repetition and refor-
mulation to get their instructors’ attention. Conversely, Cook-Gumperz (1977) presents
evidence that repetition is often used for instruction-giving in classrooms. Watson-Gegeo
and Boggs (1977) show that Hawaiian children use repetition in contradiction routines;
Ervin-Tripp (1979) notes that repetition is frequently used as a remedial tactic in turn-
taking trouble in child discourse. Ochs (1979) argues that repetition is used as an
attention-getting strategy and a means to achieve definiteness in children’s interaction
among themselves and with caretakers. Hatch, Peck, and Wagner-Gough (1979) exam-
ined repetition in children’s acquisition of formulae and the subsequent impact on rule
formulation. Goodwin (1983) describes what she calls ‘aggravated partial-repeat correc-
tion formats’ in conversations among urban black children age four to fourteen, where
repeats are produced with challenging intonation. Erickson (1984: 141) demonstrates that
black adolescents use repetition of pitch and phrases to engage listeners in a dialogue of
“call and response.”

3. Well-known, though rather irrelevant to the present study, is also semantic priming, which
occurs when processing of a word is facilitated by just having processed a semantically
related word. Thus, for instance, processing and recognition of the word cat is aided by
just having been exposed to the word dog (cf. Meyer and Schvaneveldt 1971; cf. Cleland
and Pickering 2003 for semantic enhancement in syntactic priming). Some researchers
also distinguish word-order priming from other priming varieties (cf. Hartsuiker and
Westenberg 2000).

4. Reprinted from Kathryn Bock, “Syntactic persistence in language production”, Cognitive
Psychology 18 (3), p. 361, Copyright c©1986, with permission from Elsevier.

5. Reprinted from Deborah Tannen, Talking Voices: Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in
Conversational Discourse, p. 73, Copyright 1989, with kind permission from Cambridge
University Press.

6. Reprinted from Deborah Tannen, Talking Voices: Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in
Conversational Discourse, p. 77, Copyright 1989, with kind permission from Cambridge
University Press.

7. SENTENCELENGTH and TTR will be controlled for differing string lengths of the options
under analysis. For instance, a sentence containing a site of analytic comparison is in-
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trinsically longer – by one word (more) – than the same sentence containing a site of
synthetic comparison. This bias would have skewed results and was thus removed. This
is also an issue for future marker choice (where BE GOING TO markers contain more ma-
terial than WILL markers), genitive choice (where the of -genitive contains more material
than the s-genitive), and infinitival vs. gerundial complementation (where the infinitive
marker to only occurs with infinitival complementation).

8. The reason for this eclecticism is that otherwise, the number of observations would be
too low for reliable statistical analysis.

9. Varbrul was designed in the 1970’s, and has not been very substantially updated since.
Varbrul is therefore antique in terms of software. Among the most serious limitations of
the Varbrul package are the following: (i) the data need to be in a specific, somewhat ar-
chaic format for Varbrul to handle them, (ii) Varbrul can only deal with nominal variables,
(iii) Varbrul cannot handle interactions between independent variables, (iv) Varbrul does
not report R2 (see Bayley and Young forthcoming for a review of the Varbrul package).
The logistic regression module of SPSS has none of these limitations.

10. All of these figures are imaginary.
11. It is worth digressing briefly to discuss the importance of this measure. Not reporting

variance explained (R2) is somewhat convenient since it helps avoid questions such as
whether the predictors studied – however significant they may be in isolation – are of
substantial interest, or whether inclusion of other predictors would have enhanced the an-
alyst’s ability to explain linguistic variation. Take, for instance Poplack and Tagliamonte
(1996), or almost any other study in the Varbrul tradition. The reader is bombarded with
probabilistic weights, but nowhere is one told how successful the corresponding pre-
dictors are in actually explaining the linguistic variable studied. This usual omission in
Varbrul research of course also has to do with the fact that the program does not report
R2, but it does report a goodness-of-fit measure (log likelihood), which is never reported
either. In all, while reporting R2 may make painfully clear inadequacies and omissions in
terms of the overall explaining power of one’s research design, reporting such a measure
increases accountability.

12. For several reasons, it will not be feasible to report probabilistic weights for the type of
logistic regression utilized and for the type of independent variables considered in the
present study (cf. Pampel 2000: 23; Jaccard 2001: 3).

13. Statistical significance of odds ratios will normally be computed on the basis of the Wald
statistic, which is the ratio of the unstandardized logit coefficients to their standard er-
rors. For large coefficients, however, Wald becomes unreliable (cf. Menard 2002: 39),
which is why large coefficients will be tested by specifying a model with and without the
independent and testing the change in Hosmer and Lemeshow’s G for significance.

14. This chapter will focus exclusively on comparatives. First, superlatives are less frequent
than comparatives, which makes statistical analysis difficult. Second, most previous re-
search on comparison in English has dealt primarily with comparatives, and as this is
not a study on comparison specifically, this chapter too will content itself to research
comparatives.

15. In non-standard English, there is a third possibility: double comparatives (e.g. more
nicer). Due to this pattern’s comparatively low text frequency (cf. Kytö and Romaine
1997: 329; Biber et al. 1999: 525), double comparison will not be considered in this
chapter.
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16. Disyllabic adjectives with final stress that are attested with analytic comparison in Leech
and Culpeper’s data include acute, afraid, akin, aware, bizarre, compact, complete, cor-
rect, exact, extreme, intense, mature, obscure, polite, precise, profane, profound, remote,
robust, secure, severe, sincere (Leech and Culpeper 1997: 361).

17. Left out from this selection is a horror aequi-related variable, namely whether the pres-
ence of a token ending in -er in the immediate adjacency of an adjective influences the
type of comparison the adjective will take. The reason is that there were only some
36 such patterns (of the type an extremer winter or a rather costlier car) in the whole
database, which is a number too low for reliable statistical analysis.

18. In this context, mention should be made that there is a collinearity issue with LENGTH,
MORPH, and STRESS especially in the CG and CSPAE (cf. the collinearity measures in
Appendix B), which may distort results: (i) adjectives that end in -y or begin in un- tend
to be longer than other adjectives, (ii) adjectives that are stressed on the last syllable also
tend to be longer than other adjectives, and (iii) adjectives that end in -y or begin in un-
tend not to be stressed on the final syllable. These correlations also obtain in the DS and
in FRED, but there their magnitude is not a cause for concern.

19. The regression line might appear to some readers as improbably horizontal, given the
distribution of the dots. Note, however, that the majority of dots sitting on the x-axis rep-
resent more than one speaker (often many more), to which the regression is of course
sensitive. This will also have to be kept in mind for similar scatterplots in the chapters
to follow. By illustration, consider speaker WESBE (FRED corpus): This speaker uses
only one relevant (optional) analytic form and one relevant synthetic form – in this or-
der. Thus, speaker WESBE never actually switches from synthetic comparison to analytic
comparison and sits, in the righthand graph in Figure 6, on the x-axis (at x = 50).

20. CG: step χ2 = 54.39, df = 8, p < 0.001; CSPAE: step χ2 = 21.37, df = 8, p = 0.006; DS:
step χ2 = 46.19, df = 8, p < 0.001; FRED: step χ2 = 107.05, df = 8, p < 0.001.

21. Figure 7 – exactly as similar graphs that will be presented in what follows – is based on
19 measuring points. These have been arrived at by dividing the observed textual distance
between PREVIOUS and CURRENT into 20-tiles, i.e. into 20 equal groups (which have 19
cut-off points); the percentage of matches between PREVIOUS and CURRENT was then
determined separately for each 20-tile.

22. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005.
23. ATRIGGER(75) shows whether the token more precedes CURRENT by 75–51 words;

ATRIGGER(25) shows whether the token more precedes CURRENT by 25–6 words;
ATRIGGER(5) shows whether the token more precedes CURRENT by less than 6 words.

24. Step χ2 = 25.04, df = 9, p = 0.03.
25. This subset consisted of the following texts: LAN008–LAN014, NBL001, NBL003,

NBL006, NBL007, NBL008, WES001, WES002, HEB001–HEB041, SAL001–SAL039,
WAR001, DUR001–DUR003, LAN001–LAN007, KEN006–KEN008, KEN014,
LND001, LND002, SFK011–SFK036, CON001–CON010, DEV001, SOM001–
SOM014, DEN001–DEN004, GLA001–GLA007. These comprise ca. 1,300,000 words
and thus approximately 55% of the entire FRED corpus; dialect areas included in the
sample are the Hebrides, the Midlands, the North of England, Wales, the Southwest, and
the Southeast.

26. When the s-genitive is used, the possessum cannot be determined by an article (*the
man’s the house). Therefore, definite or indefinite articles determining the possessum
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phrase of an of -genitive were not included in the count in order not to skew results.
27. This only lists the intralinguistic factors. If extralinguistic factors are included as well,

the third and fourth most important predictors in FRED are whether or not a speaker is
from the Midlands or from Wales, respectively.

28. CSAE: step χ2 = 65.08, df = 10, p < 0.001; FRED: step χ2 = 117.58, df = 10, p < 0.001.
29. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005.
30. The graph on the CSAE is somewhat bumpier than the graph on FRED because the

number of observations is lower in the CSAE. Thus, statistical outliers do not cancel
themselves out so easily in the CSAE.

31. Of course, sometimes there is no optionality; in conditional protases, for instance, pre-
scriptive tradition bans usage of WILL (cf. Comrie 1985; also see below, section 2).

32. It is also well-known, though irrelevant for the present study, that WILL is massively
more frequent in written language than in spoken language (for instance, Berglund 1997,
1999b, 2000b; Biber et al. 1999; Mair 1997b; Martin and Weltens 1973; Wekker 1976).

33. Will, too, can have non-future-marking homonyms (e.g. his last will). Due to these homo-
nyms’ negligible text frequency, however, no attempt was made to remove them manu-
ally.

34. Note that if CURRENT takes a BE GOING TO based future marker, the token going does
not count.

35. The following figures supplement Table 16. For simplicity, only estimates significant at
p < .05 are displayed.

36. There are fewer BE GOING TO → WILL switches than WILL → BE GOING TO switches
in the CG, CSAE, and in FRED. Thus, in these corpora, BE GOING TO is more persistent
than WILL. The opposite is true for the DS, while the two forms are exactly equally
persistent in the CSPAE.

37. CG: step χ2 = 7,990.86, df = 13, p < 0.001; CSPAE: step χ2 = 6,488.79, df = 13, p <
0.001; DS: step χ2 = 5,301.80, df = 13, p < 0.001; CSAE: step χ2 = 124.24, df = 13,
p < 0.001; FRED: χ2 = 166.31, df = 13, p < 0.001.

38. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005. Note that the good fits cannot be due
merely to the large datasets – the CSPAE dataset has the best fit, yet it only has less than
half the size of the CG and DS datasets.

39. One exception is the 5-word threshold in FRED, which is associated with a significant
exp(b) value of greater than 1.

40. The three distance thresholds in GO-TRIGGER were conflated into a single dichotomy,
namely whether or not there is such a trigger in a context of 75 words prior to CURRENT

(coded 0 for such a trigger not present, and 1 for present).
41. The phenomenon will be referred to as ‘particle placement,’ thus avoiding the theoretical

assumptions associated with the also common term ‘particle movement.’
42. This phrase structure analysis follows Radford (1988: 91–100).
43. Another related factor is the number of subsequent mentions of the direct object and

textual distance to the next mention: Chen (1986) has claimed that the more often the
referent of the direct object of the construction is mentioned in the subsequent discourse,
the greater the probability for V+Part+NP patterning. Along the same lines, Chen (1986)
has argued that the earlier the referent of the direct object is mentioned in the subsequent
discourse, the greater the preference for V+NP+Part patterning. However, these two fac-
tors will not be considered here for two reasons: for one thing, Gries (2003a: Table 6)
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shows that they have a weak explanatory value. Second, while Chen’s factors may make
sense for written texts, they are – from a theoretical perspective – doubtful when applied
to conversational data, which proceeds on a temporal axis rather than on a left-right one.

44. This subset consisted of the following texts: LAN008–LAN014, NBL001, NBL003,
NBL006, NBL007, NBL008, WES001, WES002, HEB001–HEB041, SAL001–SAL039,
WAR001, DUR001–DUR003, LAN001–LAN007, KEN006–KEN008, KEN014,
LND001, LND002, SFK011–SFK033. These comprise approximately
1,000,000 words and thus 40% of the entire FRED corpus; dialect areas included in the
sample are the Hebrides, the Midlands, the North of England, and the Southeast.

45. I am indebted to Stefan Th. Gries and Anatol Stefanowitsch for giving me access to the
complete list. The p values which their list consists of were transformed mathematically
into a 0–100 scale as follows: p values of verbs that Gries and Stefanowitsch found
to have a preference for V+Part+NP were subtracted from +2; p values of verbs that
have a preference for V+NP+Part were multiplied by −1. Subsequently, all values were
multiplied by +50.

46. FRED: step χ2 = 44.86, df = 10, p < 0.001; CSAE: step χ2 = 21.7, df = 10, p = 0.017.
47. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005.
48. It should be noted, however, that Gries’ R2 values (for instance, those reported in Gries

2003b) are substantially higher than the ones reported here. There are some likely reasons
why Gries’ models account for more variance in particle placement: first, Gries’ book-
length analysis of particle placement is more fine-grained than the one presented here.
Second, he analyzes a corpus of written and spoken Standard British English; this study’s
data consist of conversational American English and dialect speech in the British Isles. It
is conceivable that in this study’s data, particle placement simply varies more freely, or
is also determined by other factors.

49. The reason is that software cannot distinguish, for example, between a V +N pattern (e.g.
I hate bowling) and a genuine V+ger. pattern (e.g. I hate saying that), unless the gerund
is tagged as a gerund.

50. This subset consisted of the following texts: LAN008 - LAN014, NBL001, NBL003,
NBL006, NBL007, NBL008, WES001, WES002, HEB001–HEB041, SAL001–
SAL 039, WAR001, DUR001–DUR003, LAN001–LAN007, KEN006–KEN008,
KEN014, LND001, LND002, SFK011–SFK036, CON001–CON010, DEV001,
SOM001–SOM014, DEN001–DEN004, GLA001–GLA007. These comprise ca.
1,300,000 words and thus 55% of the entire FRED corpus; dialect areas included in the
sample are the Hebrides, the Midlands, the North of England, Wales, the Southwest, and
the Southeast.

51. This list has been adapted from Quirk and Greenbaum (1993: 46–47) and Kolln (1994:
89–90).

52. The -ing form is not in this list because it is already covered by the independent variable
ING-HORRORAEQUI.

53. Tokens that start in <th>, such as the, were not counted.
54. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005.
55. The following figures supplement Table 27. For simplicity, only estimates significant at

p < .05 are displayed.
56. The following figures supplement Table 27. For simplicity, only estimates significant at

p < .05 are displayed.
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57. The following figures supplement Table 27.
58. CG: step χ2 = 197.28, df = 15, p < 0.001; CSPAE: step χ2 = 64.61, df = 15, p < 0.001;

DS: step χ2 = 137.49, df = 15, p < 0.001; CSAE: step χ2 = 35.75, df = 15, p = 0.002;
FRED: step χ2 = 56.77, df = 15, p < 0.001.

59. * significant at p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005.
60. Averages are not weighted by corpus size.
61. Comparing shares of explained variance across different data sources and models re-

quires, at a minimum and among other things, that the number of predictors in each
model be the same throughout. However, the models presented in the course of this study
were tailored to the respective alternation studied, and thus the models differed in the
kind and number of predictors included. The idea behind Figure 21 is to remedy this
discrepancy by recalculating the logistic regression models presented earlier on the ba-
sis of three very basic terms only: PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST, and TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS

(hence, df = 3). Inclusion of TEXTDIST and TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS is meant to control,
for instance, for the fact that optional comparatives are less frequent than future markers,
which is why persistence is weaker in comparison choice. Including textual distance con-
trols for this distorting factor. The models underlying Figure 21 are therefore comparably
basic α-persistence models; what is displayed is the average Nagelkerke R2, i.e. the share
of variance – per alternation – that is explained collectively by PREVIOUS, TEXTDIST,
and TEXTDIST ∗ PREVIOUS.

62. In all, four regression runs (CG, CSPAE, DS, FRED) were conducted for comparison
strategy choice, five for future marker choice (CG, CSPAE, DS, CSAE, FRED), two for
both particle placement and genitive choice (CSAE and FRED), and five for complemen-
tation strategy choice (CG, CSPAE, DS, CSAE, FRED).

63. This means that in comparison strategy choice, the CSPAE (N = 219) and FRED (N =
170) datasets for comparison choice had to be omitted; in complementation strategy
choice, the CSAE dataset (N = 102) had to be omitted.

64. This puts aside the CSAE dataset on genitive choice, where persistence lasts for more
than 1,000 minutes which very much looks like a freak estimate.

65. Due to the relative infrequency of comparatives, SAMETURN and SAMESPEAKER were
not included in the four regression runs on comparison strategy choice.

66. Along these lines, it seems worth mentioning that TTR appears to be a better and more
potent determinant of α-persistence than SENTENCELENGTH.

67. Readers should rest assured that the author is fully aware of the fact that any serious lin-
guist would have looked at more context anyway. (1) is somewhat curtailed for expository
reasons.

68. p < 0.005, χ2 = 37.1, df = 1.
69. p < 0.001, χ2 = 71.7, df = 1.
70. This difference is significant at the 0.001 level (χ2 = 13.24, df = 1).
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